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The history of this thesis goes back to June 1976, when I first discus-
sed randomized response methods as a possible research subject with Ben
van der Genugten. At that time, randomized response was a fairly new
interviewing technique, devised to protect the respondents' privacy -
better than traditional methods could do. The estimation problem in the
randomized response situtation is essentially the estimation of a bi-
nomial parameter, known in advance to lie in a given interval that is
smaller than the unit interval. Three papers on this type of estimation
problems appeared in the Department's internal series 'Ter Discussie';
they are the backbone of this thesis, which is hoped to have flesh and
blood in addition.
The list of persons who in any way contributed to the book is
impressive. Only a few of them will be mentioned explicitly. Of course,
Ben van der Genugten is on top. In particular, I admíre his dashing way
of tackling both fundamental mathematical questions and nimmerical prob-
lems. For my programming problems I am much indebted to Toon van den
Aker, who was willing to help at any moment of the day, and to Ad
Plaisier in an earlier stage of the work. Annemiek Dikmans gave her
usual show of excellent typing, while Jan Pijnenburg took very good care
of the drawings. Hildegard Penn talked me out of the head that 'a kink
in the cable' is a correct English expression. Of course, all remaining
errors of any kind arw mine.
Finally, I have to thank my three cheerleaders: Heleen who, up
to the very end, heroically hided her impatience, Sinbad who was always
prepared to distract me by means of some game, and Tamar who cheered my
room with her beautiful works of art.





In the empirical social sciences response bias in surveys is a great
nuisance. Especially in surveys about personal, sensitive matters both
refusals to answer and untruthful replies occur rather frequently. As a
consequence, the problem of estimating population parameters becomes
much more complicated, while the estimates obtained lack precision.
To meet this problem, WARNER 1965 developed a method of ínter-
viewing aiming at the protection of the respondent's privacy and, con-
sequently, at the reduction - or even elimination - of response bias.
The basic principle is that the respondent draws at random one out of
several statements. The interviewer is not allowed to know what state-
ment was drawn: he learns the respondent's answer 'correct' or 'false'
without knowing to which statement it applies. If the two statements
were chosen sensibly, neither of the two possible answers incriminates
the respondent; hence more, and more truthful, cooperation may be ex-
pected.
Warner's original method concerns the incidence of some sensi-
tive property A and makes use of the two statements:
'I possess property A'
'I do not possess property A'
One of these statements is selected by some chance mechanism and presen-
ted to the respondent. The probability that the first statement is drawn
ís known and equals, say, P, so that the probabilíty of the latter is
1-P. Since for P-} no inference about the incidence of A is possible
and because of symmetry, }~ P t 1 may be assumed. In case P- 1, in
fact a direct question is asked. However, for P~ 1 neither of the two
possible answers reveals the respondent's true situation with certainty
- even when he~she answers truthfully.
The main drawback of the method is that it provides the statist-
ician with less information than a direct question would have done. At
the end of the survey, the statistician's information is limited to the
total numbers of answers 'correct' and 'false', which is less informa-
V
tive than the exact incidence of property A in the sample. This phenome-
non reflects the statistician's and the respondent's conflicting in-
terests: the former seeks a maximum of information, while the latter
wants to protect his privacy by giving away as little information as
possible. By a sensíble choice of P a compromise may be reached. Warner
called his method 'randomized response'; since its invention it has been
enriched with a wealth of varia[ions.
From his survey, the statistician can estimate the probability
of occurrence of the answers 'correct' and 'false'. However, these pro-
babilities are closely linked to the incidence of property A in the
populatíon. This can be shown as follows. Denote by n the population
fraction showing property A, denote A for the absence of A and introduce
6 for the probabilíty of obtaining the answer 'correct' from a randomly
chosen respondent. Then, assuming an honest answer,
B ~ P('correct'IA)P(A) t P('correct'IÁ)P(Á)
- Pn t (1-P)(1-n)
- 1 - P t (2P-1)n
Hence, since P is a known constant, estimating n is essentially equiva-
lent to estimating 9.
Being a population fraction, n has a value inside the unit ín-
terval. But then the above equations imply
1- P C 9 C P
If the survey was based upon a simple random sample, the problem is es-
sentially to estimate the parameter 9 of a binomial distribution, where
(unless P- 1) 9 is known beforehand to lie within an interval strictly
smaller than the natural parameter space [0,1]. This is an example of a
so-called truncated parameter space, the object of study in this thesis.
The study of truncated parameter spaces in general is of in-
terest for the following reasons. First of all, they often occur in
practice. In many cases certain parameter values can be excluded before-
hand, sometimes on strictly logical grounds, in other instances for
vi
theoretical reasons stemming from the nature of the problem under con-
sideration; finally, the investigator can exclude certain parameter
values for practical or subjective reasons. This last situation is
rather frequent. Note however that the example of randomized response,
treated above, strictly logically leads to a truncated parameter space,
without any subjective arguments brought into the discussion. So, even
strict frequentists should be interested in the subject.
Besides, truncated parameter spaces are mathematically and sta-
tistically interesting. Some of their most intriguing features, occur-
ring under fairly general circumstances, are listed below.
(i) The frequently used criterion of unbiasedness is useless,
since no unbiased estimators exist in general. So, other optimality cri-
teria have to be looked for. As a leading optimality principle, admiss-
ibility has been adopted here; additional criteria will be invariance
and minimaxity, among others.
(ii) Many common sense estimators that take values on the boun-
dary of the truncated parameter space, or even close to it, are inadmis-
sible. This means that no estimate should ever be near the extreme
values of the parameter, even if all observations indicate such value as
most likely. An important consequence is that maximum likelihood estima-
tors are inadmissible in general.
(iii) The behavior of minimax estimators is much more complica-
ted than in the classical, nontruncated case (as well as their deriva-
tion, for that matter). Furthermore, the behavior is sometimes rather
surprising at first sight. For example, the minimax estimate correspond-
ing to a certain observation that indicates a high parameter value may
decrease, if the theoretical upperbound for the parameter increases.
The organization of the book is as follows. Part 1 is devoted to
the general theory of estimation in truncated parameter spaces, while
the special case of estimating the parameter 0 of a binomial distribu-
tion B(n,9) is treated in Part 2. This includes the randomized response
situation, outlined above, as a specific application. As a prelude to
Part 2, many examples in Part 1 already deal with the binomial distri-
bution. In many respects the treatment is based upon MOORS 1977.
Chapter 1 defines the kind of estimation problems to be discuss-
ed in the sequel, with the choice of the action space as the most
striking feature: it will be recommended here to take as standard action
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space the convex closure of {h(9) : 9 E 0}, where h denotes the function
of the unknown parameter B that has to be estimated. Attempts have been
made to concentrate in Section 1.4 all standard estimation theory, that
will be needed later on. The final Section 1.5 reviews some well-known
properties of exponential families.
Chapter 2 focuses on truncated parame[er spaces. After the de-
finition in Section 2.1, the interesting features (i)-(iii), mentioned
above, are illustrated for some special cases. Section 2.2 shows the
non-existence of unbiased estimators in the case of exponential families
and quadratic loss. In Section 2.3 estimators are considered with values
upon or close to the boundary of the parameter space; for shortness,
estimators of this kind will informally be called 'boundary rules'. The
first examples are presented of truncated parameter spaces, where common
sense boundary rules are inadmissible. In the final Section 2.4 some
well-known theorems on minimax and Bayes estimators are applied to the
truncated case. Among the examples is the case of the normal distribu-
tion as considered by CASELLA 6 STRAWDERMAN 1981 and BICKEL 1981.
One of the main results is described in Chapter 3, drawing
heavily on MOORS 1981b. Here, invariance is accepted as additional
optimality criterion, enabling the formulation of general results on the
inadmissibility of boundary rules. The main Theorem 3.9 determines a
strict subspace of the action space to which all estimates are restrict-
ed, conditionally on the observations. In this way, the class of poten-
tial estimators ís reduced, excluding in general the maximum likelihood
estimator, among others. From the numerous examples given the applica-
tion to inequality constraint regression is believed to be the most in-
teresting.
Chapter 4 concludes the general Part 1. It is devoted to expo-
nential families, already introduced in Section 1.5. The results of the
previous Chapter are applied to one-parametric exponential families in
Section 4.2, while a simílar analysis for two-parametric exponential
families is atarted. In the remainder of the chapter Bayes estimators
are considered in more detail. Attention is concentrated on the estima-
tor derived by KATZ 1961 for a specific function h(6); it ís in fact a
generalized Bayes rule with respect to the uniform measure. A detailed
application can be found in Section 4.4, where a collection of admis-
sible rules is derived for the expectation and variance of an exponen-
viii
tial distribution. A fundamental quantity in this analysis is Mills'
ratío for which the bounds, given by FELLER 1950, were simply proved and
improved.
In Part 2 the special estimation problem is consídered, featur-
ing a binomial distribution B(n,6) with unknown parameter 9, the trunc-
ated case of which was shown earlier to rise from Warner's randomized
response model. Therefore, a more detailed account of the theory of
randomized response is presented in Section 5.2; an overview is given of
the most important developments since the review paper of HORVÍTZ et al.
1976. The next sectíon deals with admissibility; here, Chapter 3 is
applied to the binomial case. Section 5.4 considers Bayes estimators; it
is shown that a Bayes rule only depends on the corresponding prior dis-
tribution through a limited number of its moments. Since a minimax esti-
mator is Bayes with respect to a least favorable prior, the search for
minimax estimators naturally leads to the question how to describe the
moment space, that is the set of all vectors with components that equal
exactly the first r moments of some probability distribution.
This celebrated moment problem is discussed in Chapter 6. Foll-
owing KARLIN á~ SHAPLEY 1953 and KARLIN 14 STUDDEN 1966, a characteriza-
tion of moment vectors is given by means of so-called Hankel determin-
ants. A closely related question is how to find a probability distribu-
tion corresponding with a given moment vector. It is shown that in all
situations discrete distributions exist; the construction method of VON
MISES 1964 is used to find distributions with as few steps as possible.
The final Chapter 7 returns to the problem of minimax estima-
tion. It can be solved now by finding a prior distribution that maximi-
zes the minimum Bayes risk. This prior may be taken to be a discrete
distribution with the minimum number of steps as indicated in Chapter 6.
The minimax problem is thus reduced to a constrained optimization prob-
lem. The solution is based on the general algorithm of POWELL 1978; it
is accounted for in detail in Section 7.3, that also presents the mini-
max estimators obtained. Section 7.2 describes the analytical solutions
for very small sample sizes. The quadratic loss function, used up to
here, is generalized in Section 7.4 to a weighted version; minimax
estimators for this case are obtained as well.
ix
A fínal word on notation. To avoid unnecessary brackets, the
following convention is adopted. If u: A; B and v: B i C are arbitra-
ry functions, the compound function v.u : A i C will be denoted by vu;
hence, for any a E A, vu(a) indicates the element (v.u)(a) 3 v(u(a)) of
C. For the sake of easy retrieval, within each chapter lemmas, figures,
examples and other exhibits are numbered consecutively without distinc-
tion. The end of an example, definition or theorem is indicated by the






1.1. Introduction and summary
A very readable and lucid textbook on statistical decision theory is
FERGUSON 1967; his approach and notation will to a great extent be fol-
lowed here. The discussion starts in Section 1.2 with a general outline
of the standard statistical decision problem and some important notions
involved, like admissibility. In Section 1.3 a definition is given of
regular estimation problems, to be considered in the sequel. An impor-
tant feature of this definítion is the space of all possible actions; a
sensible choice of this space will appear to be the convex closure of
the space of all possible values of the estimand. Furthermore, the loss
function will be assumed to satisfy certain conditions, like convexity.
It will be shown that these assumptions imply the essential completeness
of the class of nonrandomized estimators.
Additional selection criteria for estimators, such as unbiased-
ness and invariance, are introduced and discussed in Section 1.4.
Furthermore, minimax and Bayes rules are defined and discussed. Some
theorems, more or less standard, are presented that will be needed in
the sequel. In view of the considerations mentioned above, most results
will be presented for nonrandomized estímators only, although many of
them can readily be extended to more general decision rules.
The final Section 1.5 introduces exponential families of proba-
bility distributions. Some of their most interesting properties are re-
viewed.
1.2. General decision problems
Decision problems in general have to do with decision making under un-
certainty. The effects of the decision depend on the true 'state of na-
ture', which is not known at the time the decision has to be made. So,
only ex post (at the best) it can be concluded to what extent a certain
decision was correct. The dependence on the true state of affairs can be
z
expressed more formally by stating that the effects of the decision are
influenced by some parameter 9, the value of which is not known by the
decision maker. It is of importance to try to obtain knowledge about 0,
since better decisions may be reached if more information on 9 is avail-
able.
In many cases information on 8 can be obtained by observing a
random variable X that has a probability distribution Pe depending on 9.
Distribution Pe assigns probability Pe{X E B} to any Borel set B of the
sample space X. Such decision problems are called statistical decision
problems; a usual notation is (O,A,L,X). Here, 0 is the (given) Para-
meter space, that is the space of all possible values of the parameter
9; A is the action space: the space of all actions (decisions) a, that
are theoretically possible or which the decision maker is prepared to
consider. Throughout the book both 0 and A will be assumed to be Borel
sets of finite dimensional Euclidean spaces, to be denoted by IFik and
II~, respectively. The loss function L: 0 x A i 7R denotes the loss
suffered, when action a E A was taken and 9 E 0 is the true value of the
parameter; L(0,a) is assumed to be Borel measurable in the pair (9,a).
If possible, the best solution of course would be to choose for all pos-
sible observations x E X an action a E A that minimizes the loss, what-
ever the true value of 9. Unfortunately, decisions for which the loss is
minimum, uniformly in 9, only exist in trivial situations.
It may be useful to extend space A of possible actions in the
following way: leave the final choice of a decision to a chance mecha-
nism that selects an action a E,q according to a prescribed probability
distribution. This line of reasoning leads to the introduction of a
larger action space A~, consisting of probability distributions a~ on
the Borel sets of ,q . Rather than making a decision a E A directly, the
decision maker selects a so-called randomized decision a~ E A~ and
plugs in the chance mechanism to pick the final action (with probabili-
ties determined by a~). Let Z denote a random variable on A with distri-
bution a~` and let EZ denote its expectation with respect to a~. The
~
domaín of L can be extended to 0 x A by defining the loss corresponding
with a~` as EL(6,Z), provided this expectation exists and is finite for
all 9 E 0. In other words, A~ is defined as the space of all probabi-
lity distributions a~ on A wíth finite loss for all 6 E 0. By identífying
degenerate distributions from A~ with the corresponding actions in A,
3
the latter can be formally identified with a subspace of A~`. With these
definitions problem (O,A,L,X) can be extended to the richer decision
~
problem (O,A ,L,X) in which randomization ís allowed.
Statistical decision problems should be analyzed before the ob-
servations have been taken into account. Consequently, this analysis
must deal with all possible realisations x of X. This leads to the study
of decision rules. The most general ones are behavioral decision rules:
~
measurable mappings d: X a A , prescribing for any x E X which action
a~` E A~ must be taken. The average loss suffered from frequent applica-
tion of d is given by E8L(6,d(X)), where Ee denotes the expectation with
respect to probability distribution Pe. All rules d to be consídered
will have the property that this expectation is finite for all 8 E 0.
The class of all decision rules d with finite expected loss will be de-
noted by D.
The statistical decision problem can now be reconsidered as the
question how to select the 'best' decision rule d E D, in a sense to be
made more precise. A first important feature of a rule d is its expected
loss; it is called the risk function R: 0 x D-~ 1R, defined by R(9,d):-
EeL(9,d(X)). The lower the risk the better of course. Unfortunately
again, rules for which the risk function is minimum uniformly in B only
exist in trivial cases. It is more rewarding to compare the risk func-
tions of two different decision rules: if either of them is uniformly
higher, it stands to reason that the corresponding rule is worse and may
safely be discarded. More precisely: rule dl E D is said to dominate
d2 E D if R(9,d1) G R(6,d2) holds for all 6 E 0, and to dominate strict-
~ if, moreover, R(9,d1) ~ R(6,6z) holds for some 6 E 0. If R(6,d1) ~
R(0,d2) holds for all 6 E 0, dl and d2 are called equivalent. Now,
dl E D is called admissible if no d E D dominates it strictly. Domina-
tion induces a partial ordering in D; by restrictíng attention to admis-
sible rules, D is cleared of all rules with a uniformly higher (or
equal) risk function.
In this sense, admissibility is a first and rather fundamental
optimality criterion. It is applicable in all situations and constitutes
an almost undisputed central property. The only exception sometimes
arises in practical cases, where inadmissible but quick-and-easy rules
may be preferred to admissible but cumbersome ones. Compare TUKEY 1977.
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Class C of decision rules from D is called essentially complete,
if any d ~ D is dominated by some d' E C. As a consequence of the cen-
tral part of the notion of admissibility, attention may be restricted to
essentially complete classes of decision rules. (Note however, that
equivalent rules may be discarded in this way.) An example of such a
class constitute the decision rules based upon a sufficient statistic;
see FERGUSON 1967, Th. 3.4.1. Intuitively, this statement is immediately
clear. Recall that a statistic T:- t(X) with t a Borel function on X,
is sufficient for 6, 0 E 0, if the conditional distribution of X, given
{T - t}, does not depend on A for all t E T C t(X) with Pe{T E T} - 1
for all 9 E 0. More informally speaking, a sufficient statistic T car-
ries all information on 9 that is stored in the variable X. Hence, re-
duction of D by sufficiency cannot result in the exclusion of important
decision rules and will be applied in the sequel where possible.
A decision rule that maps X into A rather than A~ is called non-
randomized and will be denoted by d. Since d directly prescribes what
action is to be taken without interference of the chance mechanism, a
nonrandomized rule has the advantage of greater simplicity. Besides, the
class D of all nonrandomized rules from D is essentially complete under
fairly general conditions. Precise conditions are given in the next sec-
tion; since they will appear to be satisfied in the decision problems to
be met in the sequel, nonrandomized rules will occur almost exclusively
from now on.
Since admissibility only leads to a partial, not a complete,
ordering of D, additional optimality concepts are needed. The classical
literature presents four such concepts, to be subdivided into two cate-
gories. The first category contains optimality criteria defining a cer-
tain subset of D; other rules are simply not under consideration any-
more. The following two subsets are generally considered: the set of
(i) unbiased rules;
(ii) invariant rules.
The second category contains two additional optimality criteria; each of




These four concepts will be defined and discussed in Section 1.4.
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1.3. Regular estimation problems
Traditionally, statistical decision theory is subdivided into hypothesis
testing and estimation theory. In testing problems, the central question
is whether 6 belongs to a given subspace 00 of 0, or rather to its
complement; hence A typically consists of exactly two points. Estimation
problems concern the choice of an assumed value for the estimand, which
should be as close as possible to the true value. In this case, A
typically contains an open set in II~. Since this thesis is about estim-
ation, only the latter situation will be considered. Therefore, the word
'decision rule' will be avoided in the sequel; instead, 'estimation' or
'rule' will be used.
Not necessarily the parameter 6 has to be estimated; more gene-
rally, the estimand is a given Borel function h: 0 i II~. This sítua-
tion will be adopted as standard here. The loss function will depend on
a only through h(9)-a; hence
~(1.1) L(9,a) - L (8,h(0)-a)
for some real-valued L~ with appropriate domain in 0 x~, Typically, L
is increasing in Ih(9)-al and often also convex in a for all 9 E 0. Com-
mon loss functions are the quadratic loss function Ih(8)-al2 and the
absolute loss function Ih(6)-al; both have the properties mentioned
above. A more sophisticated example of a type ( 1.1) loss function is
w(9)Ih(6)-a12, which will sometimes be used as well.
For some estimation problems the set of all possible estimates
(actions) is unambiguously determined by the nature of the problem it-
self and cannot be influenced by the statistician. In the majority of
cases, however, the statistician can freely choose beforehand which ac-
tions he is wílling to consider at all. His main concern will be not to
exclude a priori any possibly valuable actions; so the action space
should be large enough. It follows as a logical demand that all possible
values of h(9) can indeed be obtained as estimates; this implies
A~ h(0), where the abbreviation h(0) :~ {h(9) : 0 E 0} has been used.
The choice A 3 h(0) is usual in estimation problems; see, for example,
FERGUSON 1967, p. 11 or DE GROOT 1970, p. 226. However, in this study a
6
larger action space is chosen, namely the convex closure of h(0). (Re-
call that the convex closure C{S} of some S C Il~ is the intersection of
all closed convex sets in II~ that contain S.) This choice will be dis-
cussed now.
First of all, action space A- C{h(0)} is large enough in the
sense that no possibly useful actions are excluded. To see this, take
any a~ C{h(0)} and let ap denote its perpendicular projection on (the
closed space) C{h(0)}. Then convexity ensures that Ih(A)-al ~ Ih(9)-aUl
holds for all 6 E 0; compare Fígure 1.1. If L(0,a) is increasing in
~h(B)-al, this implies L(A,a) ~ L(9,aU) for all 9 E 0; in other words,
a~ induces a loss that is smaller than the loss from a, uniformly in 9.
So a E A is never preferred to a~ E A.
Fígure 1.1. The ( convex) action space C{h(0)}
The fact that the recommended action space is closed implies the desir-
able property that the limit of a convergent series of actions in A be-
longs to A as well. For instance, consider the class of nondegenerate
binomial distributions B(n,9), which has the open unit interval as
(natural) parameter space. In estimating 8, it is conveníent to have the
estimates 0 and 1 at one's disposal as well, leading to the closed unit
interval as action space.
The main argument for taking the convex closure of h(0) as ac-
tion space throughout this thesis, is mathematical convenience: class D
of nonrandomized rules becomes essentially complete under rather míld
conditions (FERGUSON 1967, Th. 2.8.1).
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Theorem 1.2. Let A be convex and L(0,a) convex in a for all 0 E 0; as-
sume that for some 0 E 0 an e~ 0 and a c E IR exist, such that L(0,a) ~
el al t c for all a E A. Then, for any a~ E A~`, an a E A exists such that~
L(0,a) ~ L(0,a ) for all 0 E 0.
Proof. Let 7. denote a random variable on A with distribution a~. Then
~
eEZ f c t EL(0,Z) ~ L(0,a )~ m, so that E(Z) ~ W. Now choose a- E(Z).
Then Jensen's inequality gives
~
L(0,a )- EL(0,Z) ~ L(O,EZ) - L(0,a)
for all 0 E 0. O
So, under the conditions of the theorem, for any randomized actíon a
nonrandomized action can be found with a loss that is not higher - uni-
formly in 0. Extension of the theorem to estimators shows that D is
essentially complete under the conditions given. Since the quadratic as
well as the absolute loss function both satisfy these conditions, this
result is of great practical importance. Note that the somewhat peculiar
condition L(0,a) ~ e~al f c is trivially satisfied, if A ís bounded; for
unbounded A it is equivalent to the condition that a 0 E 0 exists for
which L(0,a) -~ m if la~ i~(FERGUSON 1967, Exercise 2.8.3).
The following property may be considered a marked disadvantage
of the action space C{h(0)}: this choice allows estimates that fall in a
subset of A, which with certainty does not contain the true value of the
estimand. The seriousness of this disadvantage should not be exagge-
rated, however. If the loss function was correctly chosen, admissibility
should be accepted as the leading optimality property. Otherwise the
loss function should penalize more severely these 'impossible' esti-
mates. The following example presents an illustration.
Example 1.3. Consider the estimation problem (O,A,L,X) with L(0,a) -
2(0-a) , where X has the binomial distribution B(2,0). (An easy inter-
pretation is that the probability 0 of throwing heads has to be estim-
ated from two tosses with a certain coin.) If 0 and A both are the open
unit interval (0,1),
dm(0) a c, dm(1) z}, dm(2) 3 1- c
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where c:- (d2-1)~2, defines an estimator dm for 9; it is easy to show
that dm has constant risk c2. However, take 0-(0,1-P] u[P-1) for some
P E IR with }~ P~ 1. (A possible interpretation is that the coin is
known to have a bias of at least P-~, in an unknown direction.)
First, take A- 0 as usual. Consider any rule d E D for this
problem and write x:~ d(0), y:- d(1) and z :- d(2) for convenience.
The risk equals
R(9,d) -(1-9)2(x-8)2 t 29(1-6)(y-9)2 t 92(z-9)2
and has the property
(1.2) R(8,d) ~ c2 for some A E 0
To prove [his, assume that R(O,d) t c2 and R(l,d) t c2, giving x t c and
z ~ 1-c respectively. Then
max{R(P,d),R(1-P,d)} - c
2
~ (c-P)2(1-P)2 t (1-2P)22P(1-P) f (1-c-P)2P2 - c2
- 2P(1-P)[P(1-P) t (1-2P)2 - c(c~-1)]
- 6P(1-P)(P-~})2 ~ 0
so that (1.2) holds for 6- P or 9- 1-P.
Now, take A- C{0}. Then rule dm again has constant risk c2 and
none of the alternative rules, considered in the previous case, domi-
nates it. (It can be shown similarly that dm is not dominated either by
the behavioral rules á, where d(1) takes the values P and 1-P with pro-
bability } each.) In short, the choice A- 0 excludes the (minimax) rule
dm, which would be admissible with the choice A~ C{0}. ~
In view of the above arguments, the following definitions will be adopt-
ed.
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Definition 1.4. An estimation problem consists of the following ele-
ments:
(i) a given parameter space 0 C II~;
(ii) a given function h: 0 t IIF~;
(iii) the action space A a C{h(0)} ~ II~;
(iv) a given loss function L: 0 x A a IR;
(v) a random observable X with some distribution PB, 9 E 0.
Further, L is measurable in the pair (A,a), allowing a representation
~
(1.1) L(9,a) - L ( 6,h(8)-a)
and h(0) contains an open set in II~. ~
~Note that the domain of L is 0 x U, where U consists of all vectors
u E II~, that can be written as the difference of two vectors, in h(0)
and C{h(0)} respectively.
Definition 1.5. The estimation problem of Definition 1.4 is called
regular, if L(9,a) has the following properties:
(i) L is convex in a for all 9 E 0;
(ii) if A is unbounded, then a 6 E 0 exists for which
L(g,a) ~ m as I al ~ m,
In the special case of quadratic loss function
(1.3) L(9,a) - I h(9) - al Z
the estimation problem is called quadratic. p
Estimation problems will be denoted by (O,L,X) in the sequel. Contrary
to the usual notation of decision problems, A has been suppressed, since
it is fully determined by the other entities. Likewise, h has been sup-
pressed in the notation, as it is implicitly determined by the loss
function.
Corollary 1.6. For a regular estimation problem class D of nonrandomized
estimators i s essentially complete.
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Proof. This statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2:A and
L are convex by definition, and the additional condition on L was seen
to be equivalent with property (ii) in Definition 1.5. O
~
In typical estimation probleme, L(8,u) is increasing in u; in combin-
ation with convexity this ensures property (ii) in Definition 1.5. In
the sequel attention will be concentrated on regular estimation pro-
blems, hence on nonrandomized estimators. For that reason all concepts
in the next section are formally defined only for nonrandomized rules,
although more general definitions are possible.
1.4. Regular estimation theory
The four additional optimality criteria, mentioned at the end of Section
1.2, will be defined and discussed now. The definitions gíven are not
the most general possible, but specialized to (regular) estimation pro-
blems; in particular, they apply to nonrandomized estimators.
(i) The well-known concept of unbiasedness is defined as follows
for estimators: d E D is called unbiased for h(9) if its expectation
exists and if Eed(X) - h(6) holds for all 8 E 0. Note that this defini-
tion does not depend on the choice of the loss function, contrary to
Lehmann's more general definition; see LEHMANN 1959, Section 1.5. Re-
cently, NOORBALOOCHI 6 MEEDEN 1983 gave an even more general definition
of unbiasedness, based on Bayesian ideas.
(ii) The invariance principle is applicable only to problems
showing some kind of symmetry. Consider a group G of Borel functions g
of g onto itself. The class of distributions {Pe : 9 E 0} is called
invariant (or symmetric) under G, if of the following conditions (a) is
satisfied. If condition (b) holds as well, estimation problem (O,L,X) is
called invariant under G.
(a) For every g E G and every 6 E 0 a unique g(9) E 0 exists,
such that the distribution of g(X) is given by Pg(e), whenever Pe is the
distribution of X. This implies
(1.4) Pg(e){x E B} L Pe{x E g-1(B)}
ii
for all Borel sets B C X. Note that g 1 exists and belongs to G, since G
is a group.
(b) For every g E G and every a E A a unique g(a) E A exists
such that
(1.5) L(g(6),g(a)) - L(9,a), 6 E 0
Note that in an invariant estimation problem every g E G induces
two surjections, namely g: 0; 0 and g: A i A; the sets G:-
{g : g E G} and G:- {g : g E G} are groups again. Now, for an invariant
problem, the nonrandomized estimator d E D is called ínvariant (or equi-
variant) under G if
dg(x) - gd(x) , x E X
holds for every g E G. An intuitive explanation of this relation reads
as follows. Simultaneous application of the transformations g, g and g
does not change the relations between the elements of X, 0 and A res-
pectively, nor the structure of the problem (O,L,X). Hence, this opera-
tion can be viewed as a simple relabeling of the elements of X, A(and




Figure 1.7. Schematic picture of an invariant estimator d
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An important property, which will be needed in the sequel, is that
(1.6) R(9,d) - R(g(9),d), B E 0
holds for every invariant d E D and every g E G.
(iii) The minimax principle induces a complete ordering in D. A
ruled dm E D is called minimax if
(1.7) sup R(B,d )- inf sup R(9,d) (~ ~)
6 E 0 m dE D 6 E 0
holds. According to this principle the statistician mitigates the worst
that may happen; it corresponds with a risk avoiding behaviour.
(iv) The Bayesian view considers the true parameter value 9 not
as deterministic, but as the realisation of a random variable having
some probability distribution, called the prior distributíon T. The
Bayes risk of estimator d. E D with respect to r is defined by r(t,d) :-
ER(Z,d), where Z is a random variable on 0 with distribution t. Now,
rule di E D is called Bayes with respect to r, if
(1.8) r(t,dT) - inf r(t,d)
d E D
So, contrary to minimax rules that minimize the maximum risk, Bayes
rules minimize the average risk (with the prior distribution as weight-
ing function).
Different Bayesian statisticians will have dífferent prior dis-
tributions on a given 6. The class of all prior distríbutions r is de-
~ ~
noted by 0; then the Bayes risk ís defined by the function r: 0 x D i
]R. A prior distribution r,~ is least favorable, if
(1.9) inf r(t~,d) - sup inf r(r,d)
d E D T E D~ d E D
Hence, if the parameter value 9 were chosen according to r~, the minimum
Bayes risk r(i,dT) would be maximized.
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The case that r is not a proper probability distribution, but
merely a a-finite measure on 0, is of interest as well. A rule d E D
mimimizing r(T,d) :s J R(8,d)t{d9} is called generalized Bayes with
respect to the measure T. Note that the existence of a(generalized)
Bayes rule is not guaranteed, nor is its uniqueness.
In practical applications in particular, the optimality concepts
discussed above will sometimes be overruled by considerations of simpli-
city and tractabílity: if an admissible, but complicated rule only
slightly dominates a quick-and-easy rule, the latter may be preferred.
Furthermore, the different criteria may be combined in many ways. E.g.,
a minimax estimator can be defined within the class of invariant esti-
mators; the famous BLU estimator combines property (i) with linearity -
which can be viewed as an elaboration of the simplicity consideration.
Another example is the concept of T-minimaxity, an attempt to combine
the properties (iii) and (iv), which was introduced by HODGES S LEHMANN
1952. Assume that the statistician is able to specify a subset T C 0~,
to which the prior distribution must belong. Then rule d E D is called
T-minimax if
sup r(r,d) ~ inf sup r(T,d')
T E T d' E D T E T
Note that a T-minimax rule reduces to a Bayes rule for T 3{t} and to a
~
minimax rule for T~ 0. Applications to binomial estimation were pre-
sented by BLUM S ROSENBLATT 1967 and JACKSON et al. 1970.
The remainder of this section presents some important theorems,
that will be needed in the sequel. Where reference is possible, no
formal proof will be given, but only some explanatory notes. Although
results will be needed for regular estimation problems only, many of the
following theorems hold in more general situations as will be shown by
their formulation.
To start with, two theorems on admissibility of Bayes rules are
presented. The first demands uniqueness of the Bayes rule involved.
Theorem 1.8. If a(generalized) Bayes rule with respect to a given
prior T is unique up to equivalence, this estimator is admissible. ~
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See FERGUSON 1967, Theorem 2.3.1. The proof runs along the following
lines. Let dT be (generalized) Bayes with respect to T; assume that a
d E D exists dominating dT, so that R(6,d) C R(6,d,~) for all 6 E 0. Then
r(t,d) C r(t,dT) - inf r(T,d')
d' E D
so that r(T,d) - r(i,dT) and d is (generalized) Bayes with respect to r
as well. The uniqueness ensures that d is equivalent to d.t
The second theorem on admissibility of Bayes rules requires con-
tinui[y of the risk function as a major condition. Since it concerns a
slight generalization of Theorem 2.3.3 i n FERGUSON 1967, a complete
~proof i s given. Recall that the support of a distribution t E 0 is de-
fined as the set of all 6~ E 0 such that for all e~ 0 ball {9 E 0:
~e-eo~ ~ E } has positive probabílity.
Theorem 1.9. Let 0 be open and assume that R(6,d) is a continuous func-
tion of 9 for every d E D. If dT is (generalized) Bayes with respect to
a given prior i with support 0, while r(r,dT) i s finite, then dT is
admissible.
Proof. Assume that dT is domínated strictly by some d' E D. Then there
exists a 6~ E 0 such that n:- R(O~,dT) - R(8~,d') ~ 0. From [he conti-
nuity of R follows the existence of an E~ 0 for which R(9,d') c
R(9,dT) - n~2, whenever ~a-eo~ ~ e. Hence,
f[R(B,d') - R(6,dT)]T{d6} ~ 2 T{9 : I8-00~ C e}
holds; the right-hand side is positive, since 9U ís in the support
of i. This con[radicts the fact that d is (generalized) Bayes with res-T
pect to T. O
Sufficient conditions for the risk function to be continuous in [he
above sense will be given in the next section.
A central quan[ity in the definition of a least favorable prior
proved to be supTinfdr(T,d), the right-hand side of (1.9) in a condensed
notation. Similarly, (1.7) shows that for a minimax rule infdsupBR(9,d)
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is of importance, which is easily seen to be equal to infdsupTr(r,d).
Now, the inequality
inf r(T,d') C sup r(T',d)
' Ed D T~ E 0~
~is true for all T E 0 and all d E D, of course. Taking sup on the left
T
and infd on the right gives the general relation
(1.10) sup inf r(T,d) ~ inf sup r(T,d)
t E p~ d E D d E D T E 0,~
If equality holds here, the common value is calied the (minimax) value
of the problem. The next theorem gives conditions for an estimation
problem to have a value. Recall that a functíon f: S i 1R on some topo-
logical space S is lower semicontinuous, if for all c E IIt the set
{s E S: f(s) ~ c} is open; of course, continuity implies lower semi-
continuity.
Theorem 1.10. Let C C D be an essentially complete class. Assume that a
topology on C exists such that C is compact and R(0,d) is lower semicon-
tinuous in d E C for all 9 E 0. Then the estimation problem has a value
and a minimax rule exists. O
Since supeR(6,d) is lower semicontinuous and is defined on a compact
set, it attains its infimum at some point d0 E C, which is the minimax
rule. The proof that the problem has a value, is rather technical; see
FERGUSON 1967, Theorem 2.9.2.
The discussion concerning inequality (1.10) suggests that for
problems with a value, the Bayes rule with respect to the least favor-
able distribution is minimax as well. This appears to be true under
fairly general conditions.
Theorem 1.11. Assume that a given estimation problem has a value and
that a minimax rule exists as well as a least favorable prior i~. If d0
is the unique Bayes rule with respect to t~, then d0 is mínimax.
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Proof. Let dl be minimax, so that supTr(r,dl) - infdsupTr(z,d). Since
the problem has a value, the ríght-hand side equals sup,~infdr(r,d) -
infdr(t,~,d), implying that dl is Bayes with respect to T~. The unique-
ness of d~ completes the argument. O
The next result shows, that the search for minimax estimators can be
confined to invariant rules; compare FERGUSON 1967, Theorem 4.3.1. Simi-
larly, if a least favorable prior exists, there also exists an invariant
~ -
one; here, an invariant distribution 2 E 0 satisfies for any g E G
(1.11) r{g-1(B)} - T{B}
for all Borel sets B C 0.
Theorem 1.12. Assume that estimation problem (O,L,X) is invariant under
a finite group G. If an estimator i s minimax within the class of in-
variant estimators, i t is minimax. O
Theorem 1.13. Assume that estimation problem (O,L,X) is invariant under
a finite group G. If a prior distribution is least favorable within the
class of invariant prior distributions, it is least favorable.
~
Proof. Let T E 0 be least favorable; define TQ by
rU{B} :- ~ ET{g(B)}
for all Borel sets B C 0, where the summation applies to all m elements
g E G. Obviously, T~ is invaríant, and least favorable by (1.9). O
As an application of the various concepts and theorems presented, a
well-known example is treated concerning the estimation of the parameter
of a binomial distribution.
Example 1.14. Consider the problem of estimating the probability 6 of
throwing heads with a given coin, where 0 ~ 6 ~ 1. The observations
Y1,...,Yn consist of the results (heads or tails) of n(independent)
tosses with the coin; squared error loss is used. More formally stated,
this is a quadratic estimation problem (O,L,Y) with 6-(0,1), L(9,a) -
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(0-a)2 and Y~(Y1,...,Yn) with Yi E B(1,0) and all Yi independent; h is
the identity and A a[0,1].
First of all, X:~ E1Y1, the number of heads in the series of n
tosses, is a sufficient statistic for 0, 0 E 0; so, the above estimation
problem may be reduced to (O,L,X), where X E B(n,0). According to Corol-
lary 1.6 class D of nonrandomized rules (based on X) is essentially com-
plete. D can be identified with [0,1]~1, hence is compact, so that
Theorem 1.10 guarantees the existence of a minímax rule - even a nonran-
domized one, say dm. It can be shown that dm ís given by
(1.12) dm(x) - ~~ , x - O,l,...,n
with risk (Jnfl)-2~4, independent of 0. (Note that the rule dm, defined
in Example 1.3, satisfies (1.12) with n~ 2 and is minimax, by conse-
quence.) By virtue of Theorem 1.13 an invariant least favorable prior
distribution exists; the beta distribution Be(Jn~2,Jn~2) presents an
example. Many other least favorable priors exist; e.g. for n- 1, any
prior r with ET0 - 2 and ET02 3 8 is least favorable as well. By virtue
of Theorem 1.9 dm is admissible. See for a detailed discussion FERGUSON
1967, p. 93 ff, or the very appealing reasoning in STEINHAUS 1957.
Further, (O,L,X) is invariant under the group G consisting of
the identity e: X i X and the function g defined by g(x) - n-x, x E X.
The corresponding functions g and g are given by g(0) - 1-0, 0 E 0 and
g(a) - 1-a, a E A; invariant estimators have to satisfy d(n-x) - 1-d(x).
It follows that dm is invariant; indeed, according to Theorem 1.12 an
invariant minimax rule must exist.
Finally, it can be shown that if the (weighted quadratic) loss
function L(0,a) ~(6-a)2~{9(1-9)} were used, the sample fraction X~n
would be minimax for 0(FERGUSON 1967, Exercise 2.11.8). O
1.5. Exponential families
In an estimation problem (O,L,X), the statistician must in fact select a
subset of the class of probability distributions {P0 : 0 E 0}, to which
the true distribution will belong. It is therefore logical to study
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classes of distríbutions defined on the same sample space X and look for
common propertíes.
When Pe is absolutely continuous with respect to a common a-fi-
nite measure u for all 8 E 0, the class {Pe : 0 E 0} is said to be domi-
nated (by u). The (Radon-Nikodym) derivative of Pe with respect to u is
called the density and will be denoted by f(xl6); hence
Pe{X E B} - f f(xIB)u{dx}
B
holds for all Borel sets B C X. The most important dominated classes
arise, when u is the counting measure (then all Pe are discrete and f is
in fact a point mass function) or when u is the Lebesgue measure; all
classes of distributions to be met in the examples will belong to one of
these two types.
Within a dominated class smaller classes of probability distri-
butions may be distinguished. Perhaps the best known examples are expo-
nential families which have as main advantage that they allow an im-
pressive reduction of the data. Besides, the most familiar probability
distributions belong to an exponential family.
An exponential family is a dominated class of probability dis-
tributions {Pe : 6 E 0}, all of them having a density of the form
k
(1.13) f(x~9) - exp[ E ni(6)ti(x) -f- a(x) - c(6)] , x E X
i-1
where all functions, occurring in the right-hand side, are real-valued.
If either the functions l,nl,...,nk on 0 or the functions l,tl,...,tk on
X are linearly dependent, the number k can be reduced. Further, the ana-
lysis is simplified by considering n:- (nl,...,nk) as parameter, rather
than 6. The natural parameter space II, corresponding with this so-called
natural parameter n, is defined as the set of all n E II~ satisfying
k
f exp[ E niti(x) f ax]~{dx} ~ m
X i-1
It is not difficult to show that II is convex and contains an open set in
II~; compare LEHMANN 1983, Section 1.4. It will be useful to assume that
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this natural parameter space is open. Hence, the following definitions
are given.
Definition 1.15. A dominated class of probability distributions
{Pe : 9 E 0} is called an exponential family, if for all 9 E 0 the den-
sity of Pe can be written as (1.13). O
Definition 1.16. An exponential family is called k-parametric, if the
two following conditions are satisfied:
(i) the functions l,nl,...,nk are linearly independent on 0;
(ii) the functions l,tl,...,tk are linearly independent on X
outside any Borel set of u-measure 0. ~
Definition 1.17. A(k-parametric) exponential family is called regular,
if n(0) is open and convex. O
Definition 1.18. A regular k-parametric exponential family has its
canonical form, i f n(8) ~ 9 for all 8 E 0. O
See BARNDORFF-NIELSEN 1978 for a detailed description of exponential
families and their properties.
The most important properties which will be used in the sequel
are the following. First of all, exponential families are closed under
sampling, which means that a random sample from distribution (1.13) can
be written in the same form. Further, it is obvious that the set on
which densities (1.13) are positive, does not depend on 9; in other
words, all densities f(x~6) have the same support. For any regular k-
parametric exponential family statistic t(X) :- (tl(X),...,tk(X)) is
complete sufficient for 8 E 0. Recall that a statistic t(X) is called
complete for 6 E 0, if the following statement ís true: Eet(X) - 0
for all 0 E 0 implies t(x) ~ 0 a.e. (with respect to all Pe). For
regular familíes in the canonical form c(6) is infinitely often differ-
entiable for all 9 E 0; the expectation and the covariance matrix of
t(X) satisfy for all 9 E 0:
(1.14) EBt(X) - Oc(9)
Zo
(1.15) vet(x) - llc(e) ~ o
respectively, where 0 and H denote gradient and Hessian. These identi-
ties can easily be found by differentiating equality J f(x~9)u{dx} - 1;
the positívity in (1.15) follows from the linear independence of the
components of t(X). Finally, note that notation (1.13) for k-parametric
exponential families is not unique, since linear transformations of the
functions on the right-hand side are possible which leave the exponent
unchanged.
Example 1.19. The class of binomial distributions {B(n,9) : 0( 9~ 1}
is a one-parametric exponential family with density (with respect to the
counting measure)
~ 0 nf(xl9) - exp[x log 1-e t log(x) t n log(1-6)] , x- O,l,...,n
Introduction of the natural parameter n:- log[9~(1-9)] leads to the
regular canonical form
(1.16) f(xln) - exp[nx t log(X) - n log(lfen)] , x- O,l,...,n
The normal distributions {N(u,a2) : v E IR, aZ ~ 0} constitute a regular
two-parametric exponential family with
(1.17) f(xl6) - exp[u2 x- lZ x2 -
a 2a
2u - log~ 2no`] , x E IR
2a2
where 6:- (v,aZ). A natural parametrization is obtained by taking n:-
2 2(u~a ,-1~(2a )). Similarly, certain classes of Poisson, gamma and beta
distributions constitute regular exponential families. O
In Theorem 1.9 admissibility of Bayes rules was considered and continui-
ty of the risk function proved to be a major condition. The next theorem
describes in detail when this condítion is satisfied in the case of a
one-parametric exponential family.
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Theorem 1.20. Let 0 be an open (possíbly infinite) interval in ]R and
suppose that the following three conditions hold.
(i) Functions B1 and B2 : 0 x 0~]R exist, bounded on compact
sets, such that
IL(92,a)I t B1(61,62)IL(91,a)I f B2(el.e2)
holds for all 81 and 62 E 0;
(ii) L(6,a) is continuous in 9 for all a E A;
(iii) {Pe,A E 0} is a one-parametric exponential family with
density (1.13), where n is continuous and nondecreasing.
Then R(6,d) i s continuous in 9 for every d E D. O
The basic feature of the proof is the straightforward inequality
~R(90,d)-R(9,d)~ G If[L(60,d(x))-L(6,d(x))]f(x~60)u{dx}l
f fIL(6,d(x))[f(x~90)-f(x~6)]lu{dx}
ForlB-90I ~ 6 both terms on the right-hand side are bounded by inte-
grable functions. Application of Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem
shows that the lef[-hand side tends to zero as 6 tends to 90. See
FERGUSON 1967, Theorem 3.7.2.
If will often be assumed ín the sequel that the exponentíal
family has been put into the canonical form; consequently, (1.13) will
often be used with vector n of parameters replaced by 9.
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2. TRUNCATED ESTIMATION PROBLEMS
2.1. Introduction and summary
In the chapters to.follow the estimation theory, treated briefly in the
previous chapter, will be applied to problems where certain parameter
values can be excluded beforehand, reducing the class of possible proba-
bility dístributions {Pe : 6 E 0}. Often, such a reduced parameter space
leads to a reduction of the action space as well. Estimation problems
with a reduced action space will be discussed now.
Definition 2.1. Consider estimation problem ( O,L,X) of Definition 1.4,
where X has a probability distribution belonging to class {Pe : 6 E 0}.
Let 0~ be a strict subset of 0. Then problem (O~,L,X), where now L is
restricted to 0~ and X has a distribution belonging to class
{Pe : 6 E 0~}, i s said to have a truncated parameter space (with respect
to 0). If C{h(0~)} is a strict subset of C{h(0)}, problem (O~,L,X) is
called a truncated estimation problem. ~
The definition implies that for a truncated estimation problem a 0 E 0
exists, such that h(6) ~ C{h(OD)}; hence, h(OD) is a strict subset of
h(0). Note that a truncated parameter space not necessarily leads to a
truncated estimation problem; whether this occurs depends on the nature
of the function h. Since a reduction of the parameter space is only of
interest to the statistician in so far as the action space is reduced as
well, the definition was chosen accordingly. In the sequel many applica-
tions will concern an exponential family; if it has the canonical form,
any truncated parameter space necessarily is a subset of the natural
parameter space.
The most important argument for the study of truncated parameter
spaces is theír rather frequent occurrence in practice. If one concen-
trates on exponential families, then certain parameter values in the
natural parameter space can fairly often be excluded beforehand. Some-
times this exclusion follows from logical arguments as in the introduct-
ory example on randomized response. In other situations, theoretical
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and~or practical considerations about the nature of the specific problem
at hand can lead to the exclusion of certain subsets of parameter
values. If the statistician decides upon such a reduction of the para-
meter space for subjective reasons, his approach is in fact Bayesian:
all prior distributions he is willing to take into consideration have
their support inside the truncated parameter space.
Truncation of the parameter space reflects the statistician's
prior knowledge about the parameter. The smaller the parameter space,
the lesser the statistician's ignorance and the more accurate his estim-
ates. The great practical importance of truncated parameter spaces
therefore is that they allow estimators with a lower risk than could be
achieved without truncation.
Truncated estimation problems give rise to specific mathematical
and statistical problems. For example, the frequently used additional
selection criterion of unbiasedness often cannot be applied, simply
because no unbiased estimator exists; see Section 2.2 for precise condi-
tions. Even more characteristic is the fact that boundary rules are in-
admissible. (As stated in the Introduction, 'boundary rule' is the col-
loquial and rather vague name for an estimator taking values near the
boundary of the action space.) Section 2.3 illustrates this feature for
some special cases. The final Section 2.4 discusses some properties of
minimax and Bayes rules. It is shown by means of examples that the risk
of optímal rules indeed decreases, if the parameter space is truncated.
However, minimax rules are more complicated than in the classical case
and harder to derive. Among the examples are the results of CASELLA 5
STRAWDERMAN 1981 and BICKEL 1981.
Finally, a word of warning is appropriate on terminological is-
sues. The term 'truncated' in the sense of Definition 2.1 goes back at
least as far as KATZ 1961. However, the word 'restricted' is used as
well, for example in the two references of the preceding paragraph.
Furthermore, 'truncated' is in use as synonym for 'censored' to indicate
observationary processes where no observation can exceed a given value,
although the phenomenon itself can; this fully different notion will not
occur here.
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2.2. Absence of unbiased estimators
Unbiasedness undoubtedly is the most frequently used additional selec-
tion criterion for estimators. It should only be used, however, in com-
bination with the criterion of admissibility, since in itself unbiased-
ness is no guarantee for a useful estimator. Some examples of absurd
unbiased estimators can be found in FERGUSON 1967, p. 135 ff.
The number of unbiased estimators for a given problem typically
is rather small; if a complete sufficient statistic exists, there is at
most one nonrandomized unbiased estimator. If, in addition, the estima-
tion problem is truncated, often no unbíased estimators exist. The foll-
owing two theorems show the details.
Theorem 2.2. Consider estimatíon problem (OO,L,X) that is truncated with
respect to 0. Let a statistic T exist which is sufficient for 0, 0 E 0
and complete sufficient for 0, 0 E 00, while the support of the distri-
bution of T is the same for all 0 E 0. Assume that a nonrandomized un-
biased estimator exists for h(0), 8 E 0. Then no nonrandomized unbiased
estimator exists for h(0), 0 E 00.
Proof. Denote the nonrandomized unbiased estimator for h(0), 0 E 0 by d
and assume that a similar estimator d0 exists for h(0), 0 E 00; since T
is sufficient for 0, 0 E 0, both estimators may be assumed to be based
on T. (Replace any d E D, not based on T, by the dominating rule
E{d(X)IT}.) The completeness of T implies from
EB[d(T) - d0(T)] - 0 for all 0 E 00
that d(T) - d0(T) a.e. with respect to P0, 8 E 00. Take 0' E 0 such that
h(0') ~ HO :- C{h(00)}. If P0,{d(T) E HO} - 1, the convexity of HO im-
plies that EB,d(T) E H0, which however contradicts the unbiasedness of
d; therefore
P0,{d(T) E HO} C 1
Now the support of the distribution of T does not depend on 0, hence
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Pe{d(T) ~ HO} ~ 0 for all 9 E 0
But this means that d- d0 is not a function into H0, hence no estimator
at all for h(0), 6 E 00. p
Theorem 2.3. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X) with {Pe : 9 E 0} an
exponential family. Let (OO,L,X) be a truncated estimation problem with
{Pe : 6 E 00} a regular exponential family. Assume that a nonrandomized
unbiased estimator exists for h(8), 9 E 0. Then no nonrandomized un-
biased estimator exists for h(9), 0 E 00.
Proof. Regularity of {Pe : 0 E 00} ensures tliat 00 is open. So, a sta-
tistic T exists which is sufficient for 6, 6 E 0 and complete sufficient
for 0, 6 E 00; moreover, the support of T is the same for all A E 0.
Now, application of Theorem 2.2 completes the proof. O
An important application of Theorem 2.3 concerns the situation where 0
is the natural parameter space of a regular k-parametric exponential
family. If an unbiased estimator exists for h(0), 6 E 0, then no un-
biased estimator exists for h(6), 0 E 00, whenever 00 contains an open
set in II~.
The proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 is based on the fact that any
unbiased estimator d for h(6), 6 E 0 cannot be an estimator for h(0),
6 E 00 as well. An obvious way to turn d into an estimator for h(9),
9 E 00 would be to project (perpendicularly) all estimates d(x) on
C{h(00)}. The resulting estimator will be biased, however; in fact, it
will not even be admissible in general, as the next section will show.
2.3. Inadmissibility of boundary rules
In this section it will be shown that estimators taking values upon or
close to the boundary of the action space of a truncated convex estima-
tion problem are often inadmissible. This feature is specific for trunc-
ated parameter spaces; for instance, it does not occur in natural para-
meter spaces. The discussion starts with two simple examples, where the
action space is an interval and quadratic loss is used.
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Example 2.4. Let the truncated quadratic estimation problem (O,L,X) be
defined by X E B(1,9), L(B,a) -(9-a)2 and 0-(Q,P) C(0,1), where Q
and P(~ Q) are given constants. The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
dl for this problem i s given by dl(0) - Q and dl(1) - P; its risk func-
tion equals
(2.1) R(8,d1) - 9(8-P)2 f (1-9)(e-Q)2
P
Figure 2.5. Set of estimators dominating dl (doubly shaded area)
in Example 2.4
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Although dl looks rather plausible, it is an inadmissible estimator,
except in the cases Q- 0 or P- 1(one-sided truncation). To see this,
define dqp by dqp(0) - q and dqp(1) - p with Q c q t p c P. The risk of
dqp is analogous to (2.1) and it is easy to check that F(9) :- R(9,d1) -
R(9,dqp) is a parabola with a maximum. Now, dl is dominated by dqp, if
and only if F(6) is nonnegative on the whole interval [Q,P]; this is the
case if and only if F(Q) and F(P) both are nonnegative, or equivalently,
if the following two inequalities are satisfied:
(2.2)
Q(P-Q)2 f (1-Q)(q-Q)2 c Q(P-Q)2
P(P-P)2 f (1-P)(q-P)2 c (1-P)(P-Q)2
In the (q,p)-plane, the inequalities are represented by two ellipses
with midpoints ( Q,Q) and (P,P), respectively; their intersection repre-
sents the set of all (q,p)-values satisfying ( 2.2), i.e. all estímators
dqp that strictly dominate dl. It is the shaded area in Figure 2.5. So,
for any pair (Q,P) with 0~ Q C P~ 1, dl is inadmissible. Note that for
Q- 0, Q- P or P - 1 an ellipse collapses. ~
This simple example illustrates that estimators taking values exactly on
the boundary of the action space may be inadmissible. This will often
occur to the MLE in truncated estimation problems. For example, let the
class of probability distributions be a regular exponential family in
the canonical form. Then the MLF, for 9, 8 E 0 either is on the boundary
of 0 or satisfies - by (1.14) - the first order condition
(2.3) vc(e) - t(x)
The likelihood indeed attains a(local) maximum for a solution of (2.3),
as its Hessian equals - Hc(9), which is strictly negative definite: com-
pare (1.15). Since (2.3) does not depend on the choice of 0, truncated
parameter spaces exist, which do not contain the solution(s) of (2.3);
in that case the MLE necessarily ís on the boundary.
Furthermore, almost all numerical procedures for the implementa-
tion of estimation methods replace estímates that would fall outside the
closed convex parameter space by the nearest point within that space. In
zs
the case of inequality constraint regression, for example, this is the
common procedure; compare LIEW 1976, DAVIS 1978, CHANG 1981 and DYKSTRA
1983, among many others. Estimating the probabilities of a Markov pro-
cess offers another example. Since the probabilities must be nonnegative
and sum to 1, this problem can be viewed as a truncated estimation prob-
lem. All numerical methods supply the value 0, whenever a negative
estimate should occur; e.g. see LEE et al. 1977. In all these cases, the
resulting estimators generally will be inadmissible.
Example 2.4 illustrated that rules taking values precisely on
the boundary of the action space, can be inadmissible. From continuity
arguments it seems plausible that in fact even rules with values close
to the boundary often will be inadmissible. This will be shown next for
the estimation problem of Example 2.4.
Example 2.6. Consider again the truncated estimation problem of Example
2.4, in particular the rules dqp. For any (q,p) with Q c q c p c P esti-
mators dqpr for 9 E 0 are defined by dqpr(0) - q f r, dqpr(1) - p-r;
further, Dqpr :- {dqpr : 0 t r c(p-q)~2}. Now, dqp will be compared
with the other estimators in Dqpr. It is clear that
Fr(8) ~- R(e~dqp)
- R(e~dqpr)
- a(e-p)z f (1-a)(e-q)z - e(e-ptr)z - (1-e)(e-q-r)2
- -6[r2 f 2r(6-p)] - (1-6)(r2 - 2r(6-q)]
- r[-482 t ze(lfp-Fq) - r- zq]
represents a parabola having a maximum. Hence, Fr(6) is nonnegative on
the whole interval [Q,P], if and only if Fr(Q) and Fr(P) are both non-
negative, or equivalently,
(2.4)
r~2 c-2Q2 f Q(ltptq) - q
r~2 c-zP2 t P(1~q) - q
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An r~ 0 satisfying (2.4) only exists if both right-hand sides are posi-
tive, which is equivalent to the condition that p and q satisfy (2.5):
(2.5) p~ max[q(1-P)~P t 2P - 1, q(1-Q)~Q t 2Q - 1]
Summing up: under condition (2.5), an r~ 0 exists such that Fr(9)
is positive uniformly on [Q,P); then dqp is dominated strictly by the
corresponding dqpr and therefore inadmissible. The doubly shaded area in
Figure 2.7 shows the set of (q,p)-values satisfying (2.5); so, this area
represents the inadmissible rules dqp.
P
Figure 2.7. Set of inadmissible estimators dpq (doubly shaded area)
in Example 2.6
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Point of intersection of the two lines shown in Figure 2.7 is (2PQ,
2(P~-Q-PQ)-1); it lies inside the shaded square for 0~ Q~ } C P~ 1.
Hence, in this situation there always exist (q,p)-values for which dqp
is inadmissible. If, however, Q and P are on the same side of }, none of
the estimators dqp is strictly dominated by any rule in Dqpr. As final
numerical application, take 0-(0.2,0.7); then estimates 0.25 and 0.6
for x- 0 and x- 1, respectively, combine to an inadmissible estimator.
Yet, this estimator seems perfectly plausible at first sight. O
From these two examples it can be concluded that not only rules taking
values precisely on the boundary of the action space can be inadmiss-
ible, but even - at first sight - plausible rules with values in the
interior. An obvious but important exception is constituted by the class
of so-called constant rules: rules that do not depend on the observa-
tions. Any rule d taking a constant value d(X) - c E h(0) is admissible,
because its risk is zero if c happens to coincide with the true value
of h(6). Constant rules are extremely unsatisfactory, on the other hand,
sínce the observations become irrelevant; in fact, the statistical prob-
lem is reduced to a deterministic one. The class of constant rules
therefore constitutes an awkward category, consisting of unsatisfactory
but admissible rules. This paradox can be viewed as a weak spot in the
concept of admissibility. It could be removed by excluding constant
rules, e.g. by requiring that any admissible estimator satisfies the
informatíon inequality (if applicable). However, rather than modifying
the standard concept of admissibility, starting in Chapter 3 constant
rules will be excluded by imposing invariance as additional optimality
criterion.
2.4. Minimax and Bayes estimators
The minimax principle for nonrandomized estimators was defined in Sec-
tion 1.4; according to this criterion, estimators are ordered with
respect to their maxímum risk. This induces a complete ordering in D and
therefore leads to a'best' estimator. It was shown previously, that
minimax estimators exist under fairly general conditions (Theorem 1.10).
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Generally, minimax rules are hard to find; their calculation
often constitutes a tough (n~erical) problem. Sometimes it can be
tackled successfully by first deriving a least favorable prior distribu-
tion as well as the corresponding Bayes rule; its risk exactly equals
the minimax risk, provided the estimation problem has a value (Theorem
1.11). So, there is a natural correspondence between minimax rules on
the one hand and Bayes rules with respect to least favorable priors on
the other.
The derivation of Bayes estimators is relatively easy. Denote by~Z a random variable on 0 with distríbution T E 0. Provided that an
estimator exists with finite risk and provided that for almost all x E X
a value dT(x) exists minimizing ET{L(Z,d(X))IX ~ x}, the resulting
~estimator dT is Bayes with respect to the prior distribution r E 0. For
the quadratic loss function (1.3), the Bayes estimator then becomes the
expectation of the posterior distribution of the estimand:
(2.6) dT(x) - E,~{h(Z)IX - x}
Generally, T will be dominated by some a-finite measure v on 0; without
fear of confusion, its density can be denoted by t as well. If class
{P0 : 0 E 0} is dominated too - with respect to u and with densitíes
f(x~0) -, the joint density f(x,0) equals f(x~9)r(e). In this case (2.6)
may be rewritten as
(2.7) dT(x) - J h(0)f(x,0)v{d0}, J f(x,0)v{d0}
0 0
which will be used later on. It will be assinned that density f(x, 0) is
measurable in the pair (x,0); then estímator d is Borel measurable.
~ T
Class 0 of all prior distributions is too large to enable a
complete analysis: restricting attention to a suitable smaller class is
desirable. A good choice are the so-called conjugated families, intro-
duced by RAIFFA á~ SCHLAIFER 1961; compare also BARNDORFF-NIELSEN 1978
and DIACONIS á~ YLVISAKER 1979.
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Definition 2.8. Family {Ta : a E A} of probability distributions of B
is called conjugated to class {Pe : e E 0} of distributions of X, if the
family is closed under conditioning with respect to X. p
Obviously, the great advantage of a prior distribution T(9) from a con-a
jugated family is that the posterior distribution T(6Ix) belongs to thea
same family for all x E X. For any exponential family, a conjugated
family is an exponential family itself; for the exponential family with
densities (1.13), the priors of a conjugated family may be notated as
k
(2.8) Ta(6) - exp[ E aini(e) - aktlc(0) t v(a)) , 9 E ~i-1
with a:- (al,a2,....ak'aktl) E A C~lctl'
For T to be a proper proba-
bility distribution the normalizing function v: A i IIt has to satisfy
the condition J T(6)v{d9} - 1. Of course, a conjugated family is nota
unique.
Of special interest is the so-called noninformative (or Jef-
freys) prior, reflecting absence of prior knowledge about 6. In general,
it is the uniform measure on 0, corresponding to a- 0 in (2.8). There-
fore, in the sequel A will be assumed to contain the 0-vector. Note that
the corresponding TO may be a probability distribution only if 0 is
finite.
Let 00 be a truncated parameter space with respect to 0. Then
conjugated families to {Pe : 8 E 0} and {P8 : 6 E 00} respectively will
be closely related. Since in particular the support of T differsa
between these cases, the main difference will be a normalizing function
of a only. For exponential families this concerns the function v(a) in
(2.8). Example 2.10 presents an illustration; it uses the truncated beta
distributions of Definítion 2.9.
Definition 2.9. A distribution defined for }~ P~ 1 by the density




(2.10) 0(a~6) :3 f ea-1(1-9)S-ld9
1-P
is called a(symmetrically) truncated beta distribution. p
The distribution with density (2.9) will be denoted by B(a,S;P). Note
that they are defíned for negative values of a and 8 as well, contrary
to the usual nontruncated beta distributions.
Example 2.10. First, consider the exponential family of binomial distri-
butions {B(n,9) : 0~ 9~ 1}. The class of beta distributions {Be(a,B) :
a~ 0, B~ 0} is conjugated to this family. Indeed,




BafX-1(1-e)S{-il-X-1 ~ 0~ 8~ 1
where a denotes equality up to a factor independent of 9; so a post-
eriori a beta distribution arises agaín. Note that the family {Be(a,6) :
a E IN, B E IN} is conjugated to {B(n,8) : 0 ~ 9~ 1} as well, showing
that more than one conjugated family may exist with respect to a given
exponential family.
Now consider the binomial distributions with (symmetrically)
truncated parameter space: {B(n,6) : 1-P ~ 0~ P}, where ~~ P ~ 1. A
~similar reasoning as above holds for T in (2.9), showing that the(a,6)
famíly of truncated beta distributions is conjugated to
{B(n,6) : 1-P ~ 9 ~ P}. p
For easy reference the last part of this example is stated as a seperate
lemma.
Lemma 2.11. For any P with }~ P c i, family {B(a,6;P) : a E 1R, g E IR}
is conjugated to family {B(n,9) : 1-P ~ 9~ P}. O
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As stated before, minimax rules are hard to derive in general. The pro-
blem gets even harder in truncated estimation problems. The next two
examples illustrate this statement.
Example 2.12. Consider truncated quadratic estimation problem (O,L,X)
with X E B(1,6), L(0,a) - ( 8-a)2 and 0- ( 1-P,P), } C P C 1. This is a
special case of the problem considered in Example 2.4, now with the sym-
metric truncation Q- 1-P. As in Example 1.14, the problem i s invariant
under { e,g}, where g(x) - 1-x. A minimax estimator dm can be found with-
in the class of invariant estimators (Theorem 1.12); hence it should
satisfy dm(1-x) - 1-dm(x). Define invariant estimators dp by dp(1) - p,
for }~ p G P; the risk equals
R(0,dp) - 6(9-p)2 f (1-9)(B-(1-p))2
(2.11)
- 6(1-9)(4p-3) t (1-p)2
For p~ á the right-hand side represents a parabola having a minimum;
hence
(2.12) max R(6,dp) - R(P,dp) - (1-~)(p-}) t (1-p)2
8
where ~:- ( 2P-1)2. The minimum of (2.12) equals m(1-~)~4 and is attain-
ed for p-(1~)~2. It is easy to check that for p ~} the minimax value
of (2.11) equals 1~16, attained for p - ~. Comparison of these two cases
shows that the minimax estimator i s given by
(lf~)~2 for ~ t }
(2.13) dm(1) -
3~4 for ~ ~ }
The maximum risk connected with this rule is
max R(9,dm) -
a
~(1-~)~4 for ~ t }
1~16 f ~ ~ }or
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Note that mínimax rule (1.12) for the nontruncated case is included in
(2.13). Figure 2.13 shows the risk functions of the minimax rule in the
cases P-}(where dm - dp with p- 5~8), P- 0.83 (with dm(1) ~ 0.7178)




Figure 2.13. Risk functions of minimax estimators for binomial parameter
for various truncations
A least favorable prior t~ can be found among the invariant distribu-
tions on 0(Theorem 1.13), in this case the symmetric distributions
around ~}. From the general expression t(0I1) a 0r(B), holding for any~t E 0 , follows
t(e~l) - 2et(e), e E o
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for any invariant T E 0. Now (2.6) implies that the invariant Bayes
rule d,~ must satisfy dt(1) - 2ET(Z2), where Z has distribution r on 0.
The corresponding Bayes risk is obtained by taking the expectation of
(2.11) with respect to T:
r(T~dT) -[~ - E7(ZZ))[SET(Z2) - 3] t[1 - 2ET(ZZ)]2
- VarT(Z)[1 - 4 Var7(Z)]
Maximizing this expression leads to the least favorable invariant prior:
T~ for ~ C }
any symmetrical t with Var (Z) - 1~8 for m ~}r
where T~ is the two-point distribution, giving equal probability to the
endpoints of 0: P{Z - 1-P} - P{Z - p} -~. An example of a least favor-
able distribution for ~~~} is the three-point distribution defined by
P{Z - 1- P} - P{Z - P} - ll(4~) and P{Z -~} - 1- ll(2~). ~
Example 2.14. Minimax estimators for the mean of a symmetrically trunc-
ated normal distribution were considered by CASELLA á STRAWDERMAN 1981.
For problem (O,L,X) with X E N(9,1), L(9,a) -(6-a)2 and 0-[-m,m] they
proved the following.
(i) For 0 ~ m c 1.057 the minimax rule dm is given by
(2.14) dm(x) - m tanh(mx)
Furthermore, a corresponding least favorable prior is the two-point dis-
tribution determined by P{9 - f m} -~}.
(ii) For 1.4 c m c 1.6 the minimax rule is
dm(x) - (1-a)m2tanh(mx)
1-atac exp(m l2)Icosh(mx)
where a is uniquely determined by the additional condition R(O,dm) -
R(m,dm). A least favorable prior now is the three-point distribution
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defined by p{9 ~ t m} - (1-a)~2 and p{0 ~ 0} ~ a. From nimmerical evi-
dence the authors conjectured that this result holds in fact on a wider
interval of m-values. Figure 2.15 presents the risk functions of the
minimax rules for m- 1 and m - 1.5. For comparison the risk functions
of the MLE are drawn as well; of course, the MLE i s the rule defined by
-m for x ~ -m
d(x) ~ x for Ixl t m
mforx~m
It is easy to see that for m i m the observation X itself is minimax






m - 1.5, MLE
m - 1, d m
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e
Figure 2.15. Risk functions of minimax estimators and MLE's for
truncated normal distribution
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BICKEL 1981 considered the same problem, for large values of m. He
proved the density
(2.15) r~(0) - m cos2(Zm B) ,-m t B G m
to be a least favorable prior, approxímately. The corresponding maximum
risk equals 1- n2~m2 f o(m 2).
ZEYTINOGLU á~ MINTZ 1984 considered this problem in the testing
situation, i.e. with a zero-one loss function; since this loss function
is not convex, their problem is not regular in the sense of Definition
1.5. O
Note the striking similarity between these two examples as regards the
least favorable prior. For small parameter spaces, it is the two-point
distribution, having point masses ~ at the endpoints; for wider inter-
vals, an additional point mass at the midpoint appears. More generally,
in truncated decision problems a least favorable prior distribution
exists, which is concentrated in a limited number of points. In Chapter
6 this feature will be discussed in more detail for the binomial distri-
bution.
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3. INVARIANT ESTIMATION PROBLEMS
3.1. Introduction and summary
In Section 2.3. some examples were presented illustrating the fact that
quite plausibly looking boundary rules can be inadmissible. It was
noted, that these examples are difficult to generalize to a theory
stating exactly what kind of boundary rules are inadmissible under what
conditions. Of the complications that arise in such an attempted gene-
ralization, the existence of constant rules was the most annoying: they
are always admissible, even if their value is on the boundary of the
action space. This complication will be eliminated here by restricting
attention to invariant estimators, defined in Section 1.4. Hence the
general framework of an estimation problem, as presented in Definition
1.4 will be curtailed by only considering invariant estimation problems.
In fact, some additional assumptions will be made, to be discussed now.
Note that the exposition about to follow is not restricted to truncated
estimation problems, but applies to the classical case as well. However,
the more interesting applications will be seen to exist in the field of
truncated estimation theory.
An estimation problem (O,L,X) will be considered here, which is
invariant under a finite group G of functions g : X i X, while the class
{Pe : 9 E 0} of probability distributions of X is dominated by some mea-
sure u with density f(x~9). Three further assumptions will be made about
the invariance.
First of all, it will be supposed that all g E G are measure
preserving, which means that
(3.1) u{g 1(B)} - u{B}
holds for all Borel sets B C X. (Note that g 1 exists and belongs to G,
since G is a group.) For the counting measure this property is trivially
satisfied. If u is the Lebesgue measure, simple functions g, like trans-
lations, rotations and reflexions, have this property. See KINGMAN 6
TAYLOR 1966, Section 7.5 or ZAANEN 1967, Section 5.8. That (3.1) is not
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true for any group G is shown by means of a simple counterexample. For
any space S, the function e: S i S will denote the identity.
Example 3.1. Let X be the half open unit interval [0,1); u ís the Lebes-
gue measure. Define g: X-~X by
2x f 1~3 for x E [0,1~3)
g(x) :-
(x - 1~3)~2 for x E [1~3,1)
Then gg - e, so that {e,g} is a group. But g is not measure preserving:
g maps [0,1~3) onto [1~3,1), thereby doubling its (Lebesgue) measure. O
The last assumptions concern the group G. Recall that G induces groups G
and G of functions g: 0 i 0 and g: A} A, respectively. It will be
assumed that all functions g E G are linear, meaning here that
g(ax1f6x2) - ag(xl) f Bg(x2)
for all a and S E IR and all xl and x2 E A such that axl t Sx2 E A. Fi-
nally, it will be assumed that G is commutative. These assumptions are
summarized in the following definition.
Definition 3.2. Let estimation problem (O,L,X) be invariant under a
finite group G with induced group G of functions g: A i A; let
{Pe : 8 E 0} be dominated by v. If all g E G are measure preserving, G
is commutative and all g E G are linear, the problem is called linearly
invariant or linvariant for short. Invariant estimators for this problem
will be called linvariant as well. O
Until the final Section 3.6, the quadratic loss function (1.3) will be
used almost exclusively, so that linvariant quadratic estimation prob-
lems will be the object of study here. Note that this framework is not
extremely restrictive: most familiar invariant es[imation problems
belong to this class.
The main results obtained can be informally stated as follows.
For any observation x E X, the action space A - C{h(0)} can in fact be
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reduced to a subset Ax in such a way that only inadmissible rules are
excluded. In other words, any rule taking values outside Ax (with posi-
tive probability for some 6 E 0) is inadmissible. The important feature
is of course that this statement holds regardless of the exact values of
the rule inside Ax. By consequence, the action space may be restricted
beforehand - though only conditionally on the observation x E X-,
thereby limiting the class of potentially useful estimators. To be of
any use, it is necessary that A x is a strict subset of A, at least for
some x E X. It will be seen that this often occurs; in such a case the
boundary area of A is excluded, generalizing the examples of Section
2.3.
To obtain these results a number of preparatory lemmas is
needed, which are presented in Section 3.2. They disclose the deeper
structure of the linvaríant problems under consideration. Fur[her, the
subsets Ax C A are defined and some of their properties highlighted;
some results regarding perpendicular projections onto convex spaces are
presented. The main Theorem 3.9 is stated and proved in Section 3.3.
This result is considered the most interesting finding of this study; as
stated before, it was published earlier (MOORS 1981b or its preliminary
version MOORS 1981a). Further, the notion of an inadmissible (stochas-
tic) set is introduced; roughly speaking, a set V is inadmissible, if
any rule taking values in V with positive probability is inadmissible.
By means of this concept, Theorem 3.9 can be reformulated and clarified.
Section 3.4 and 3.5 give various applications. Section 3.4 con-
centrates on classical, nontruncated decision problems, where the re-
sults are not very spectacular. More interesting examples can be found
for the truncated parameter spaces, treated in Section 3.5. The applica-
tion to regression theory, where the parameters are known to satisfy
given linear inequalities, is especially enlightening. Since inequality
constraint regression is quite a topic currently (compare TOUTF.NBURG
1982), these results seem to be of importance. Note that numerical solu-
tions usually project possible estimates outside the truncated parameter
space onto its boundary; the present findings indicate, however, that
the resulting estimators are inadmissible.
The final Section 3.6 discusses possible generalizations of




Before stating and proving the main theorem, six preparatory lemmas are
presented, which reveal the deeper structure of linvariant estimation
problems. The first two lemmas are direct consequences of the definition
of a linvariant problem. Recall that a functions g: A-.A is called
isometric if g preserves distances, so that I'g(a)I - ~al for all a E A.
Lemma 3.3. Let problem (O,L,X) be linvariant under G, with L quadratic;
let any g E G induce functions g: 0 i 0 and g: A i A. Then for any
g E G
(i) hg - gh on 0;
(ii) g is isometric.
Proof. Take any g E G. From the definition of the loss function and the
invariance property (1.5) the equalities
(3.2) ~h(8) - al2 - L(e.a) - L(g(B)~g(a)) - ~hg(e) - g(a)I2
follow for all a E,q and all 6 E 0. Choosing a- h(8) implies
Ihg(0) - gh(B)I2 - 0, 6 E 0
proving (i). Substitution of this result in (3.2) gives
(3.3) Ih(9) - al2 - I'gh(6) - g(a)I2
Now, A contains an open set in II~ by Definition 1.4; therefore, g can
be uniquely extended to a linear function on the entire II~, which can
be represented by a mxm matrix M. Since g and M are identical on A,
relation
~gh(e) - g(a)~2 - ~Mh(9) - Mal2 - ~M(h(0)-a)I2
holds for all 0 E 0 and all a E A. Combination with (3.3) gives ~u12 -
~M(u)~2 for all u E U, where u- h(0) - a. Since U contains an open set
in Ii~, M is orthonormal, so g must be isometric. O
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Lemma 3.4. Let problem (O,L,X) be linvariant under G. Then for any g E G
and any 9 E 0
(3.4) f(xlg(e)) ' f(g-1(x)~9)
holds a.e. with respect to u.
Proof. For any Borel set B C X, (1.4) and ( 3.1) give
1 f(xl8(6))u{dx} - Pg(e){X E B} ' Pe{X E 8-1(B)}
B




where the last equality is obtained by the change of variable x- g(y). ~
Note that the linearity of the functions g is not used in the proof.
Next, for all x E X, subsets Ax C A will be defined. In a
slightly more elaborate notation the functions g E G are supplied with a
suffix i E I so that G-{gi : i E I}; throughout the chapter, E will
indicate summation over all i E I. With the aid of ratios
a(x~8~(e)) :- f(x~8j(e))IEf(x~8i(e))
functions hx : 0-~ A are defined for any fixed x E X by
(3.5) hx(9) :-
Ea(xl8i(9))8ih(9) for Ef(xl8i(e)) ~ 0
h(8) for Ef(xlgi(9)) - 0
Now, A x is defined as the convex closure of the range of hx:
(3.6) A x :s C{hx(0)}
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The next two lemmas state some properties of the entities defined above.
Lemma 3.5. The functions hx defined by (3.5) satisfy
hg(x)g - 8hx
on 0 for any g E G.
Proof. Straightforward application of (3.5) in combination with the li-
nearity of g gives
I Ea(8(x)~8ig(0))ging(9) for Ea(B(x)I818(B)) ~ 0
hg(x)g(e) - (1
hg(0) for Ea(g(x)~gig(6)) - 0
Ea(xlBi(e))g8ih(6) for Ea(x~8i(e)) ~ 0
gh(6) for Ea(xlgi(6)) - 0
The commutativity of G implies that of G, because of Lemma 3.3(i). In
combination with Lemma 3.4 this easily shows the equality of the two ex-
pressions above. 0
Lemma 3.6. The spaces Ax are subsets of A satisfying
(3.7) A8(x) - g(Ax)
for any g E G.
Proof. Lemma 3.5 and the fact that g is a surjection imply
h8(x)(o) - h8(x)g(0) - g{hx(0)}
Now (3.7) results from the following two observations:
(i) any a in the convex hull of hx(0) can be written as aal t(1-a)a2
with al and aZ E hx(0) and 0 t a G 1; then g(a) - ag(al) t(1-a)g(a2),
where g(al) and ~(a2) both belong to h (p)~ so that g(a) is in theg(x)
convex hull of hg(x)(0);
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(ii) any a E Ax is the limit of a series of points {an} in the convex
hull of hx(0); since g is linear (hence continuous), g(a) is the limit
of the points {g(an)} in the convex hull of h (0) and therefore isg(x)
in Ag(x). O
It is easily seen from definition formula (3.5) that Ihx(8)I t Ih(6)I
holds for all x E X and all 9 E 0; indeed,
~Ea(xl8i(e))8ih(6)I 2 G Ea2íxl8i(e))IBih(e)I2
- Ih(9)I ZEa2íxlgi(9)) t Ih(g)I2
so that hx leads to a contraction of the space h(0).
Finally, two rather general results are presented on projec-
tions. Recall that in a metric space R, the (perpendicular) projection
of x E R on a closed convex subset S C R is the (unique) x~ E S having
the smallest distance to x.
Lemma 3.7. Let S C If~ be closed and convex; let x~ denote the projec-
tion of x E II~ on S. Then
(3.8) (x-x~)T(xix~-2s) ~ 0, x~ S, s E S
Proof. The convexity of S implies
I(x-x0) f( x~s)~ 2- ~x - sI2 ~ Ix~ - sl2
Expanding the left-hand square gives
~x - x~I2 f 2(x-xp)T(x0 s) ~ 0
implying (3.8). O
Lemma 3.8. Let S C lI~ be closed and convex; let x~ denote the pro jec-
tion of x E g~ on S. If g: Ii~ -. II~ is linear and isometric, the pro-
jection of g(x) on g(S) is given by g(x ),0
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Proof. Denote the projection of g(x) on g(S) by y, so that the distance
between g(x) and g(S) equals Ig(x) - yI; since 'g is an isometry, this
distance is equal to the distance Ix - x~I between x and S. Hence, by
the properties of g
I g(x) - yI - I x- xol - I g(x-xo) I- I g(x) - g(xo) I
and the uniqueness of the projection shows that y- g(x ). O0
Now, all ingredients are collected to cook the main Theorem 3.9.
3.3. Inadmissibílity of boundary rules
Theorem 3.9. Consider linvariant quadratic estimation problem (O,L,X)
and let DL denote the class of nonrandomized linvariant estimators for
this problem. Let d E DL and assume that a 6 E 0 exists for which
{x : d(x) ~ Ax} has positive probability, where Ax is defined by (3.6).
Then d is strictly dominated by d~ E DL, where d~(x) is defined for all
x E X as the projection of d(x) on A x.
Proof. The risk function of d equals
R(6,d) - J f(xI0)Ih(6) - d(x)IZu{dx}
X
Let m denote the number of elements of G; then (1.6) implies
mR(8,d) - ER(gi(8),d)
- f Ef(xlgi(8))Ihgi(8) - d(x)I2u{dx}
- J Ef(xl8i(e))Ilgih(a)I2 t Id(x)I2 - 2dT(x)8ihíe)~u{dx}
- f II h(e)I Z t I d(x)I Z- 2dT(x)hx(e))Ef(xI gi(8))u{dx}
in view of Lemma 3.3 and (3.5). Now, d~gíx) is the projection of dg(x)
on A g(x), or equivalently, the projection of gd(x) on g(Ax) - by virtue
of the definition of an invariant rule and by (3.7). By Lemma 3.8 this
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projection equals gd0(x), implying that d0 is invariant too. Hence, the
expression for mR(B,d) given above holds for d~ as well. With the de-
finition
V :a {x : d(x) ~ A }x
d and dp coincide on X- V and m[R(B,d) - R(B,d~)] may be written as
1[d(x) - d~(x)~T[d(x) f d~(x) - 2hx(0)~Ef(x~gií0))u{dx}
V
Application of Lemma 3.7 (with S replaced by Ax) shows the integrand to
be positive for all x E V. Hence R(B,d) exceeds R(B,d~) whenever PB(V)
is positive. Since projections are measurable functions, as well as the
functions hx, both the set V and the function d~ : X-.A are measurable,
completing the proof. O
The conclusion of the theorem is that any linvariant rule with a value
outside Ax can be improved by projecting this value on A x. So for any
observation x E X the action space A can in fact be reduced to Ax. Of
course, this result is only of interest if Ax is a strict subset of A-










on Bayes rules. According to (2.6), for quadratic loss the
equals the posterior expectation of h(0). This can be a boun-
of the convex action space only if the posterior distribution




too (and that the observation must be in agreement
The invariance, however, excludes priors that are
boundary point. Note that for absolute loss on
other hand, a Bayes rule is a median of the posterior distribution of
the
h(0), which may be a boundary point of A for a nondegenerated prior.
This more or less heuristic argument shows that Theorem 3.9 will not
hold for an absolute loss function; compare Example 3.24 (ii).
Theorem 3.9 can be elucidated further with the aid of a new
general notion: an inadmissible ( random) set. A random set in If~ is
defined as a function VX of a random variable X, which assigns a set
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Vx C~ to any realisation x of X. Note that any (deterministic) set V
can be viewed as a random set VX with X degenerated.
Definition 3.10. Consider the general estimation problem of Definition
1.4; let DO be a class of estimators for this problem. Random set VX ín
I1~ is called inadmissible under Dn, if any rule d E DO with the pro-
perty
Pe{d(X) E VX} ~ 0
for some 6 E 0, is strictly dominated by some d' E D0. O
The definítion implies that any rule in DO taking values in VX (with
positive probability for some 6 E 0), is inadmissible; hence the name.
As a first example, the set IF~ - C {h(0)} may serve: one of the argu-
ments for the choice of the action space in Definition 1.4 was the inad-
missibility under p of this set.
Theorem 3.9 now can be reformulated as follows.
Corollary 3.11. Consider a linvariant quadratic estimation problem
(O,L,X) and let DL denote the class of nonrandomized linvariant esti-
mators for this problem. Then random set VX defined by Vx :5 A- Ax,
where Ax is defined by (3.6), i s inadmissible under DL. O
3.4. Applications
In this section three examples are presented, regarding nontruncated
estimation problems. The first two examples refer to exponential fami-
lies of probability distributions: normal and beta distributions respec-
tively. Although the results are not very surprising, these examples are
treated in some detail, since their truncated counterparts will be con-
sidered in the sequel.
Example 3.12. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X) where X has normal
distribution N(8,1), 0- IIt and L(8,a) ~(6-a)2. This problem is in-
variant under group G-{e,g} where g(x) --x for all x E,y. It is
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easily checked that G-{e,g} and G-{e,g} with g(6) a-9 and
g(a) --a. The problem satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.9; lin-
variant rules are characterized by the property d(-x) s-d(x). The func-
tions hx in (3.5) become
f(x~6)-f(x~-8) exp(6x)-exp(-6x)hx(e) - e f(xl9)tf(xl-9) 3 e exp(6x)texp(-0x) - 0 tanh(9x)
Figure 3.13 shows the typical behavior of hx for a positive value of




Figure 3.13. The function hl in Example 3.12
0 I 2
The space Ax from (3.6) equals hx(IR), hence
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Rp for x ~ 0
SO for x - 0
RD for x ~ 0
twhere RO :- [O,W) and ]R~ :- (~,0]. So, for any admissible estimator
the signs of observation and estimate have to correspond, which is of
course perfectly plausible.
Using Definition 3.10, this result may be formulated equivalent-
ly by stating that the set VX defined by
IR} for x ~ 0
IIt for x ~ 0
is inadmissible under class DL; IR} denotes (0,~) and IIt :- (-~,0).~
Example 3.14. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X), where X has the (two-
parametric) beta distribution Be(a,s) and L(6,a) - I6 - a~2 with 9-
(a,s)T E 0- IIt} x 1R}. This problem ís invariant under group G- {e,g }
with g defined by g(x) - 1-x; then g(A) -(s,a)T and
(0 ll
g - ll OJ
So, again a linvariant quadratic estimation problem has been obtained.
Now
f(x~e) - r(a)r(s)
xa-1(1-x)a-1~ o ~ x ~ 1
implies
h (8) - ' 6, y :- x~(1-x)
[1 t ys-a]-1 [1 i. ya-B]-1
[1 } ya-ts]-1 [1 ~- y(s-a]-1
and A x is the convex hull of
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a-6 a-B
(3.9) hx(0) -{(ay a}6 ' a}Sya-B) :(a~6) E 0}lfy lfy
Figure 3.15 is typical for the way 0 is contracted by the function hx
for x~ 0.5. The curve in this picture is the image of both axes. The
unshaded area is hx(0); Ax is obtained by taking íts closed convex hull
and equals the cone between the horizontal axis and line a L S. In other
words, the set VX defined by
{(a,s) : O~S~a} forx~0.5
Vx ~ {(a,9) : 0~ a- s} for x- 0.5
{(a,9) : 0~ a~ B} for x~ 0.5
is inadmissible under the class of linvariant rules. Again, this result
ís not surprising at all. O
s
0 i z
Figure 3.15. Parameter space in Example 3.14, contracted by h0.8
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(Note that in both examples the parameter space is halved in effect,
fully according to intuition.) The third and last example of this sec-
tion concerns a family of distributions which is not exponential. Here,
the parameter space is a finite interval; application of Theorem 3.9 now
leads to more interesting findings.
Example 3.16. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X), where X has the den-
sity
1- 8(}-x) for 0~ x~ 1
0 elsewhere
Take L(9,a) -(6-a)2 and 0-[-2,2] - the largest interval for which
f(x~8) is uniformly nonnegative. This problem is linvariant under G-
{e,g} with g(x) - 1-x, g(e) --a and g(a) --a; hence
hx(0) - f(x~e)e t f(x~-e)(-e) - (x-})e2
It follows that Ax is the closed interval in IIt with endpoints 4x-2 and
0 for all x E X. Figure 3.17 shows this reduced action space. Note that
except for x- 0 or x- 1, A x is (much) smaller than half the parameter
space and that the action space A-[-2,2) is shortened on both sides.
This can be expressed alternatively by calculating the probability that
the inadmissible set contains 0. One obtains for 6~ 0:
Pe{0 E VX} - Pe{6 ~ 4X - 2} - Pe{X ~(0t2)~4}
- F((9t2)~4I0) - (B3f48-~16)~32
where F(x~9) -(1-0~2)x t 8x2~2 denotes the distribution function of X.
The same result holds for 9~ 0, while P~{0 E VX} - 0. So the conclusion
can be drawn that 9(~ 0) is in the inadmissible set with a probability
of at least }. The invariance principle therefore leads to a large re-
duction of the space of possible point estimates. Finally, the MLE is
easily seen to equal 2 sgn(X-}), hence is in the inadmissible set with








Figure 3.17. Inadmissible set and reduced action space Ax
for Example 3.16
3.5. Applications to truncated problems
In this section applications of Theorem 3.9 are presented ín the case of
truncated estimation problems. As a first example, the very simple prob-
lem of Example 2.12 is reconsidered and an inadmissíble set deríved.
Secondly, the truncated analogon of Example 3.14 is treated. The most
interesting application shows Example 3.22 where simple inequality con-
straint regression is considered. Further examples can be found in
Chapters 4 and 5. Theorem 4.6 treats the general case of a truncated
one-parametric exponential family and is a truncated generalization of
Example 3.12. Finally, Section 5.3 presents detailed applications of
Theorem 3.9 to several randomized response models.
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Example 3.18. Consider again the estimation problem of Example 2.12: X E
B(1,9), L(9,a) -(0-a)2 and 0-(1-P,P) with 0.5 C P C 1. This problem
was seen to be invariant under G-{e,g} with g(x) - 1-x, while g(9) -
1-6 and g(a) - 1-a. Theorem 3.9 may be applied in this situation, giving
h~(B) - 26(1-6)
and AD -[2P(1-P), 0.5]. A similar result holds for x- 1 and using ~:-
(2P-1)2 leads to
~ ((1-~)~2, 0.5] for x - 0
A -x





Figure 3.19. Restricted action space Ax in Example 3.18
Figure 3.19 shows this effective action space for a given P. Note that
the action space A has been reduced fairly sizable. A practical illus-
tration can be given by borrowing the interpretation of this problem,
offered in Example 2.4. The probability of throwing heads with a given
coin is known with certainty to be between 0.2 and 0.8. The statistician
is asked to estimate this probability after a single toss with the coin
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- which produced heads. It follows that any sensible estimate has to be
between 0.5 and 0.68 (compare the dotted line segment in Figure 3.19).
Since the estimation problem considered here is very simple, the
results could have been obtained more directly. To see this, the risk
function of a linvariant (nonrandomized) rule dp has to be considered,
which is given by (2.11). From the partial derivative
aR(0,dp)
ap ~ 40(1-0) - 2(1-P)
it follows that for fixed 0 the risk i s increasing for
p ~ 1 - 20(1-0)
But then the risk is increasing for all 0 E 0 for
p ~ max {1 - 2e(1-e)} - (1~)~2
eEo
So, the estimate for 0 should never exceed (lf~)~2, which is in full
agreement with the earlier results. Note that for ~ t 0.5 the minimax
rule dm, given by (2.13) exactly coincides with the upper endpoint of
A1, and the lower endpoint of A0, O
Example 3.20. Consider again the decision problem of Example 3.14. As-
sume that available prior knowledge states that X is more or less uni-
formly distributed, formalized in the assumption that the parameters of
the distribution Be(a,B) are both between 0.5 and 1.5; hence 0-
(0.5, 1.5) x( 0.5, 1.5). Ax can be found from ( 3.9); note that hx maps
boundaries of 0 onto the boundaries of hx(0). In Figure 3.21 hx(0) is
drawn as well as its convex closure Ax for a given value of x. In
general, Ax is the triangle with corner points (0.5, 0.5), (1.5, 1.5)







Figure 3.21. Inadmissible set (shaded area) for Example 3.20
with x - 0.8
Example 3.22. Consider the simple regression model
Yi - 81 f Szi t ei , i- 1,2,...,n
with the usual assumptions: zi nonstochastic, ei - N(O,a2) and E(eiEj) -
0 for all i~ j. Assume for simplicity a2 - 1 and let s be allowed to be
interpreted as a fraction. E.g., Yi and zi denote consumption and income
respectively of indíviduals or households; then S is the (marginal) con-
sumption quote and should satisfy 0 t B t 1. The model can be rewritten
for simplicity as
xi - 91 f 92zi t ei
where Xi :- Yi-zi~2 and 02 :- 8-}. The problem of how to estimate 9:
(01,82)T with 0~ 1R x[-~,}] is linvariant with g(x) --x, g(9) --e
and g(a) --a. Application of Theorem 3.9 gives:
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f(xIe)If(x~g(e)) a exp[2 ixi(01fs2z1)]




Figure 3.23. Inadmissible set Vx (shaded area) for Example 3.22 with
Exi - 1 and Exizi - 1.6
Figure 3.23 presents the set Ax in case Eixizi and Eixi are both posi-
tive. It can be obtained easily by observing that hx maps any line
through the origin onto itself. Again ,4x turns out to be a strict subset
of 0; the usual estimators are not admissible. It is easy to check that
for 91 ~ 0 the inadmissible set for regresaion without constant term is
obtained. p
It will be very interesting to extend Example 3.22 to more complex
cases, with more independent variables, more equations and unknown
variances. For example, the general linear model
Y- Z~fe
where the observations consíst of the deterministic nxk-matrix Z and the
stochastic n-vector Y, can be analyzed in the same way. Under the given
linear constraints
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a t Ag t b
the action (parameter) space {B : a t AB t b} can be restricted to a
smaller subset, which depends upon the observations. Shifting the origin
towards a point of symmetry of the parameter space again simplifies mat-
ters considerably. Since inequalíty constraint regression is a popular
topic (see TOUTENBURG 1982 for a general treatment, or more specificly
LIEW 1976, DAVIS 1978 or CHANG 1981), further research in this direction
will be of importance.
3.6. Extensions
The general scope of Theorem 3.9 is that dominating estimators are found
by a contraction method. This is a feature common to many other estima-
tors in similar situations. Compare the shrunken estimators and ridge
estimators in regression, and the general Hunt-Stein type of estima[ors.
The fíndings in this chapter may be generalized and extended in
several directions. Perhaps the most obvious generalization is to use
instead of (1.3) the weighted quadratic loss function
(3.10) L(9,a) - w(9)Ih(0) - al2
where w is continuous and positive on 0. Under the additional invariance
assumption
(3.11) w(9) - wg(e) , 9 E o
for any g E G, it is easy to check that Lemma 3.3 remains valid, as well
as Theorem 3.9.
It is conjectured, however, that similar results can be obtained
for any regular estimation problem with strictly convex loss function.
This will be illustrated by reconsidering Example 3.18, now using dif-
ferent loss functions.
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Example 3.24. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X), where X E B(1,0) and
0 s(1-P,P) with }~ P ~ 1. Three loss functions will be considered, all
of them keeping the problem linvariant with g'(a) - 1-a. Note that A is
bounded, rendering condition ( ii) of Definition 1.5 irrelevant.
(i) L(0,a) 3 é(laé)
As was noted in Example 1.14, this loss function is of interest, since
in the case P- 1, X itself is a minimax estimator. The loss is of type
(3.10) where the weight function w(0) -[0(1-0)]-1 has the invariance
property (3.11); it follows that Theorem 3.9 holds. Hence, for this
strictly convex loss function boundary rules will be inadmissible and
the action space can be reduced, just as in Example 3.18. Note that the
alternative derivation at the end of Example 3.18 remains valid as well.
(ii) L(0,a) - ~0 - al
Now the risk function satisfies Eor dp defined by dp(1) - p
R(9,dp) - 0~0 - pl f (1-0)I0 - (1-p)~
R(P,dp) - P(P-p) f (1-P)(P-(1-P)) - (2P-1)(1-p)
Hence, for 0- P, the risk is minimized by giving p its maximum value P,
so that estimates on the boundary of A not necessarily correspond to an
inadmissible estimator in the case of this convex (but not strictly)
loss function.
(iii) L(O,a) - ( 1-0)a t 0(1-a)
Here, the risk function
R(0~dp) ~ 0[(1-0)p f 0(1-P)] t( 1-0)[(1-0)(1-P) f 0P]
- -p(2e-1)2 f e2 f (1-e)2
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is minimized uniformly in 6 by giving p its maxímum value P. Again, ad-
missible estimators may take values on the boundary of A for this (not
strictly) convex loss function. O
Another direction in which this chapter could be generalized can be
found by considering estimation problems that can be truncated to in-
variant problems, although they are not invariant themselves.
Definition 3.25. An estimation problem (O,L,X) is called pseudo-inva-
riant, if an open set 00 C 0 exists such that problem (OO,L,X) is ín-
variant. ~
As an application, note that Example 2.6 resulted in inadmissible boun-
dary rules if and only if Q(}~ P, that i s, if and only if the estima-
tion problem considered is pseudo-invariant.
Finally, it is conjectured that the approach of this chapter can
be extended to include infinite, but compact groups G. (An example of
such a group is the group consisting of all rotations of the plane.)
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4. EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
4.1. Introduction and summary
In this chapter regular exponential families of probability distribu-
tions will be discussed, which are given in the canonical form. Hence,
for a one-parametric exponential family the densities are found by spe-
cializing (1.13) to
(4.1) f(xl0) 3 exp[0t(x) f a(x) - c(6)J , x E X
See Section 1.5 for a summary of the most important properties of expo-
nential families. The investigations in this chapter will extend into
two directions.
In the next section exponential families will be considered that
are invariant under a group G of ineasure preserving functions of X onto
itself; the decision problem concerns the estimation of parameter 9 it-
self. After some preliminary lemmas it is shown that in this setting all
invariant estimation problems involving one-parametric exponential fami-
lies are automatically linvariant. It follows that Theorem 3.9 is appli-
cable; in the special case that G consists of two elements, a general
expression is derived for the reduced action space A x. This result gene-
ralizes some of the examples of the previous chapter. To conclude Sec-
tion 4.2, the case that the estimand 6 is a two-dimensional vector is
discussed briefly. A survey is given of all possible ways in which such
estimation problems may be linvariant under a group of two elements.
Section 4.3 starts the discussion of Bayes estimators in the
case of a one-parametric exponential family. Conjugated families of
prior distributions are considered and the emphasis lies on truncated
regular problems. (Generalized) Bayes estimators with finite Bayes risk
are shown to be admissible. The estimand not necessarily is 9 itself; an
important application concerns the situation that h(9) is the expecta-
tion of the sufficient statistic t(X). Although for infinite 0 the gene-
ralized Bayes rule with respect to the uniform measure may have infinite
Bayes risk, this rule is admissible in this case (KATZ 1961).
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Section 4.4 considers the special case of an (exponential) fami-
ly of exponential distributions with truncated parameter space. Both for
the expectation and the variance a class of admissible estimators is
derived. These estimators appear to be closely related to Mills' ratio
~(-x)~m(x), where ~ and ~ denote the distribution function and the dens-
ity respectively of the standard normal distribution. Quite a number of
inequalities were deríved for this ratio, e.g. FELLER 1950, p. 193. As a
side-product of the analysis in this section, the Feller bounds can be
proved very simply and sharper bounds are obtained.
4.2. Invariant exponential families
To simplify the proof of the main theorem of this section three simple
lemmas are given first. They concern arbitrary functions ui : S ~ 1R and
vi : T i 1R (i - 1,2,3). By way of example Lemma 4.3 is proved; the
proofs of the other two lemmas are omitted.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that
ul(x)vl(y) - u2(x), x E S, y E T
Then either ul is identically zero on S or vl is constant on T. p
Lemma 4.2. Assume that
(4.2) ul(x)~1(y) - u2(x) t ~2(y), x E s, y E T
Then either ul is constant on S or vl is constant on T. p
Lemma 4.3. Assume that
(4.3) yul(x) t u2(x)vl(y) - u3(x), x E S, y E T
where T contains at least two points. Then a p E IR exists such that
ul(x) - pu2(x), x E S
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Proof. Let a E T, b E T, a~ b; substituting these in (4.3) and subtrac-
ting the resulting equations gives
(a-b)ul(x) f[vl(a) - vl(b)]u2(x) ~ 0, x E s
Take p~[vl(a) - vl(b)]~(b-a) to complete the proof. p
Now consider the exponential family with densities (4.1), which is in-
variant under a group G. Again, G is the group of corresponding func-
tions: g : 0; 0. It can be expected that all g are linear, since 9 oc-
curs linearly in the cross product of (4.1). The next theorem shows that
this conjecture i s basically correct.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that the regular one-parametric exponential family
with density (4.1) is invariant under a group G of ineasure preserving
functions g. Then all functions g from the corresponding group G are li-
near.
Proof. Under the assumptions stated, Lemma 3.4 is applicable, hence
(3.4) holds almost everywhere for fixed 9 and g. In combination with
(4.1) thís gives
(4.4) g(8)t(x) t a(x) - cg(6) - 6tg-1(x) t ag-1(x) - c(9)
for all g E G, all 9 E 0 and almost all x E X. This remains true when x
is replaced by g(x):
g(0)tg(x) f ag(x) - cg(6) - 9t(x) f a(x) - c(9)
Subtracting this relation from (4.4) leads to
(4.5) 9[tg-1(x) - t(x)] t g(e)[tg(x) - t(x)] - 2a(x) - ag(x) - ag-1(x)
again holding for all g E G, all 9 E 0 and almost all x E X.
Application of Lemma 4.3 to (4.5) shows that for all g E G a
pg E IIt exists with
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(4.6) tg 1(x) - t(x) - pg[tg(x) - t(x)]
a.e. Substitutíon of (4.6) into (4.5) gives
(4.7) [g(6) f pg6][tg(x) - t(x)] - 2a(x) - ag(x) - ag-1(x)
Application of Lemma 4.1 now leads for any g E G to two possibilities:
(i) The first factor on the left-hand side of (4.7) is constant,
implying that for some qg E IR
(4.8) S(e) - qg - P~9, 0 E 0
(ii) The second factor on the left-hand side of (4.7) is zero,
hence tg - t a.e. and tg 1- t by (4.6). SubstitutinA this in (4.4)
gives
(4.9) [6 - g(9)]t(x) - a(x) - ag-1(x) t c(0) - cg(0)
Finally, apply Lemma 4.2 to (4.9) to see that one of the left-hand side
factors is constant. Since t is not constant on X by condition (ii) of
Definition 1.16, a qg E IIt exists such that g(A) - qg f 9, 9 E 0. How-
ever, this relation is a special case of (4.8), so that the general con-
clusion can be drawn that (4.8) holds for all g E G. ~
This result can be applied to invariant estimation problems (O,L,X) with
L(9,a) -(8-a)2, where X has a densíty (4.1). If G consists of ineasure
preserving functions, it follows that the problem automatically is lin-
variant; next, Theorem 3.9 will be used to obtaín a general expression
for the reduced action space Ax or equivalently, for the functions hx,
in the case G - {e,g}.
Theorem 4.5. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X) with L(9,a) ~(0-a)2
and regular exponential family {Pe : 9 E 0} with density (4.1). Assume
that the problem is invariant under a group G of ineasure preserving
functions with corresponding groups G and 'G. Then ~(as well as G') con-
sists of translations and reflexions only.
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Proof. Since h is the identity, Lemma 3.3 (i) implies that groups G and
G are isomorphic, hence all g E G are isometric as well as linear (by
virtue of Theorem 4.4). Hence for all g E G, pg in (4.8) must have abso-
lute value 1, so that either
8(9) ~ 8 f qg, 9 E 0
must hold (representing a translation), or
g(e) --e t qg, e E o
(a reflexion with respect to qg~2). p
Theorem 4.6. Consider estimation problem (O,L,X) with L(0,a) -(9-a)2
and regular exponential family {Pe : 9 E 0} with density (4.1). Assume
that the problem is invariant under a group of exactly two measure pre-
serving functions. Then the reduced action space Ax can be derived from
the function
(4.10) hx(9) a 9 tanh[8t(x)]
Proof. Followíng Theorem 4.5, group G must contain identity e and a re-
flexion. The latter may be taken to be the reflexion with respect to the
origin; because of the indefiniteness in (4.1) - compare the remark pre-
ceding Example 1.19 - this implies no loss of generality. Substitution
of g(9) ~-9 into (4.5) implies ag - a on X, while (4.4) can be rewrit-
ten as
9[tg(x) t t(x)) - c(9) - cg(0)
According to Lemma 4.1, tg(x) f t(x) then is a constant for all x E X,
for which the value zero can be chosen - again without loss of genera-
lity. Aence tg a-t on X and cg ~ c on 0. Substitution into (3.5) gives
the desired result. O
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Example 4.7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.6 hold and suppose that
the observations lead to the value t(x) - 1. The behavior of hx is shown
by Fígure 3.13; indeed, Example 3.12 is a special case of the above
theorem. Assume further that 0-(-m,m). Then the reduced action space
X is the interval [0, m tanh m].
More explicitly, let the exponential family consist of the nor-
mal distributions N(9,a2) with known a2; so, one may take t(x) -
x~a2 in (4.1) - compare (1.17). Assume that 0~(-1,1). Then the inter-
val [0, 0.762] is the reduced action space corresponding with the 'ob-
servation' t(x) - 1. Hence, even if x happens to equal a2, estimates
exceeding 0.762 correspond with inadmissible estimators - whatever the
value of a2 may be. O
To conclude this section some attention is paid to linvariant decision
problems, where the estimand 9 is a vector. Assume that the problem is
linvariant under a group of exactly two measure preserving functions,
say e and g. Then the corresponding linear function g' :,Q i,q must be
isometric and tripotent. (The latter property means that ggg ~ g and
holds, since G is a group.) Because of the linearity, g can be denoted
by a square matrix M; the isometry implies
(a,a) ~ (Ma,Ma) - (MTMa,a)
for all a E A. Since A contains an open set in IE~, MTM - I. Combining
this with the group property M2 - I shows that M i s symmetric.
In the two-parametric case all possible isometries of the plane
are rotations and reflexions, which can be represented by the matrices
cos ~ -sin ~ cos ~ sin ~
~
sin ~ cos m sin ~ -cos ~
respectively, with 0 t~~ 2n. Reflexions are always symmetric, rota-
tions only for sin ~ L 0, leading to the matrices I and -I. It follows




1 0 -1 0 cos ~ sin ~
. :
0 1 0 -1 sin ~ -cos ~
, 0 c ~ ~ 2n
Note that Example 3.14 (as well as 3.20) concerned a reflexion with ~-
n~2.
4.3. Bayes estimators
In this section the regular estimation problem (O,L,X) will be discuss-
ed, where the probability distribution of X belongs to a regular one-
parametric exponential family and L(8,a) -[h(9) - a]2. The parameter
space 0 C IR will be a finite or infinite open interval (90,e1). Contra-
ry to the preceding section, no invariance will be assumed. For this
problem Bayes rules will be derived with special attention for admissi-
bility.
For the exponential family determined by (4.1), a conjugated
family has densities
(4.12) ta(8) - exp[0a1 t v(a) - a2c(9)], 0 E 0
according to (2.8); it will be assumed now that these are densities with
respect to the Lebesgue measure. As announced in Section 2.4 the space A
of parameter values a:a (al,a2) will be assumed to contain the vector
0, corresponding to the uniform prior; hence for infinite 0, t0 is only
a measure.
The posterior distribution T(6Ix) belongs to the same family;a
it follows from the joint density
fa(x,9) 3 exp[{t(x) t al}e i- a(x) f v(a) -(lfa2)c(e)]
As follows from (2.7),
el
(4.13) aa(x) - j h(e)fa(x,e)de , nj fa(x,e)de, x E xeo
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is (generalized) Bayes with respect to t. The admissibility of thea
rules (4.13) is the subject of the next theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Consider problem (O,L,X), where 0 is the (possibly in-
finite) interval (eo,el), X has density (4.1) and L(9,a) -[h(6) - a]2;
assume that h is continuous. If r(ia,da) is finite, the estimator da in
(4.13) ís (generalized) Bayes with respect to T, a E A and admissible.a
Proof. That d is (generalized) Bayes follows by definition. The riska
functíon is continuous, since the conditions of Theorem 1.20 are satis-
fied: the continuity of h implies condition (ii) and condition (i) is
satisfied wíth B1 ~ 1 and B2 -[h(91) - h(92)]2; note that B2 is bounded
on compact sets of 0 x 0, since h is continuous. Now Theorem 1.9 proves
the admissibility of d. Oa
The case that the decision problem concerns estimation of the deriv-
ative c'(9) of c(9) was previously considered by KARLIN 1958 and KATZ
1961. This choice has some mathematical conveniences; besides, the func-
tion c'(9) is of great interest, since it equals the expectation of the
complete sufficient statistic t(X); see (1.14). So, attention will now
be concentrated on the special estimand
(4.14) h(8) - c'(9) - Eet(X), 8 E 0
Since c(0) is (infinitely often) differentiable, this function is con-
tinuous. If A is finite or if i is a proper probability distribution,a
it is not difficult to show that the (minimum) Bayes risk is finite, so
that Theorem 4.8 is applicable. The case a- 0 presents more difficult-
ies and will be considered now in detail. It is of special interest,
because the (generalized) Bayes rule with respect to the uniform prior
TO has a simple form and is often minimax. To stress the differences the
case of finite 0 is considered separately.
Lemma 4.9. Consider problem (O,L,X), where 0 is the finite interval
(eo,el), R has density (4.1) and L(9,a) -[c'(0) - a]2. Then
estimator d0 with respect to the uniform prior TO is given by
the Bayes
d0(x) - t(x) t GO1(x) - 611(x)
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el
ci(x) :- j exp((e-ei)t(x) - c(e) t c(ei)]de, x E x, 1 z o,l
eo
and d~ ís admissible for c'(9), 0 E 0.
Proof. By (4.13) the Bayes rule dp with respect to T~ is given by
el
dp(x) - J c'(9) exp[9t(x) - c(9)]d6 ' f exp[9t(x) - c(6)]d8
eo
The numerator on the right equals
el sl
- f [exp{-c(B)}J' exp[At(x)]d6 3 t(x) J exp[6t(x) - c(6)]d0eo ea
f exp[0~t(x) - c(8~)] - exp[61t(x) - c(01)]
by partial integration, leading to the desired form of d~(x). With
H(x) :- G~1(x) - G11(x)
it follows
R(0,d~) - EB[t(X) t H(X) - c'(9)] 2
- Vet(X) t 2 Cove[t(X), H(X)] f EeH2(X)
As all terms are finite, the Bayes risk of d~ is finite as well; Theorem
4.8 completes the proof. ~
If the parameter space equals the infinite interval (OG,~), tG is only a
measure; hence, the Bayes risk r(r~,d~) can be infinite, so that Theorem
4.8 is not applicable. Nevertheless, it can be shown that even in this
case the generalized Bayes rule d~ is admissible. The notation
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(4.15) G(x) :- f exp[(9-90)t(x) - c(6) t c(80)]d9, x E X
eo
will be useful.
Theorem 4.10. Consider problem (O,L,X), where 0~(90,W), X has density
(4.1) and L(6,a) -[c'(9) - a]Z. Then the generalized Bayes estimator
with respect to the uniform measure t0 is given by
(4.16) d0(x) - t(x) t G 1(x), x E X
and d0 i s admissible for c'(B), 6 E 0. ~
This result is due to KATZ 1961 (covered also by ZACKS 1971). Expression
(4.16) follows by the same method as in the foregoing proof. To prove
admissibility, d0 is considered as limit of a series of Bayes rules with
respect to proper probability distributions; a detailed comparison of
risk functions is needed.
Note that the estimator defined by (4.16) is biased for c'(6),
8 E 0, in agreement with Theorem 2.3.
Two examples, taken from KATZ 1961, will serve to illustrate
Theorem 4.10.
Example 4.11. The density of the normal distribution N(B,1) was given in
(1.17); let 0- IIt}. Now (4.15) becomes
~
G(x) - J exp[6x - 9Z~2]d6, x E IIt
0
and (4.16) reduces to
d0(x) 3 x t~(x)~~(x)~ x E R
Here, ~ and ~ denote density and distribution function respectively of
the standard normal distribution. With the use of Mills' ratio R(x),
defined by
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(4.17) R(x) :- ~(-x)~~(x), x E IR
(MILLS 1926), Theorem 4.10 leads to the conclusion that
(4.18) d0(x) ~ x t R 1(-x), x E IR
is admissible for 9, 9 E IR}. KATZ 1961 further shows that this estima-
tor is minimax as well. O
Mills' ratio has found quite a number of rather different applications
and has been investigated thoroughly. In particular, there has been con-
siderable interest in the derivation of upper and lower bounds for R(x).
See JOHNSON á~ KOTZ 1970, p. 278 ff. for a general discussion.
Example 4.12. The density of the binomial distribution B(n,9) was given
by (1.16) with n- log[9~(1-9)]. Comparison with (1.13) shows that
c(n) ~ n log(lf-er), hence by (4.14)
h(n) a c'(n) ~ nen~(lfen) ~ ne
For II L(n0,m), (4.15) now reads
m x




Introduction of Q:L ex0~(1fex0) and change of variables gives
1
G(x) ~ Q x(1-Q)x-n r ex(1-6)n-x e(dee) ~ x~ O,l,...,nQJ
Theorem 4.10 then implies that
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(4-19) d0(x) - n f 1 Qx(1-Q)n-x , x - O,l,...,n
n f ex-1(1-B)n-x-1dB
Q
is admissible for B, 0 E(Q,1], (Note that d0(n) is on the boundary of
the parameter space; yet, the admissibility is not in contradiction with
Example 2.4, since the present problem is truncated one-sidedly.) It is
not difficult to show that here d0 is not minimax in general. O
In Section 4.4 a more elaborate application of the theory discussed in
this section will be presented for the case of a truncated exponential
distribution. Admissible estimators for expectation and variance will be
derived; as a by-product, new bounds for Mills' ratio will be found.
4.4. Truncated exponential distributions and Mills' ratio
In this section the following decision problem (O,L,X) will be consider-
ed. The random variable X has exponential distribution Ne(9) with den-
sity
(4.20) f(xl6) - exp[-6x f log 6], x E gtt
Parameter space 0 is assumed to have a one-sided truncation: 6~ 90 ~ 0
with 60 given. Without loss of generality 60 may be assumed to be 1, so
that 9-(1,~). Prior distributions will be considered that belong to a
conjugated family; more specifically
(4.21) ra(B) a 6a, 6~ 1
Only for a~-1, this represents a propet density; however, A-(-m,0]
will be chosen, so that again the uniform prior measure is included.
In agreement with (4.14), the estimand h(0) ~ 1~9 is considered,
being the expectation of density (4.20). Introducing
m
(4.22) Ja(x) :- J 9a exP[(1-9)x]d9, x E~, a E IR
1
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(4.13) gives the corresponding Bayes rules for 1~9, 0 E 0:
(4.23) da(x) - Ja(x)~Ja}1(x), x E IR}
The preceding section immediately shows that d is admissible for alla
a(-1. It is intuitively clear that d should be increasing in x witha
range [0,1]. Indeed, this follows formally from the next theorem, that
lists some properties of J.a
Theorem 4.13. The function J defined by (4.22) satisfies:a
(i) xJa}1(x) - (afl)Ja(x) f 1
(ii) Ja(x) is strictly decreasing in x and strictly increasing
in a
(iii) Ja(x) ~ Ja-1(x)Jafl(x)
(i~) Já(x) - Ja(x) - Jatl(x)
(~) [Ja(x)IJafl(x)]~ ~ 0
for all a E 1R and all x~ 0.
Proof. Property (i) follows by partial integration of
W
(afl)Ja(x) ~ J [9a}1]' exp((1-6)x]d0
1
while (ii) is a result of the monotonous character of the integrand.
Property (iii) is a direct application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Differentiation under the integral sign gives (iv), and (v) is a imme-
diate consequence of (iii) and (iv). Note that the derivatives of all
orders are uniformly positive, implying a.o. that J is strictly convexa
on1R}forallaE]R. O
Since, from Theorem 4.13 (i),
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JO(x) - l~x , J1(x) - (ltx)~x2
the special case a- 0 leads to the estimator
(4.24) d0(x) - x~(xtl)
which is admissible for 1~6, B E 0 by virtue of Theorem 4.10. Of course,
this rule follows from (4.13) equally simply.
By a similar approach admissible Bayes estimators can be found
for the variance 1~62 of exponential density (4.20). The Bayes estimator~
da for 1~6 , 6 E 0 with respect to conjugated prior (4.21) is
~
(4.25) da(x) - Ja-1(x)IJafl(x), x E IRt
~
It is easily checked that da is admissible for all a ~-1; it is conjec-
tured that admissibility holds for a- 0 as well.
The foregoing admissibility results are summarízed below.
Lemma 4.14. Consider truncated decision problem (O,L,X) with X E Ne(6),~
0-(l,m) and quadratic loss. Then the estimators da and da given by
(4-23) da(x) - Ja(x)~Jatl(x), x E IRt
and
~
(4.25) da(x) - Ja-1(x)~Jatl(x)~ x E IRt
where J (x) is defined by (4.22), are admissible for the expectationa
1~9 and the variance 1~02 respectively for a ~- 1. Besides, da is admis-
sible for a- 0. ~
The functions J are related to Mills' ratio, as the next derivationa
illustrates.
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J-~(x) 3 ex j é exp(-9x)d9
1
j 2 x exp(-t2~2)dt
~
~ ~ ~(- 2x)l~( 2x)
hence
(4.26) J-~(x) 3 ~ R( 2x), x E~t
More generally, a relation will be established between J and the-m-~
finite series, which FELLER 1950, p. 193, gave for Mills' ratio and
which in fact traces back to LAPLACE 1812:
R(x) " X- 13 f 35 -
x x
3~5 3~5~7~ t 9 - ...
x x
This series has the property that the partial s~ of an even (odd) num-
ber of terms is always smaller (larger) than R(x) for all x~ 0. The
next lemma states this result more precisely.
Lemma 4.15. With the definitions
k k
(4.27) tk(x) :' (2kt1 n(2R-1), k~ 1; t0(x) :z Xx Rsl
m
(4.28) Sm(x) :s E tk, m~ 0; S-1(x) :~ 0
k~0
Mills' ratio R(x) satisfies
(4.29) (-1)m[R(x) - S~1(x)l ~ 0
for all m~ 0 and all x~ 0.
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Proof. Inequality (4.29) immediately follows from the positivity of Ja
and the next lemma. O
Lemma 4.16. With y:- 2x, the equality
(4.30) J~-z(x) - 2[R(Y) - S~1(Y)~I[Y2tm(Y))
holds for all m~ 0 and all x~ 0.
Proof. Induction does the trick. For m- 0, (4.30) boils down to (4.26).
Assume that (4.30) holds for a given m~ 0 or, equivalently,
R(Y) - Sm-1(Y) - 2 Y2tm(Y)J-m-~}(x)
Insertion of
2 y2J-m-~(Y) - 1 - (~~)J-m-3~2(Y)
whích follows from Theorem 4.13 (i), gives
R(Y) - Sm-1(Y) - tm(Y) - (mflï)tm(Y)J-m-3~2(Y)
Since definition (4.27) implies




R(Y) - sm(Y) - 2 Y2tm„F1(Y)J-(mfl)-~(Y)
immediately follows, completing the induction argument. O
Note that the proof of Lemma 4.15 is at least as simple as Feller's;
compare also the proof in KINGMAN á~ TAYLOR 1966, p. 311. Moreover, rela-
tion (4.30) can be used to improve inequality (4.29), leading to sharper
bounds for Mills' ratio. Theorems 4.17 and 4.19 show the way.
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Theorem 4.17. Mills' ratio R(x) satisfies
2
(4.32) IR(x) - S~1(x)~Itm(x) ~ 2 x
x f2mf1
for all m) 0 and all x~ 0, where tm and Sm are defined by (4.27) and
(4.28) respectively.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.13 (ii), J~-~ exceeds J~-3~2 for all posi-
tive x. Lemma 4.16 then implies:
tm(Y)IR(y) - Sm(Y)) ~ t~l(y)[R(y) - s~l(y)]
or, equivalently,
[tm(y) - t~l(y)l[R(y) - s~l(y)l ~ tm(y)
which is identical with (4.32) by virtue of (4.31). ~7
Comparison of (4.32) and (4.29) immediately shows that Feller's inequal-
ity is improved indeed. The degree of improvement can be measured by
comparing the difference between a consecutive upper and lower bound for
R(x). Let therefore ~1(x) denote the approximation for R(x), arising
from viewing (4.32) as an equality:
2
(4.33) m-1(x) -- Sm-1(x) f 2 x tm(x)x f2mf1
For even (odd) m, Mm(x) presents an upper (lower) bound for
R(x). Now, the quantity
Mm(x)-M~1(x)
(4.34) Vm(x) : - Sm(x)-Sm-1(x)
measures for m~ 0 the improvement of the new approximation over Fel-
ler's. Direct calculation gives
(4.35) Vm(x) - 2 2(2mt2)
(x t2mf1)(x t2mt3)
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implying a very sizable improvement.
By use of (4.31), (4.33) may be wrítten as
2
(4.36) Mm(x) - S~1(x) t 2x t2 tm(X)
x t2mt3
for m~ 0, which expression simplifies the comparison with Feller's ap-
proximations. For small values of m, the approximations considered here
are listed below.
S-1(x) ~ 0 M-1(x) -
S1(x) ~ X - 13
x
S2(x) 3 x- 13 } 35
x
x2f 1
MO(x) - X .
X2f2
x f3
M1(x) - X - 13 , x2t2
x x f5
M(x) - 1- 1} 3 x2f22 x x3 x5 . x2t7
In Figure 4.18 Mills' ratio and its different approximations for x~ 0
are shown. The lower bound M-1(x) was earlier derived by GORDON 1941.
Even further improvements are possible by exploiting the proper-
ties of the integrals Ja.
Theorem 4.19. Mills' ratio R(x) satisfies
x4f(2mt1)x2(4.37) [R(x) - S (x)]~t (x) ~m-1 m x4f2(2mf1)x2t(2m-1)(2mt1)
for all m~ 1 and all x~ 0, where tm and Sm are defined by (4.27) and
(4.28) respectively.
Proof. Using Theorem 4.13 (iv) twice gives













Figure 4.18. Different approximations to Mills' ratio
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which is positive. Inserting (4.30) in the right hand side implies for
m~ 1 the positivity of
R(Y)-Sm-1(Y)-tm(Y) R(Y)-S~1(Y) R(Y)-Sm-1(Y)tt~l(Y)
t~l(Y) - 2 tm(Y) } t~l(Y)
which may be rewritten as
R(Y)-Sm-1(Y) tm(Y) tm(Y) tm(Y)
tm(Y) tmfl(Y) } tm-1(Y) - 2] , tmfl(Y)
- 1
Application of (4.31) completes the proof. O
With the definition
x4t(2mt1)x2(4.38) N~2(x) :- Sm-1(x) } 4 2 tm(x)x f2(2mt1)x f(2m-1)(2mt1)
for m~ 1, new bounds for R(x) have been obtained. Rewriting (4.38)
leads to
x4t( 2mi-9 ) x2f 8(4.39) N (x) - S (x) t t (x)m ~1 x4-I-2(2mf5)xZf(2mt3)(2mf5) m
for m~ 0. The first approximations to R(x) are:
N (x) - x(x2}5)-1 x4t6x2f3
,~ (x) - 1 . x4t9x2f8
0 x x4f10x2f15
N (x) - 1 - 1 x4fllxZt81 x x3 , x4f14x2t35
N(x) - 1- 1 } 3 x4f13x2f8
2 x x3 x5 . x4f18x2t63
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The improvement with respect to Feller's approximations can be measured
by
Wm~x~ '- Sm(x)-Sm-1(x) - H2mf1(x)H2mf3(x)
Nm(x)-Nm-1(x) 8(2mt1)(2m-F.3)
where
Hn(x) :- x4 t 2(nt2)x2 t n(irF2)
Note that all new approximations considered here consist of a correc-
tion of the last term in Feller's approximation Sm(x). It follows that
for small values of x the bounds for R(x) are not very satisfactory. For
0~ x~ 1, the approximations given by BIRNBAUM 1942, SAMPFORD 1953,




5. TRUNCATED BINOMIAL PROBLEMS
5.1. Introduction and s~nmary
In the remaining three chapters truncated estimation problems (O,L,X)
will be discussed, where the observable random variable X has the bino-
mial distribution B(n,6). It is known beforehand that the unknown para-
meter 6 belongs to an interval that is stríctly smaller than the natural
parameter space (0,1). In general, the loss functíon will be the quadra-
tic [h(6) - a]2, the exception being Section 7.4 where a weighted qua-
dratic loss function will be considered. For easy reference, this kind
of estimation problems receives a name of its own.
Definition 5.1. An estimation problem (O,L,X) with 0:- (Q,P) ~(0,1),
L(8,a) -[h(0) - a]2 and X~ B(n,6) is called a truncated binomial prob-
lem; furthermore, it is called symmetric, if Q t P- 1. ~
If follows at once that truncated binomial problems are quadratic in the
sense of Definítion 1.5. Hence, Corollary 1.6 is applicable, giving the
following result.
Corollary 5.2. For truncated binomial problems class D of nonrandomized
rules is essentially complete. ~
Truncated binomial problems of course occur when in a given population
the fraction 8 with a certain characteristic has to be estimated on the
base of a simple random sample, while external prior knowledge guaran-
tees that 6 cannot be lower than Q or higher than P. This situation is
no exception at all. For example, consider the estimation of the proba-
bility 6 of throwing heads with a given coin; it is the author's convic-
tion that it is technically impossible to manufacture a coin
(i) that passes for fair at a superficial inspection, and
(ii) for which the probability of throwing heads is lower than
0.4 or higher than 0.6.
Some small-scale experiments with artificial coins support this view.
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Other decision problem that can be rewritten as truncated bino-
mial problems arise in the setting of randomized response. In that case
the truncation of the parameter space is determined objectively: it fol-
lows logically from the nature of the decision problem, without any sub-
jective consideration entering into the argument. By way of illustra-
tion, Warner's randomízed response method was discussed in the Introduc-
tion.
Randomized response methodology therefore constitutes an inte-
resting field of application of truncated estimation theory, in particu-
lar truncated binomial problems. For that reason a survey of randomized
response methods and applications is presented in Section 5.2. Two basic
randomized response techniques are discussed in some detail, namely War-
ner's original method and Simmons' unrelated question model; both tech-
niques will return to the scene in Section 5.3. Further, attention fo-
cuses on more recent developments in the field, since the survey article
by HORVITZ et al. 1976 adequately summarizes the older contributions.
In Section 5.3 the general Theorem 2.3 concerning the existence
of an unbiased estimator is applied to the present situation. The re-
mainder of Section 5.3 concentrates on admissibility: Theorem 3.9 about
the inadmissiblity of boundary rules in linvariant problems is applied
to both Warner's and Simmons' randomized response method.
Bayes rules are treated in Section 5.4, in particular with re-
spect to the conjugated class of prior distributions, consisting of
truncated beta distributions. The limiting cases of this class are dis-
cussed in some detail as well.
An introduction to the derivation of minimax rules is presented
in the final Section 5.5. It is shown in Section 5.4 that the Bayes risk
only depends on a finite number of moments of the prior distribution.
Sínce finding a minimax rule is equivalent to deriving a least favorable
prior distribution, it is necessary to know what values the vector con-
sisting of the first moments can take for distributions on 0. This leads
to the celebrated moment problem, to be discussed in Chapter 6. The act-
ual calculation of minimax rules is reported in the final Chapter 7.
Truncated binomial problems have been studied before, of course.
BLUM fi ROSENBLATT 1967 considered T-minimaxity in the parameter space
[O,P] and SCHAFER 1976 offered some alternatives to the usual minimax
estimator. RAFSKY 1976 noted that for finite populations the parameter
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space is in fact diecrete; [his led him to an estimator domínating the
sample proportion. Finally, SKIBINSKY á~ COTE 1963 can be mentíoned; they
considered the case where the prior knowledge implies that 9 is outside
the interval [1-P,Pj with a given (small) probability only.
5.2. Randomized response
To reduce reluctance of interviewees to cooperate in surveys about sens-
itíve personal matters, WARNER 1965 devised an interview method that
better protected the respondent's privacy. The respondent draws at ran-
dom one out of the two statements
'I possess property A'
'I do not possess property A'
and answers 'correct' or 'false'. The interviewer is not allowed to know
which statement was drawn, so that the respondent's true situation is
not revealed. If A is a sensitive or incriminating property (having had
an abortion is the example often used), it seems plausible that refusals
to answer or untruthful replies will occur less frequently. This inter-
view technique will be called Warner's method of randomized response.
The probability with which the first statement (having property
A) is drawn, will be denoted by P, a constant between 0 and 1 to be
chosen by the statistician. The probability of drawing the second state-
ment then is 1-P. Without loss of generality }~ P c 1 may be assumed.
(For P~} the estimation problem to follow is not identifiable.) Note
that for P- 1 in fact a nonrandomized statement is presented. Suppose
that a random sample of size n is drawn with replacement from the popu-
lation under investigation and let 9 denote the probability of receiving
the answer 'correct'. Then the observable random variable X is the
number of sample persons who answered 'correct'; furthermore, X has the
binomial distribution B(n,9). Ass~e that under these circumstances all
respondents reply truthfully; then 0 satisfies
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9 - (1-P) f (2P-1)nA
where nA is the parameter of interest: the population fraction with pro-
perty A. From 0 t nA G 1 the double inequality
(5.2) 1- P t 9 t p
follows at once, so that for P~ 1 the parameter space is truncated in-
deed. (Compare also the Introduction.) Attention will be concentrated on
the estimation of nA; since quadratic loss will be used, this is equiva-
lent to estimatíng nA -~. Later on, the latter choice will appear to
simplify the analysis somewhat, hence the estimand is chosen to be
(5.3) h(e) - nA - ~ - (6-~)I(2P-1)
Note that the estimation problem indeed proves to be a(symmetric) trun-
cated binomial problem.
A significant modification and generalization of Warner's method
was suggested by Simmons; see for a detailed description HORVITZ et al.
1967 and GREENBERG et al. 1969. His idea was to replace the second of
Warner's two statements by
'I possess property Y'
where Y is some other characteristic, which causes no embarrassment and
has no condemning quality whatsoever. It is thought that the respon-
dent's confidence in the protection of his privacy will be increased by
providing him~her the opportunity to reply to a completely harmless
question, which bears no relation to the sensitive property A. The
method is known as the unrelated question randomized response technique
or Simmons' method. The unrelated property Y can be chosen by the sta-
tistician. Whether the population fraction nY showing property Y is
known to the statistician or not makes an important dífference for the
estimation problem; therefore, two cases will be distinguished:
(i) nY is known to the statistician;
(ii) nY is unknown.
The two cases will be briefly discussed now.
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(i) If the statistician knows the value of nY beforehand, the
problem very much resembles Warner's method. Again, the observable num-
ber X of answers 'correct' has the distribution B(n,9), where now, how-
ever,
(5.4) 9 3 PnA f (1-P)nY
Hence, 0-[(1-P)nY, P t(1-P)nY] and for P~ 1 the choice
(5.5) h(9) - nA - } ~ [8 - PI2 - (1-P)nY]IP
gives rise to a truncated binomial problem again. Note that it is sym-
metric only for nY - }.
(ii) If nY is unknown, it is a nuisance parameter which has to
be estimated as well. The most obvious method is to take two independent
random samples from the population and use different fractions of the
two statements in each sample. If the two samples and their characteris-
tics are indicated by suffices 1 and 2 respectively, the probabilities
of obtaining the answer 'correct' are
8i - PinA t (1-Pi)nY




Figure 5.3 shows the parameter space 0 for typical values of P1 and P2;
again, a truncated decision problem turns up, where vector (nA~}, nY})
can be taken as estimand:
(5 7) h(9) z 1. P1-PZ
1-PZ -(1-P1) ' B1-}
-PZ P1 ` e2-~t
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Note that i t is necessary to take PZ unequal to P1; otherwise the esti-




1-P~ 0.5 P 1 1
Figure 5.3. (Truncated) parameter space for Simmons' method of
randomized response with nY unknown
Simmons' methods leave the statistician some choices: he has to choose
the unrelated property Y(with the important question whether nY is
known or not included) and he must pick the design constants P1 and PZ
as well as the allocation (if nY is unknown). GREENBERG et al. 1969 dis-
cussed these matters; improvements and additions were given by MOORS
1971 and LANKE 1975.
During the congress of the International Statistical Institute
in Warsaw 1975, a seperate session was devoted to randomized response
methodology. The proceedings of this meeting were published in the In-
ternational Statistical Review 44~2 of August 1976. The interested read-
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er is referred to the papers in this issue, particularly to the exhaus-
tive survey paper by HORVITZ et al. 1976. For Dutch readers the survey
by VERDOOREN 1976 can be recommended as well.
Of more recent developments, the following are considered the
most interesting. Independently and almost simultaneously, several
authors pointed out that while comparing different randomized response
methods, the degree of privacy protection is as important as the varian-
ce of the resulting estimates. A balance must be found between two con-
flicting interests: on the one hand the statistician who strives for
efficient estimates, on the other hand the respondent who wants to pro-
tect his~her privacy as much as possible. This approach was taken by
LANKE 1976, LEYSIEFFER S WARNER 1976 and ANDERSON 1977 for example.
Compare also FLIGNER et al. 1977.
Practical applications of randomized response methods in large
scale surveys are not abundant, although extremely interesting. The fol-
lowing papers also make empirical comparisons between several interview
methods: KROTKI S FOX 1974 or KROTKI á McDANIEL 1975 (on abortions),
GOODSTADT 5 GRUSON 1975 (drug use), LOCANDER et al. 1976 (bankruptcy,
drunken driving, a.o.) and SHIMIZU d~ BONHAM 1978 (abortions). It was
unanimously reported that the use of randomized response methods re-
sulted in fewer refusals to cooperate and less underreporting of sens-
itive properties. A striking illustration is Table 5.4, taken from
KROTKI á~ McDANIEL 1975, who also report a number of 4,040 legítimate
therapeutic abortions.
Table 5.4. Estimated induced abortions
(therapeutic and illegal), Alberta 1973.
Randomized response technique 12,320
Questionnaire 3,060
Interview 1,150
Note that the estimates obtained by the two conventional data gathering
methods are even below the number of legitimate abortions!
Finally, with some imagination the quite different problem dis-
cussed by DOWNS et al. 1978 can be seen as an application of randomized
response.
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Randomized response models can be used to estimate not only po-
pulation fractions (means of dichotomous variables), but also means of
quantitative variables. POLLOCK á~ BEK 1976 compared the three methods,
auggested previously by GREENBERG et al. 1969, WARNER 1971 and POOLE
1974, with respect to their efficiency. ALBERS 1982 took into considera-
tion the privacy aspect as well and proposed another, more refined
method. His model combines the suggestions of Greenberg en Warner men-
tioned above and seems to satisfy all reasonable desiderata.
If 'unrelated property' Y in Simmons' method is sensitive as
well, it is possible to estimate the incidence of two sensitive proper-
ties simultaneously. Moreover, the association between the two charac-
teristics can be estimated; even tests of dependence are possible. DRANE
1975 and CLICKNER S IGLEWICZ 1976 were the first to follow this line of
thought; again, many modifications present themselves. TAMHANE 1981 tho-
roughly discussed this approach and compared the competing techniques.
Compare also BOURKE 1982.
For the methods named after Warner and Simmons, the simplest
estimates for nA (and nY) are obtained by plugging into equation (5.1),
(5.4) or (5.6) the observed fractions of answers 'correct', and solving
the unknowns. That these estimates must be truncated at the boundaries
of the parameter space to produce maximum likelihood estimators, was
noted by DEVORE 1977 and FLIGNER et al. 1977. Guided by a simple numeri-
cal example, RAGHAVARAO 1978 concluded that even the MLE is inadmissible
for Warner's method and suggested an estimate based on a logistic trans-
formation. Bayes' estimators were discussed by WINKLER b FRANKLIN 1979,
using as prior distributions the truncated beta distributions, intro-
duced here in Definition 2.9.
BELLHOUSE 1982 further generalized the linear randomized respon-
se model, presented by WARNER 1971, and derived some general optimality
results.
5.3. Admissibility
Without further ado, Theorem 2.3 can be applied to the estimation prob-
lems introduced up to now in this chapter. For truncated binomial prob-
lems it follows at once that no unbiased estimators exist, since an
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unbiased estimator exists for 0, 0 E(0,1). Hence, the same holds for
both Warner's method of randomized response and Simmons' method with
known nY (except in the trivial case P- 1). Simmons' method with un-
known nY is not equivalent to a truncated binomial problem; neverthe-
less, Theorem 2.3 again implies that an unbiased estimator only exists
in the (nonrandomized) case P1 ~ P2 - 1. These results are summarized in
the next theorem.
Theorem 5.5. For Warner's nor for Simmons' randomízed response models an
unbiased estimator exists, except in the (effectively nonrandomized)
cases P- 1 or P1 - PZ - 1. O
Inadmissibility of boundary rules was previously discussed for the spe-
cial case of a truncated binomial problem with one observation and with
h the identity: Example 2.4 showed that estimators taking values exactly
on the boundary of any two-sidedly truncated parameter space necessarily
are inadmissible; if the parameter space includes the value }, then even
rules with values close to the boundary were seen to be inadmissible in
Example 2.6. This last result will be generalized now by means of
Theorem 3.9. Since the randomized response models present practical
applications, attention is focused on them.
Theorem 5.6. Consider estimation of a population fraction nA with qua-
dratic loss by means of Warner's method of randomized response. Let d be
a linvariant estimator, taking values outside the interval with end-
points } and ~ f } tanh[(x-n~2) log{P~(1-P)}] for some x- O,l,...,n.
Then d is inadmissible.
Proof. Consider the estimation problem with L(0,a) -[h(0) - a]2 where h
is defined by (5.3). This problem is linvariant under the group of two
elements with g(x) - n-x, g(0) a 1-8 and g(a) --a.
Since X E B(n,0), (3.5) results in




(5.8) hx(9) - h(8) tanh[(x-n~2) log{9~(1-0)}]
Extremes are obtained for 9~} and 6~ P. For x~ n~2, these extremes
are the minimum and the maximum, respectively; for x ~ n~2 the situation
ís reversed. So, A~ h(0) is the interval with endpoints 0 andx x
} tanh[(x-n~2) log{P~(1-P)}]; by virtue of Theorem 3.9 linvariant esti-
mators taking values outside this interval are inadmíssible. Finally,
the estimation problem for nA comes down to a translation over } and is
equívalen[ otherwise. ~
The inadmissible set (cf. Corollary 3.11) for this problem is the shaded
area in Figure 5.7. It follows at once that the usual estimator for nA,
based upon the sample fraction of answers 'correct', ís inadmissible;
what is more: the same holds for the MLE.
The curve in Figure 5.7 can be interpreted as the graph of an
estimator for nA. In the next section it will be shown that this estima-
tor is precisely the Bayes estimator corresponding with a limíting mem-
ber of the conjugated family.
d(x)
Figure 5.7. Inadmissible set (shaded area) for Warner's method of
randomized response; case n~ 14 and P~ 0.6
The probability that the inadmissible set VX contains nA can be found as
follows: for 6 ~ }
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Pe{6 c VX} ~ Pe{6 ~} t} tanh((X-nl2) log{PI(1-P)}]
- Pe{x ~ nl2 f} log[el(1-e)]Ilog[PI(1-P)]}
- Pe{X C ent(nl2)}
where ent denotes the entier function: ent(x) is the largest integer not
exceeding x.
Finally, the probability that the MLE for nA is in Vx can be
approximated by Pe{X z n(1-P)} f P8{X ~ nP}. For n not too small this is
about equal to
~ 1-P-0 dn f~ e-P ~n
e~ e~
which is small if 9 is not close to the endpoints of 0.
Next, consider Simmons' method of randomized response, where the
population fraction nY with unrelated characteristic Y is known in
advance. First take the case that nY equals }. Following the results in
Section 5.2, the parameter space is then interval [(1-P)l2, (1tP)l2],
which is symmetric around }. Just as in Warner's model, the estimation
problem is linvariant; hx is again given by (5.8). Estimates for nA must
now be confined to the interval with endpoints } and } t} tanh[(x-nl2)
log{(1fP)I(1-P)}]. Note that the inadmissible set is a strict subset of
the inadmissible set derived in Theorem 5.6 for Warner's method, reflec-
ting the fact that now the parameter space is a wider interval. The re-
sult is formalized into a theorem.
Theorem 5.8. Consider estimation of a populatíon fraction nA with qua-
dratic loss by means of Simmons' method of randomized response where nY
is known to be }. Let d be a linvariant estimator, taking values outside
the interval with endpoints } and } t} tanh[(x-nl2) log{(1tP)I(1-P)}]
for some x~ O,l,...,n. Then d is inadmissible. ~
If in Simmons' method nY is known, but unequal to }, the estimation
problem no longer is invariant. Note, however, that for
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1-2P 1
2(1-P) ~ nY ~ 2(1-P)
the parameter space contains } as interior point and the problem is
pseudo-invariant according to Definition 3.25.
Finally, the variant of Simmons' randomized response model will
be discussed, where nY is unknown beforehand. This situation was briefly
discussed in Section 5.2, where two independent random samples were
used. The problem was parameterized by (5.6); Fígure 5.3 showed the
truncated parameter space. Application of Theorem 3.9 now leads to the
following result.
Theorem 5.9. Consider estimation of a population fraction nA with qua-
dratic loss by means of Simmons' method of randomized response with nY
unknown. Let d be a linvariant estimator for (nA,nY), which for some
observations x takes values outside the closed convex hull of the space
bounded by the two curves
~ e1~P1-~}
(5.9) t kl(81,x) , 0~ 61 t P1
~ -~F
~ -lt
(5.10) t k2(01,x) , 0 ~ 01 G 1-P1
lt el~(1-P1)-~
where
kl(91,x) :~ tanh[(xl-n1~2) log leé t(x2-n2~2) log P PPeé J
1 1 2 1
6 (1-P )0
k2(el,x) :3 tanh[(xl-n1~2) l08 1-91 }(x2-n2I2) l08 1-P1-(1-P2)91J
Then d is inadmissible.
Proof. Let Xi denote the number of answers 'correct' in sample i, so
that Xi E B(ni,9i) for i- 1,2. The independence gives
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2 ni xi ni-xi
f(x~0) - II (x ) Bi (1-61)
ial i
as probability mass function for (X1,X2) with observed value x:- (xl,
x2). It is obvious that the class of distributions {f(x~8) : 9 E 0} is




Figure 5.10. Restricted action space (shaded area) for Simmons' random-
ized response method with nY unknown and P1 z 0.8, PZ -
0.1; case xi-n1~2 ~-2 and x2-n2~2 - 1
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The problem of estimating (5.7) then is linvariant with
8(e) - , g(a) ~ -a
and (3.5) leads to
hx(6) ~ tanh[(xl-n1I2) log leé t(x2-n2~2) log leé Jh(0)
1 2
To find the space hx(0) it suffíces to consider the hR image of the
boundaries of 0. In combination with the translation needed to estimate
(nA,nY) itself, this gives the result stated in the theorem. O
Figure 5.10 shows a typical example of the restricted action space and
the inadmissible set. Note that again the MLE is inadmissible in this
variation of Simmons' randomized response method.
5.4 Bayes rules
In this section Bayes rules for the truncated binomial problem will be
díscussed. To start with, h is taken to be the identity, while an arbi-~trary prior distribution T E 0 is considered. The following notations
will be used for j- 0,1,2,... and i s O,l,...,n:
(5.11) uj :~ Er(9j)
(5.12) mij :- Et[gitj(1-9)n-i~
Note that the dependence on T(and n) has been suppressed in these nota-
tions. Relation
n




Theorem 5.11. For the truncated binomial problem with h the identity,
~the nonrandomized Bayes rule di with respect to some t E 0 is given by
(5.14) dT(í) a mil'mi0 , i- O,l,...,n
This rule is admissible; i ts (minimum) Bayes risk equals
n
(5.15) r(r,d7) - VZ - E (i) míl~mi01-0
Proof. Any nonrandomized rule d can be written as a(cr~l)-tuple (d(0),
d(1),...,d(n)) with d(i) E 0 for all i- O,l,...,n. The risk functíon is
R(8,d) a E (i) 61(1-9)n-i~9-d(i)]2
1-0
~Hence the Bayes risk of d with respect to some r E 0 equals
r(T~d) - E (i) Imi2 - 2mild(i) f mi0d2(i)]1-0
2
n n mil mil}2]~ 1E0 (i)Imi2 - mi0 } mi0{d(i) - mi0
which is minimized by (5.14). Note that indeed d(i) E 0 for i- 0,1,
T
...,n; admissibility follows by Theorem 1.8. Finally, by virtue of
(5.13) for j z 2, the minimum Bayes risk may be written as in (5.15).
Note that (5.14) immedíately follows from (4.13) as well. ~
More explicit results can be obtained by considering the symmetric trun-
cated binomial problem and, besides, the conjugated family of prior dis-
tributions. This situation was discussed in Example 2.10; the conjugated
family was shown to consist of truncated beta distributions B(a,S;P).
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Lemma 5.12 lists some straightforward properties of the central func-
tion C(a,6) defined in (2.10), while Lemma 5.13 presents two limíting
results.
Lemma 5.12. For the function C(a,6) in (2.10) the following recursive
relations hold
(1) C(a,6) ~ C(B,a)
(ii) C(a,Btl) f C(at1,6) - C(a,6)
(iii) aC(a,Btl) - BC(af1,6) s Pa(1-P)B - PB(1-P)a
(iv) (at6)C(at1,6) - aC(a,6) - [P(1-P)]B[P~B - ( 1-P)~B]
(v) C(afl,a) a C(a,a)~2
(vi) C(af2,a) 3 C(atl,a) - C(atl,a~-1)
for all a E IR, B E IR and }~ P~ 1.
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) are straightforward, while (iii) is ob-
tained by partial integration. Combining (ii) and (iii) leads to (iv),
while (v) and (vi) are special cases of (ii). O
Lemma 5.13. The following limits hold:
(5.16) lim C(aix,afy) a 2x-yC(a,a)a~
(5.17) lim C(Cfx'afy) ~ [Px(1-P)y f Py(1-P)x]I2
ai~
for x~ 0,1,2,... and y~ 0,1,2,... .
Proof. Only (5.17) will be proved, as the proof of (5.16) is similar,
but simpler. Without loss of generality x~ y may be aseumed; induction
with respect to x will be used. For x~ 0(hence y- 0) (5.17) is cor-
rect. Suppose it holds for all x t k, where k~ 0,1,2,... . Property
(iv) of Lemma 5.12 implies
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C(afktl,afy) - atk C(a~-k,afy) - Pk(1-P)y-Py(1-P)k [P(1-P]a
C(a,a) 2atkfy C(a,a) (2afkfy)~a aC(a,a)
For all negative a, partial integration gives
aC(a,a)
[P(1-P)]a
P e(1-a) a-1 de P 1 e(1-e) a
- 1JP a[P(1-P)] P(1-P) - 11P 1-29 d[P(1-P)]
1 e(1-a) a P rP a(1-a) a 1
- [1-ze {P(1-P)} ]1-P - 1JP [P(1-P)] d 1-2e
2
2P-1
P -2 e(1-s) a- 2 J (1-28) [P(1-P)] d81-P
Since 6(1-9)~{P(1-P)} ~ 1 for 1-P ~ 9 C P, the last integrand approaches
0 for a i~ except in the isolated poin[s 1-P, } and P. So the integral
tends to 0 for a-~ -W, which implies
lim C(a~-kfl,a-~y) - 1 lim C(afk,aty) }[Pk(1-P)y-Py(1-Pk] 2P-1ai-m C(a'a) 2 a;-~ C(a'a) 4
The lemma follows from the induction assumption (for y- kfl first apply
property (v) of Lemma 5.12). p
In the next theorem linvariant Bayes rules are derived for the case that
h is the identity. Class {B(a,a;P) : a E]R} of symmetric prior distri-
butions is extended to include the two limiting cases a i-W and a i m.
It is plausible to define B(-m,-m;P) as the two-point distribution,
giving point mass ~ to P and 1-P each, while B(m,m;P) is the degenerate
distribution with all mass concentrated in }. Compare the notation in
Example 2.12.
Theorem 5.14. For a symmetric truncated binomial problem with h the
identity, rules da defined for x- O,l,...,n by
(5.18) d (x) ;- C(atxfl,a~-n-x)
a C(aix,afn-x)
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are admissible, linvariant and Bayes with respect to B(a,a;P) for
~ G a G m.





Then, properties (í) and (ii) of Lemma 5.12 imply
1-d(n-x) - C(Stxfl,atn-x)C( 8fx,ai~n-x)
so that invariance is achieved for a- S. Admissibility follows from
Theorem 5.11. ~
The limiting cases d-~ and dm are found with Lemma 5.13:
(5.19) d~(x) -} t(P-}) tanh[(x-n~2) log 1PP]
(5.20) dm(x) - }
It is simple to apply these results to the randomized response
methods of both Warner and Simmons (with nY ~}), since the only dif-
ference arises from the fact that h no longer is the identity, but
rather a linear function of 9. This difference is inessential, however:
if d is Bayes for B, then adfb is Bayes for a9fb (a and b E II~, as is
immediately clear from (2.7). It is interesting to apply the appropriate
transformation to the estimators (5.19) and (5.20) in the case of
Warner's method: it can easily be seen that these two estimators cor-
respond to the boundaries of the inadmissible set in Figure 5.7.
A generalization of the Bayes rules (5.18) was briefly discussed
in MOORS 1977: prior distributions were considered that are a weighted
mean of B(a,a;P) and B(S,s;P) with a and S E IR. Truncated beta distri-
butions ín the setting of Warner's randomized response model were also
discussed by WINKLER b FRANKLIN 1979.
lol
5.5. Introduction to minimax rules
As was illustrated in Section 2.4, minimax rules for truncated estima-
tion problems are much harder to find in general than in the classical,
non-truncated case. For that reason, from now on attention will be
focused on one specific problem: in the remainder of the book minimax
rules will be found for the symmetric truncated binomial problem of
Definition 5.1. Note that this problem was covered in Example 2.12 for
the special case n- 1, while the classical, nontruncated case was
treated in Example 1.14. This nontruncated problem is the limíting case
(Q - 0, P- 1) of the truncated problems in Definition 5.1. Hence, it is
reasonable to expect that the minimax estimator
xfdn~2(1.12) dm(x) - n~ , x - O,l,...,n
in Example 1.14 will be minimax in the ( symmetric) truncated situation
as well, at least for P close to 1. The next theorem states sufficient
conditions.
Theorem 5.15. Rule dm defined by (1.12) is minimax for the symmetric
truncated binomial problem with h the identity and with
(5.21) P ~ (mH~n~2)~(trF~n)
if a probability distribution on [1-P,PJ exists with moments ui satis-
fying u~ - 1 and
if~n~2(5.22) uitl -i~ ui ' i~ O,l,...,n
Proof. Condítion (5.21) is obvious from the necessity dm(n) t P. Since
minimax rule dm is Bayes as well, Theorem 5.11 implies the exístence of
a distribution on [1-P,P] satisfying
(5.23) mil~mi~ - (if~nl2)I(rrFdn)
l02
for i s O,l,...,n. The equivalence of (5.22) and (5.23), which is the
subject of the next lemma, completes the proof. O
Lemma 5.16. The three following systems of equations are equivalent
(i) E~eifl(1-6)n-i] i-Nn~2 ~ i a O,l,...,n
EI6i(1-9)n-i] s~






E ( e i ) ii~,~n
, i ~ O,l,...,n
Proof. The lemma i s proved followíng the scheme (iii) ~(ii) ~(i) ~
(iii).
(iii) ~(ii). Denote the left-hand side of (ii) by ~(i,j). Rela-
tion
~(i.~l) a 1-~(ifl.i) i - O,l,...,n-j-11~~(i, j)-1
is easy to establish, so the correctness of (ii) for some j(0 t j c n)
and all i c n-j implies the correctness for jfl and all i t n-j-1. Sínce
(ii) and (iii) are identical for j s 0, repeated application gives the
desired result.
(ii) ~(i). Follows from substitution j 3 n-i.
(i) ~(iii). The proof is given by induction. For i- n, (i)
and (iii) are identical. Suppose (i) holds for i- O,l,...,n and (iii)
holds for i a n,n-1,...,ktl (k ~ 0). Then it is enough to show that
(iii) holds for i~ k. Expressing (1-0)~1 as a power series, (i) may be
written for i- k as
n-ktl
E (-1)jE(gktj)~(n-k) } (n-k) kt~n 2] ~ 0j~~ j-1 j nf~n
By substitution of (iii) with i- n,n-1,...,kfl respectively, the expec-
tations E(8~1),E(8n),...,E(0k}2) are eliminated successively. After m
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substitutions the highest moment left is E(9~~1) with coefficient
n-k n-m~n
(n-k-m) ~
(as can be proved by induction with respect to m). Hence, after n-k sub-
stitutions the summation is reduced to
k~n E(ekfl) - kf~nl2 E(ek) - 0~
which i s identical to (iii) with i- k. O
Theorem 5.15 does not yet provide concrete P-values for which dm is mi-
nimax. To find these it is necessary to consider in more detail the last
condition in the theorem: can the vector (l,ul,u2,.-.,V~1), defined by
(5.22), be identified as a series of successive moments of some probabi-
lity distribution on [1-P,P]?
A similar question arises in the more general problem of finding
minimax rules for the truncated binomial problem. By definition, minimax
rules can be derived by maximizing the minimum Bayes risk with respect
to the prior distribution. Theorem 5.11 showed that the Bayes risk
(5.15) depends on the prior distribution through a limited number of its
moments only. Finding minimax rules therefore comes down to maximizing
this function, however under the condition that the solution must con-
~
sist of moments of some prior distribution T E 0. Thus, the central
question is, what vectors can be viewed as a series of first successive
moments of a probability distribution on a gíven interval. For an in-
finite series of moments the answer, due to Hausdorff, is given in the
next theorem; it can be found as Theorem 6.6.6 in WIDDER 1971. Compare
also WIDDER 1972, Chapter III.
Theorem 5.17. Vector (c0,cl,c2,...) is the vector of moments of some
probability distribution on [0,1] if and only if c0 s 1 and
(5.24) (-0)kcn ~ 0
holds for k~ 0,1,2,..., with ~cn :~ c~l - cn. ~
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Hence, under the conditions of the theorem,
1
(5.25) ci - f uidF(u) , i- 0,1,2,...
0
holds for some distribution function F on [0,1].
In the next chapter the more complicated problems concerning
finite series of moments will be considered. Solutions will be presented
in terms of Hankel determinants. Besides, distributíon functions will be
described that correspond to a given moment vector through (5.25). Since
these are not unique, attention will be concentrated on distributions
that are as simple as possible in the sense that their support consists
of as few points as possible. These results will be used in the final




6.1. Introduction and summary
Consider space II~.~1 of all real vectors c :- ( c0,cl,...,cr) with r~ 1;
denote by Sr the linear variety consisting of all vectots c E IR~1 with
first coordinate equal to 1:
Sr :- {c E I[~1 : c0 - 1}
Let B be any interval in IIt: closed or (half) open, finite or infinite.
Attention will be focused here on the space of all vectors in Sr of
which the i-th component equals the i-th moment (i - 1,2,...,r) of some
probability distribution on B.
Definition 6.1. Let B C IIt be an interval and let FB denote the class of
all probability distribution functíons F with support in B. Then the
space DB consisting of all vectors c E Sr with the property
(6.1) ci - J uidF(u) , i- 1,2,...,r
B
for some F E FB, is called the moment space (of B) , O
So, for any c E DB at least one distribution exists, restricted to B and
with (first) r moments cl,c2,...,cr. It is easy to check that DB is
convex for any B, and closed if B is compact.
The well-known moment problem, which history traces back to
Tchebycheff, is to characterize DB, that is to give (necessary and suf-
ficient) conditions for which c E Sr belongs to DB. Furthermore, it is
of interest to construct an F E FB that through (6.1) corresponds to a
given c E DB. Although only the case of finite B will be needed in
Chapter 7, infinite intervals B will be discussed as well to attain
greater generality.
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Section 6.2 presents some results of KARLIN S SHAPLEY 1953 and
KARLIN á~ STUDDEN 1966, characterizing the moment space by means of the
nonnegativity of so-called Hankel determinants.
Section 6.3 shows how to find distribution functions that cor-
respond to a given point of the moment space DB. It will be shown that
always a step function F E pB can be found. Attention will be concentra-
ted upon step functions wíth as few steps as possible. The result gene-
ralizes the solution for the case B- IIt by VON MISES 1964.
The final section 6.4 considers moment vectors corresponding to
a symmetric distribution.
6.2. Moment spaces and Hankel determinants
Definition 6.2. For any c E Sr and any a,b E R(a ~ b) Hankel matri-
ces Mt, Mt and Hankel determinants ~t, ~t (t s O,l,...,r) are defined as
(6.2) M2s :- (cif3)i.j-0' ~2s :' det(M2s)
(6.3) M2s :- (-abci}jt(afb)citjtl-cifj-4.2)i,j~0' ~2s :' det(M2s)
(6.4) sM2s-~1 '~ (citji,l-acit9)i.J-O' ~2sf1 '' det(M2si-1)
(6.5) M2sf1 :~ (bci}~-cif ji-1)1, ja0' 02sf1 '' det(M2sf1) O
All matrices are symmetric; the suffix of any matrix equals the highest
suffix of its elements. An upper (lower) bar indicates the occurrence
(absence) of the scalar b. For example,
c0 cl cl-ac0 c2-acl
M2 - M3 -
cl c2 c2-acl c3-ac2
- s
For any set S C II~, its closure will be denoted by CR{S}, its
interior by Int{S} and its boundary by Bd{S}.
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Theorem 6.3. Let B be any interval in 1R; take c E Sr. Then c E Int {DB}
if and only if the following Hankel determinants are positive.
B positive Hankel determinants
[a,b] ~t and ~t, t- O,l,...,r
e,-t t - O,l,...,r
IIt ~2t, t - O,l,...,ent(r~2)
If c E Bd{DB}, then the above determinants are nonnegative. O
A proof of this theorem for B-[0,1] can be found in KARLIN á SHAPLEY
1953 and can easily be generalized to any finite B. The other two cases
were proved by KARLIN á STUDDEN 1966. The three main steps of these
proofs are outlined below.
(i) Consider vectors y of coefficients, corresponding with poly-
nomials p defined by
(6.6) P(u) - E yiui , u E IIt
i-1
which have the property of being nonnegative on B:
(6.7) p(u) ~ 0, u E B
Let F E FB correspond through (6.1) to a given c E DB. Then the obvious
statement




With much more ingenuity the reverse can be shown to hold as well, at
least for closed DB.
(ii) Any polynomial p with leading coefficient yr ~ 0 and satis-
fying (6.6) and (6.7), can be represented by a linear combination of two
interlacing polynomials of a special type. For B~[a,m) e.g.,




p2s(u) s II (u-u2j-1)2
j~l
s
(6.10) p2sf1(u) 3 (u-a) II (u-u2j)j-1
2
with a c u1 c u2 c... c u2s. Note that (6.9) and (6.10) are indeed non-
negative on [a,~). Consequently, to check the implied statement in (6.8)
it suffices to check c y~ 0 for all vectors of coefficients y, corres-
ponding with polynomials of the type ~t(u), t- O,l,...,r.
(iii) A polynomial (6.9) can be written as
2s i s i 2 s s i}j
E yiu -~2s(u) - [ E xiu ]- E E xix,ui-0 i~0 i-0 j-0 ~
which implies
(6.11) cTy - z M2sx
where x:- (x0,xl,...,xs) and M2s was defined in (6.2). Now, positive-
ness of the left-hand side of (6.11) for all y is equivalent to positive
definiteness of M2s, which in turn is equivalent to positiveness of its
leading principal minors ~2t, t- O,l,...,s. Similarly,
2sf1 i s i 2 s s i}j
E yiu - P2sf1(u) ~(u-a)[ E xiu ] a E E xixju (u-a)i-0 is0 i-0 j~0
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or
cTY - x M2sflx
leads to positiveness of the Hankel determinants ~2tt1' t- O,l,...,s.
In fact, KARLIN á STUDDEN 1966 studied the more general concept
of a Tchebycheff system. A set of continuous functions fi :(a,b) C R ~
IIt (i - O,l,...,r) is called a Tchebycheff system, if
f0(t0) f0(tl) ... f0(tr)
fl(t0) fl(tl) ... fl(tr)
fr(t0) fr(tl) ... fr(tr)
~ 0
holds whenever a c t0 ~ tl ~... ~ tr c b. The induced 'moment' space is
then defined as
b
{c E Sr : ci - J fi(u)dF(u), i - O,l,...,r}
a
for some distribution function F on [a,b]. The choice fi(u) - ui reduces
this situation to the classical moment space considered here.
The proofs outlined above are mainly based on geometric argu-
ments. For the case r~~, SHOHAT á TAMARKIN 1943 gave a purely alge-
braic proof. Their more elegant reasoning can be adapted for the case of
finite even r. However, for odd r the situation is not clear; for this
reason the method will not be introduced here.
6.3. Distribution functions of minimal deAree
In this section the problem of how to find a distribution function F on
B correspondíng with a given point of the moment space DB will be
solved. It will be shown that (for finíte r) a step function can always
be found. Special attention will be paid to step functions which have as
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few steps as possible. Such a most simple step function is not necessa-
rily unique; uniqueness may be achieved by fixing the location of, for
example, the first step. A solution for the case B 3 R, based on
Tchebycheff's findings, was given by VON MISES 1964, Chapter VIII. To
simplify the discussion some concepts will be introduced, the most im-
portant being the degree of a step function as defined by WALD 1939.
Definition 6.4. Let F be a step function on the interval B C Il2. The
degree d(F) of F is defined as the number of different steps, counting a
step at an endpoint of B as }. p
Further, in case some of the Hankel determinants, corresponding with a
given interval B through Theorem 6.3, have the value zero, the one with
the lowest suffix will be called the minimum zero Hankel determinant.
Finally, the class of distribution functions F E FB having moment vector
c E DB will be denoted by FB(c).
The case c E Bd{DB} will be treated first, being the simpler;
the case c E Int{DB} is covered by Theorem 6.7.
Theorem 6.5. For any given c E Bd{DB}, FB(c) contains exactly one ele-
ment. This unique F E FB(c) is a step function with a degree that equals
half the index of the minimum zero Hankel determinant.
Proof. For c E Bd{DB}, Theorem 6.3 implies that at least one of the cor-
responding Hankel determinants has value zero. Assume that the minimum
zero Hankel determinant is ~2s, s t ent(r~2). Now ~2s - 0 implies the
existence of a(x0,xl,...,xs) E yts}1 with
s
E xici}j - 0, j- O,l,...,s
ia0
so that any F E FB(c) must satisfy
J[ E x ui] ZdF(u) - f E E x x ui}jdF(u) ~ E x[ E x c j] ~ 0
B 1-0 i B i j 1 j j-0 j iz0
1 it
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Since the integrand on the left is nonnegative with at most s different
zeros, F is a step function with d(F) C s. If, however, F has only s-1
steps ul,u2,...,us-1 E Int{B}, the relation
s-1
J uj nB i-1
(u-ui)dF(u) - 0, j - O,l,...,s-1
follows, leading to an (excluded) linear dependence between the rows of
e2(s-1). Similarly, if F has s different steps, but one of them coin-
cides with an endpoint of B, ~2s-1 or ~2s-1 has value 0. So, F has
exactly s different steps in Int{B}, so that d(F) - s. The uniqueness of
F easily follows.
In case the minimum zero Hankel determinant is ~2s, a similar
reasoning shows that F has sfl steps at a- ul ~ u2 ~... ~ us ~ us-F1 -
b, so that again d(F) - s. The other two cases are treated in the same
way. O
The next theorem considers the actual construction of the single element
of FB(c). The notations
(6.12) v2s :- (c~j)j-0
(6.13) v2s :~ (-abc~j-lt(afb)cs}j-csfjfl)j-0
s-1(6.14) v2st1 ~- (csfjfl-acsfj)j-0
(6.15) v2st1 :- (bcs} j-csfjfl) j-~
will appear to be useful. Note that vt (vt) is the last column of Mt
(Mt), leaving out the element in the lower right-hand corner; compare
(6.2)-(6.5).
Theorem 6.6. For c E Bd{DB}, let F E F B(c) have k steps in Int{B}. Then
these steps occur precisely at the zeros of polynomial
llz
k k-1 1
(6.16) u f E xiu
i-0
If the minimum zero Hankel determinant is At, the vector of coefficients
x:- (x~,xl,...,xk-1) in (6.16) is the unique solution of
(6.17) Mt-2x - -vt
If this determinant i s ~t, x is the unique solution of
(6.18) Mt-2x - -vt
Proof. Consider the typical case that the minimum zero determinant is
42s for some s ~ ent(r~2). Then the unique F E FB(c) has s steps
ul,u2,..., us E Int{B}. Hence
s
J u~ II(u-ui)dF(u) - 0, j~ O,l,...,s-1
B i~l
By putting
s s s-1 1
II(u-u ) 3: u f E x u
i-1 i i-0 i
the system of linear equations
s-1
E xici}~ --cs}~, j L O,l,...,s-1
1-0
i s formed, which can be written as MZs-2x a v2s.
The other cases can be treated similarly. Note that k equals the
number of rows of the minimum zero determinant; so k- ent(r~2) in gene-
ral, but k~ s-1 if the minimum zero determinant is ~Zs. O
Theorem 6.7. For any c E Int{B}, pB(c) contains infinitely many ele-
ments. Among them i s a step function of (minimal) degree ( rtl)~2, except
in the case B- IR and even r, where a step function of (minimal) degree
(rt2)~2 exists.
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Proof. The first statement immediately follows from the fact that any
c E Int{DB} can be represented in infinitely many ways by a convex com-
bination of boundary points. The same convex combination of the corres-
ponding distribution functions is a distribution functíon that through
(6.1) corresponds with c. To prove the second statement three cases have
to be considered, depending on the nature of B.
(i) For B- [a,bj and cT -(c~,cl,...,cr) E Int{DB}, define
c,~ E Bd{DB 1} by c~ :- (c0,cl,...,cr,c~1), where c~l is the solution
of the equation ~r}1 - 0. Then Theorem 6.5 ensures the existence of a
unique step function F~ E FB(c~) with d(F~) -(rFl)~2. Of course, F,~
belongs to FB(c) as well. Similarly, a second distribution function F~
~ r~lof (minimal) degree (rtl)~2 is obtained by means of c E Bd{DB } having
as its last coordinate the solution of 0~1 - 0. Note that exactly one
of these two distribution functions has its first step in a, as follows
from the construction in Theorem 6.6.
(11) For B-[a,m), a distribution function of minimal degree
can be found only by means of c~ introduced above, and is unique by con-
sequence. Note that for even r the first step occurs in a automatically.
(iii) For B- IIt, a similar argument shows that for odd r a uni-
que F E FB(c) with degree (rfl)~2 exists. For r- 2m, the points
rt2
(c~,c1,...,c2m,c2mf1,c2mf2) E DR will be considered. For any c2mf1,
~~}2 ~ 0 determines a boundary point of D~2; hence, infinitely many
F E F~ (c) with d(F) -(rf2)~2 exist. Note that such an F is uniquely
determined by its first step; if this first step occurs in, say, a E Ilt,
c E D~a~~) as well. p
The construction of a distribution function of minimal degree corres-
ponding with a given c E Int{DB} easily follows and starts by equating
to zero one of the determinants 0~1, ~~1 or ~~2, depending on the
nature of B. The last case, referring to B- IR, and even r, deserves
the choice of an arbitrary c~l. The details follow from Theorem 6.6.
All elements of FB(c) must show certain íntersection properties,
particularly with respect to an F of minimal degree. This follows from
the next two lemmas, due to VON MISES 1964, Chapter VIII.
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Lemma 6.8. If F1 and FZ both belong to FB(c) for some c E Int{DB}, then
F2-F1 changes sign on B at least r times.
Proof. The relations
Bf uidF2(u) ~ ci - Bf uidFl(u). i- O,l,...,r
imply that for any r-th degree polynomial pr(u)
I pr(u)d[F2(u) - F1(u)] a 0
B
or, by partial integration,
J [FZ(u) - F1(u)]pT(u)du a 0B
Now, if FZ-F1 should change sign only in the r-1 points ul,u2,...,ur-1'
choosing pi(u) ~ IIi(u-ui) would make the integrand never change sign on
B, which provides a contradiction. O
Lemma 6.9. If F1 and FZ both belong to FB with d(F1) - m, then F2-F1
changes sign at most 2m-1 times.
Proof. The lemma follows at once from the observation that nondecreasing
function FZ can intersect each horizontal and vertical segment of the
graph of F1 only once. O
Now consider c E Int{DB} and let F~ E FB(c) have minimal degree. If
d(F~) -(rfl)~2, the foregoing lemmas imply, that any F E FB(c) (not
identical to F~) intersects F~ the maximum number of times, i.e. r.
Denoting by S(F) the support of the distribution determined by F, it
follows that
(6.19) inf S(F~) ~ inf S(F), sup S(Fp) C sup S(F)
holds for all F E FB(c). Equality can occur only if F~ has a step at an
endpoint of B. Only in the case B z 1R and r even, d(F~) equals (r~2)~2;
the number of intersectione between Fp and any F E F B(c) is then either
r or r~l.
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Figure 6.10 presents a sketch of the two distribution functions
of minimal degree corresponding with some c E Int{DB}, where B-[a,b];
separate pictures are given for even and odd r respectively. Indeed, the
degree is (rtl)~2, in agreement with Theorem 6.7; the number of inter-





















Figure 6.10. Distribution functions of minimal degree for r- 4 and 5
The case B-[a,W) can be illustrated too by means of this figure; the
distribution functions F~ disappear from the scene (and of course, b has
no longer any meaning).
6.4. Moment vectors of symmetric distributions
Now the question will be answered which moment vectors in DB correspond
with a symmetric distributíon on B. Only finite B will be considered
here sínce this is the only case needed. KARLIN fi SHAPLEY 1953 touched
on this question for the case B- [0,1]. Their geometric approach in
Theorem 25.6 shows that the condition
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(6.20) e2sf1 - e2s-H1, s 3 O,l,...,ent((r-1)~2)
is necessary. Here, it will be shown by a direct argument, that (6.20)
is necessary as well as sufficient for any finite B. The proof is given
for a specific B and can be extended to general finite intervals.
Theorem 6.11. Let B- [-1, 1] and take any c E DB. Then FB(c) contains a
symmetric distribution with respect to zero if and only if (6.20) holds.
Proof. The special choice of B reduces the Hankel matrices in (6.4) and
(6.5) to
(6.21) M2sf1 - (cifj}ci-fjti)i,j30
(6.22) M2sf1 - (cifj-cifjfl)i,j-0
To show the 'only if' part, assume that FB(c) contains a distribution
that is symmetric with respect to zero. It follows that all odd moments
vanish, further simplifying (6.21) and (6.22) to
M2sf1 - (c2ent((ifjtl)~2))i,j-0
itj s
M2sf1 - ((-1) c2ent((itjtl)~2))i,j-0
By changing in e2st1 the signs of the even columns and, after that, the
signs of the even rows, e is obtained; so, (6.20) holds indeed.-2st1
The 'if' part of the statement will be proved by showing that
equality of the determinants of (6.21) and (6.22) for s- O,l,...,k
implies c2st1 - 0, s- O,l,...,k. Use induction with respect to k; for
k- 0 the statement trivially holds. Next, let the statement hold for
s- O,l,...,k-1 and assume e2sf1 - e2sf1 for s- O,l,...,k. Since
c2~1 - 0 for s- O,l,...,k-1, changing signs in the even columns and,
after that, in the even rows, now leads to the equality
0 - ~2kt1 - e2kt1 - 2c2kfle2k-1
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If ~ 2k-1 ~ 0, the induction argument is completed;
hence, assinne ~2k-1 -
0. -Then c:- (c0,cl,...,c2k) E Bd{DBk} according to Theorem 6.3, and
Theorem 6.5 implies the existence of a unique F E FB(c). However, the
function F~ defined by
~
F (x) - [1 f F(x) - F(-x-)]~2
is a(symmetric) distribution function in FB(c) as well. It follows that
F- F~ so that c2kt1 - 0, which completes the proof. 0
In the case of a general finite closed interval B-[a,b], let X be a
random variable with support in B and moment vector c. Then Y:-
(2X-a-b)~(b-a) defines a random variable with support in [-1,1]; denote
the corresponding moment vector by c. Now it can be shown that (6.20)
holds for c and [a,b] if and only if (6.20) holds for c and [-1,1].
Since X and Y are simultaneously symmetric, Theorem 6.11 is valid for
general intervals [a,b]. The detailed proof can be found in MOORS 1979,
Theorem 6.3.
Next, consider the construction of a symmetric F E FB(c) of mi-
nimal degree, assuming that (6.20) is satisfied. For c E Bd{DB}, F is
unique; hence, by the constructíon outlined in the proof of Theorem 6.6
a symmetric F is obtained. For c E Int{DB} and B-[a,b], case (i) of
the proof of Theorem 6.7 applies. For odd r, the construction presented
there again leads to symmetric F,~ and F~. However, for even r, equating
~rfl or ~~1 to zero contradicts ( 6.20) and leads to two asymmetric
distributions. Now, two symmetric distributions of minimal degree can be
obtained by imposing ~rfl - ~r-fl and equating to zero either ~r}2 or
~ rt2.
The final theorem of this chapter summarizes these results.
Theorem 6.12. Let B be a closed finite interval in IR, and take any
c E DB. Then FB(c) contains a symmetric distribution F with respect to
the midpoint of B if and only if (6.20) holds. For c E Int{DB} the mini-
mal degree of F is at most (rtl)~2 for odd r and (rf2)~2 for even r. ~
Some detailed examples of the theory in this chapter will be presented
in the next chapter, particularly in Section 7.2.
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7. MINIMAX ESTIMATORS
7.1. Introduction and summary
After the preparatory work in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 and in Chapter 6,
minimax estimators can be derived for the symmetric truncated binomial
problem of Definition 5.1 with h the identity. The method to be followed
is based on Theorem 1.11 and is therefore equivalent to the construction
of a least favorable prior distribution. The starting point is the mini-
~
mum Bayes risk r(i,dT) of a prior distribution t E 0, defined by (1.8);
the notation will be abbreviated:
(1.8) rT :- r(T,dT) - inf r(T,d)
d E D
The concavíty of rT will appear to be of interest.
Lemma 7.1. The minimum Bayes risk (1.8) i s concave in i.
~Proof. Take two prior distributíons T and t' E 0 and define r" :3 aT f
~
(1-a)T' for any a E(0,1); then T" E 8 as well. It follows at once that
r(T,d), the expected risk if 6 has distribution i, satisfies
r(T",d) - ar(r,d) t (1-a)r(T',d)
Taking the infimum with respect to all d E D proves the lemma. O
t
Now, the problem is to maximize r7 with respect to all t E 0. Two ap-
proaches present themselves.
(i) From (5.11), (5.12) and (5.15) it follows that rT depends on
r only through moment vector u:- (u0,ul,...,un-F1), where n denotes the
number of observations. While maximizing rT(u) all vectors u must be
considered that belong to the moment space DB, where now r~ n-F1 and B
is the finite closed interval [1-P,P]. Characterizations of moment
spaces by means of Hankel determinants were given in Theorem 6.3 and it
was noted before that DB is convex and closed. Combination of these ele-
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ments implies that derivation of a minimax estimator can be reduced to a
convex programming problem.
Theorem 7.2. Deriving a minimax estimator for the symmetric truncated
binomial problem with h the identity is equivalent to the following con-
vex programming problem: minimize the convex function -rT(c) where c:-
(cD,cl,...,cml), subject to the conditions
(~.1) ot ~ o, ét ~ o, t- o,l,...,ntl
which describe a convex space i n Rntl. ~
(ii) For any point of moment space DB, Section 6.3 showed the
existence of a corresponding distribution function F with d(F) c
(r~l)~2. The number of steps of F is therefore at most ent((rt3)~2).
Denote for the [runcated binomial problem the point masses by yi and
their locations by xi (i - 1,2,...,p), where now
(7.2) P :- ent((ttt4)~2)
Then rT can be viewed as a function of
w :- (x1,x2,...~xp.Y1.Y2.-...Yp)
and has to be maximized with respect to w.
Theorem 7.3. Deriving a minimax rule for the symmetric truncated bino-
mial problem with h the identity is equivalent to the following non-
linear programming problem: maximize r7(w) subject to the linear con-
straints
1-P c xi c P, i- 1,2,...,P





Note that in many cases the above number of p steps is larger than
necessary; in case of a unique least favorable prior, some of the loca-
tions xi wíl coincide or have point mass zero. Especially for c E Bd{DB}
therefore, a smaller number of point masses than indicated by (7.2) can
be chosen in advance.
A further simplification is possible, using the invariance of
the present estimation problem. Theorems 1.12 and 1.13 imply that all
attention may be confined to minimax estimators and least favorable
distributions that are symmetric with respect to }. Theorem 6.12 gave
the additional condition (6.20) for moment vectors corresponding with a
symmetric distribution and can be used to adapt Theorem 7.2; as a result
Theorem 7.2 remains valid when the condítions
(7.4) ~2sf1 - ~2sf1 ' s - O,l,...,ent(n~2)
are added to the programming problem. At the same time, Theorem 6.12
showed the existence of symmetric distributions with a degree of at most
ent((r~2)~2). Such a distribution is fully determined by the k locations
xi smaller than }, the corresponding point masses yi and the (possible)
point mass yk~l at ~. The construction of F,~ in Theorem 6.6 shows that
k - ent((rf2)~4) suffices.
Consequently, Theorem 7.3 remains valid when condition (7.3) is
replaced by
1-P c xi C }, i~ 1,2,...,m
(7.5) 0 c yi c 1, i- 1,2,...,mt1
m
2 E yi t y~l - 1
i-1
where ym„F1 denotes the point mass at ~ and
(7.6) m :~ ent((nf3)~4)
Again, several locations may coincide or have point mass zero.
The general method for calculating minimax estimators, presented
by NELSON 1966, offers a third approach towards the solution of the pre-
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sent problem. The method proceeds iteratívely according to the following
princíple. Let Tk be the prior distribution obtained after the k-th ite-
ration; the corresponding Bayes rule dk has risk functíon Rk. If Rk at-
tains its maximum in 9k}1 E 0, a new prior is constructed with an addi-
tional point mass in 6k}1. Hence, each iteration may extend the number
of steps, so that no allowance is made for the maximum number of steps
needed for the symmetric truncated binomial problem. It is feared that
this will unfavorably influence the computer time needed; even more
important is the fact that least favorable priors of minimal degree are
of interest by themselves.
Method (i) was applied first, using an Algol 68 program, which
was based upon Powell's quasi-Newtonian algoríthm (to be discussed in
more detail in Section 7.3). To be short: although the program produced
the correct results for very small n, it failed for n as low as 4 and P
anywhere near }. It is believed that this failure is caused by the high-
ly non-linear character of the constraints.
Next, method (ii) was implemented and worked nicely. A detailed
description is given in Section 7.3, where the numerical results are
presented as well. First, however, the cases n-1 up to 3 are analytical-
ly solved in Section 7.2, at the same time offering detailed examples of
the theory in Chapter 6.
The final Section 7.4 numerically presents minimax estimators
for the symmetric truncated binomial problem, now, however, with the
weighted quadratic loss function (e-a)2~{e(1-e)}.
7.2. Small sample sizes
Minimax estimators for the parameter 0 of the symmetric truncated bino-
mial problem will now be derived for n-1 up to 3, successively. The main
results are summarized in Table 7.9. A similar analysis is possible for
n-4, but is omitted here. For easy reference, the Hankel determinants
with the highest suffix that will be needed in this section are writ[en
out below for B-[1-P,P]. Of course, the ones with lower suffix can be







-P(1-P)c~ t cl - c2 -P(1-P)cl t c2 - c3
Pc~ - cl Pcl - c2 Pc2 - c3
Pcl - c2 Pc2 - c3 Pc3 - c4
Pc2 - c3 Pc3 - c4 Pc4 - c5
For a distribution function F with k steps yi in the locations xi the
compact notation
xl x2 ... xk
F -
yl y2 ... yk
will be used, where the xi are in ascending order. If F is symmetric,
this notation can be abbreviated still further:
F -
xl x2 " ' xent(k~2)
yl y2 " ' yent(k~2)
-P(1-P)cl t c2 - c3 -P(1-P)c2 f c3 - c4
cl - (1-P)c~ c2 - (1-P)cl c3 - (1-P)c2
c2 - (1-P)cl c3 - (1-P)c2 c4 - (1-P)c3
c3 - (1-P)c2 c4 - (1-P)c3 c5 - (1-P)c4
S
where the symbol S is used as a reminder. Note that now all xi are to
the left of the point of symmetry. If the yi do not sum to }, the re-
mainder is located at the point of symmetry.
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Example 7.4. For n-1 symmetry conditions (7.4) reduce to 41 - ~1, or
cl - }, while (5.15) becomes
(vl-v2)2 u2
r(T,d,~) - u2 - 1-u - u1 1
The problem of Theorem 7.2 can now be simplified to: maximize
(7.7) rT(c) - (-8c2t6c2-1)~2
subject to the condition that ~2 and ~2 are nonnegative. This condition
is equivalent to
(7.8) } c c2 c ~ - P(1-P) - (1-~)I4
where, as previously,
(7.9) ~ :- (2P-1)2
The unconstrained maximum is attained for c2 - 3~8, but moment vector
(1,},3~8) satisfies the constraints only for ~ ~}. For 0 ~~ c}, the
problem is solved by moment vector (1,~,(lf~)~4), which is on the boun-
dary of the moment space. The maximum of r follows, while the minimaxT
estimator is found from (5.14). The results are in full agreement with
Example 2.12.
In addition, a least favorable distribution function F of mini-
mal degree can be found now. Case m c} is very simple: the minimum zero
determinant is ~2, hence Theorem 6.6 implies that the unique F has no
steps in the interior of [1-P,P]. It follows that F has two steps, in
1-P and P respectively, of size ~ each:
(7.10) F -
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In case ~~ }, moment vector (1,~,3~8) maximizing r í s in the
interior of moment space D2 Several distribution functions cor-[1-P,P]~
responding with this vector will be constructed now with the aid of
Theorems 6.7 and 6.12.
(i) Take A3 - 0 as additional constraint to derive F~ with
degree 3~2. Then ( 6.17) reduces to Mlx - -v3 or, equivalently, to -x -
(P-~)~(2P-1). The only step of F~ inside (1-P,P) is in -x, while the




(ii) The choice 43 - 0 can be analysed in the same way. However,
symmetry considerations at once give
(P-})~(2P-1) P
1~(2~f1) 2~~(2~f1)
~(iii) F~ and F, obtained above, are not symmetric. A symmetric
~
distribution function is (F~fF )~2, but a lower degree can be attained
by taking 43 - ~3 and either ~4 - 0 or o4 - 0(see Theorem 6.12). Sym-
metry relation 43 - ~3 gives
(7.11) c3 - (6c2-1)~4
The solution of M2x --v4 is x-(1~8,-1) and M2x --v4 gives x-~. The
two resulting symmetric distribution functions of degree 2, to be de-
noted by F and F, are
F - -
112 - 1~d8 1-P
1~2 S
F -
The four least favorable prior distributíons derived here for ~~} are




1-P 0.5 P 1 1-P 0.5 P 1
F
F i F
i ~ ~i ~ i i
~ i i i
i ~ i ii i i r ii ~ i i i
i i i i ii i i i i~ e ~ ~ ~ e
Figure 7.5. Least favorable distributions for the symmetric truncated
binomial problem with n-1 (case P- 0.9)
Example 7.6. Case n-2 very much resembles the preceding case. Symmetry
conditions (7.4) are equivalent to cl -} and (7.11); nonnegativity corr
ditions (7.1) again can be reduced to (7.8). The minimum Bayes risk now
reads
(7.12) r,~(c) - (-8c2t6c2-1)~(8c2)
The solution of the problem in Theorem 7.2 supplemented by (7.4), reads
c2 -
(lf~)~4 for ~ G J2-1
1~d8 for ~ ~ ~2-1
In the former case, the unique least favorable distribution appears to
be (7.10) again. For ~~ J2-1, putting A4 equal to zero leads to
S






Both are symmetric and have (minimal) degree 2. ~
Example 7.7. For n-3 nonnegativity condition ( 7.8) is augmented by
~4 ~ 0 and ~4 ~ 0 or, equivalently,
(7.13) c2 f c2 -} t c4 t~ c2 -.6
Derivation of rT(c) from (5.15) is rather cumbersome; it is rewarding to
use the 'central moments' mi, defined by
(7.14) mi :- ET(26-1) i
so that by symmetry ml - m3 - 0 and
m2 - 4c2 - 1, m4 - 16c4 - 24c2 f 5
The problem of Theorem 7.2 can now be reformulated as: maxímize
(7.15) rT(m2,m4) - 4(1-m2)(1f3m2)
6m2m4 - 2m2m4 - 3mZ - m4 - m2 t m2
subject to the condition
(7.16) m2 t m4 t ~m2
Figure 7.8 shows some curves where (7.15) is constant, as well as the





Figure 7.8. Isohypses of r7 for n-3 (~ - 0.8)
To solve this problem three different intervals of ~-values have to be
distinguished.
(i) The unconstrained maximum of (7.15) equals (2-J3)~8; it is
attained for
m2 - (J3-1)~2 , m4 - (2J3-3)~2
and lies in the feasible set for ~ ~(3-d3)~2 - 0.634.
For smaller values of ~ the solution will be on line L defined
by m4 - ~m2; substitution gives the values rTL) of (7.15) on L:
(L) mZf(~) - m2(~2f1) -F m2
(7.17) rT (m2) - 4(1-'m2)(1f3m2)
where
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(7.18) f(~) :- -2~2 t 6~ - 3




(ii) The solution coincides wíth the 'top' of the feasible set
(m2 -~, m4 -~2), if and only if (7.19) is nonnegative for m2 -~; this
is equivalent to the inequality
6~4 - 14~3 - 9m2 t 1 a 0
or, equivalently, 0 ~~ t 0.283.
(iii) For 0.283 c~ t 0.634 the problem is solved numerically by
equating (7.19) to zero. Some values obtained are
0.33 0.43 0.53 0.63
m2 0.29328 0.31634 0.34074 0.36510
rTL)(m2) 0.03136 0.03241 0.03318 0.03349
The unique symmetric least favorable prior distribution in case
(ií) is given by (7.10), whíle no closed expression exists in case
(iii). In case (i), with some effort the two symmetric least favorable





1~(2r3) S yl ~-yl s
(7.20) y - (3r3-5)~2 ~ a2 - J3-1 2~-3tr3
1 2~2-2(r3-1)~f2r3-3 8 2~f1~- 3-
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Fígure 7.11. Minimax values for the symmetric truncated binomial
problem; small sample sizes
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Table 7.9 summarizes the main findings of the three preceding examples.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11, respectively, show the behavior of the minimax
estimator and minimax value max r. Note the curious behavior of theT T
minimax rule for n-3 and i-2: for moderate values of ~ it is decreasing
in ~. This means that if the parameter space [1-P,P] widens, observing
two successes in three experiments leads to lower estímates of 6.
7.3. General sample sizes
First of all, the computer program will be described that was used to
calculate the minimax rules starting from Theorem 7.3. The body of the
program is a general algorithm for solving constrained nonlinear minimi-
zation problems, where the constraints may be linear or nonlinear, equa-
lities or inequalitíes.
Definition 7.12. Let x E II~, F: I!~ -. IR and c:- (cl,c2,...,cm) with
ci : II~.i -~ ]R for i- 1, 2, ... ,m; it is assumed that all these functions
have continuous second partial derivatives. A problem that can be stated
as: minimize F(x) subject to the constraints
- 0 for i - 1,2,...,m'
(7.21) ci(x)
~ 0 for i - m'fl,m'f2,...,m
is called a nonlinear programming problem. D
A fast algorithm to solve this problem was given by POWELL 1978. It con-
cerns a quasi-Newtonian method, meaning that no analytical expression
for the Hessian of F is needed; instead, H(F) is approximated nwnerical-
ly. The method was ímplemented by VAN DEN AKER 1980 for use on the ICL
2966 computer of Tilburg University. The algorithm is outlined below by
presenting the four main steps of any íteration. Until stated otherwise
entities u, x and B have values which were obtained in the foregoing
iteration by means of formulas (7.25), (7.28) and (7.29) respectively.
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(i) Solve the following línear programming problem in d E IF~
and E E IR : maximize e subject to the linear constraints:
(7.22) dTOci(x) f lici(x)
where
- 0 for i - 1,2,...,m'
~ 0 for i - m'fl,m't2,...,m
-~ 1 for ci(x) ~ 0 and i E{m'tl,m'f2,...,m}
(7.23) ti
e otherwise
This step is a necessary preparation to the next, where constraints
(7.21) are linearized : it may occur that the linearized constraints are
inconsistent, while the original constraints are not. If the solution
obtained is d- 0, E- 0, it is concluded that (7.21) is inconsistent.
(ii) Calculate the gradient oF(x). Solve the following quadratic
programming problem in d E 1F~ : minimize
(7.24) dTOF(x) f }dTBd
subject to the constraints (7.22). This step produces a direction d to
be followed in search of a solution for the problem of Definition 7.12.
At the same time, the Iagrange multipliers corresponding with the con-
straints (7.22) can be obtained. These m values will be denoted by the
m-vector a.
(iii) Use this a and m-vector u, obtained in the previous itera-
tion, to update u; in obvious notation
(7.25) ui i max{I ail ,(Vitl ail )~2}, i - 1,2,...,m
Solve the following nonlinear programming problem in a E[0,1]: minimize
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(7.26) G(a) :- F(xtad) t uTh(xfad)
where h:- (hl,h2,...,hm) and hi : II~ a IIt i s defined by
Ici(y)I for i - 1,2,...,m'
hi(y) :-
Imin{O,ci(y)}I for i - m'fl,m't2,...,m
This step calculates what distance a to go in direction d. The term
uTh(x~-ad) in (7.26) i s the penalty for trespassing constraints (7.21);
its specific form was chosen by Powell as a compromise: approximate
solutions x f ad which do not ( completely) satisfy (7.21) should be
allowed, but penalized. This compromise increases the rate of conver-
gence; however, global convergence no longer is guaranteed. Consequent-
ly, a test on cycling has to be included: consider the values of u and
of G(a), obtained in any five successive iterations; if u is constant
and G non-decreasíng i t is concluded that cycling occurs.
(iv) Define the Lagrange function L: II~ -~ 1R bym
L(x,a) :- F(x) - aT c(x)
Calculate
d - ad
Y - OxL(xtd,a) - OxL(x.~)
(~.2~) e -
1 for dT Y~ 0. 2dT Bd
0.8dT Bd~(dT Bd-dT y) for dT Y~ 0.2dT Bd
n - 8Y t (1-9)Bd
Update x and B as follows:
(7.28) x -~ x t d
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T T
(7.29) B-. B- Bdd B} nn
dT B6 dT n
The updating of x is obvious. Formula (7.29) is a generalization of the
well-known updating formula of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno in
the case of unconstrained minimization, which uses Y in stead of n. The
great advantage of (7.29) is that it maintains posítive definiteness of
B(in general I is chosen as initial value for B). The numerical values
in (7.27) are based on (limited) practical experience and may be im-
proved.
This general algorithm was used to solve the specific problem of
Theorem 7.3, however with the constraints (7.3) replaced by (7.5). The
object function F now reads
n
(5.15) rT(w) - u2 - E (i) mil,mi01-0
It is a function of w:- (xl,x2,....xm'yl'y2' "''y~l)~ since u2 and
mij, defíned in (5.11)-(5.12), can be written as
(7.30) u2 - E yk[xk t(1-xk)21 t y~ll4
k-1
m
(7.31) m - E Y[xitj(1-x ) n-i } n-i(1-x )i}j~ f Y ~2~j,i j k-1 k k k xk k m-~ 1
for i- O,l,...,n and j- 0 or 1.
The first partial derivatives of object function and constraints
are easy to derive. The simplest expression for the derivative of rT(w)
with respect to any variable z can be found by use of the symmetry pro-
perties of the prior distributions; they imply for i~ O,l,...,n
mn-i,0 - mi0' mn-i,l - mi0 - mil, dT(n-i) - 1- dT(i)
where the last equality follows from (5.14). The result is
ar (w) am 2m
(7.32) áz -[1 - 2dT(i)j aZ0 t 2[2dt(i) - 1] aZl
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The detailed results for n-3 up to 16 are presented in Tables
A1-A14 in Appendix A; they are summarized in Figures 7.13-7.17, which
will be briefly discussed now.
The behavior of the minimax value max r as a function of P is
T T
shown in Figure 7.13; since i t is based on the data in Appendix A, the
curve is somewhat unreliable between the successive values of P occur-
ring in the tables. Note that the minimax value is practically constant
for 0.9 t P c 1.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show some of the minimax estimators dm for
i C n~2. To give a clearer picture, the values calculated in the Appen-
dix are connected by line segments. For small P-values some of the esti-
mates coincide as indicated in the graphs. Note that again dm(i) is
sometimes increasing in P, even for i as small as 1; in general, the
behavior of dm(i) is rather irregular.
For the case P-1, Figure 7.16 presents in detail the least
favorable symmetric prior distribution with as few mass points as pos-
sible; point masses in } are indicated differently. Of course, the con-
necting line segments have no meaning, apart from increasing readibi-
lity. For general P, Figure 7.17 outlines how the minimum number of mass
points of these distributions varies wi[h íncreasing n and P.
Minimax value and minimax rule for P-1 were analytically
obtained in Example 1.14. Comparison of these exact values with the
numerical results in Appendix A gives an indication of the numerical
precision of the calculations. Define dr as the absolute difference
between the calculated value and the theoretical value of maxTrT; define
dd as the maximum (with respect to i) of the absolute difference between
the calculated value and the theoretical value of dm(i). Table 7.18
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Figure 7.16. Least favorable symmetric prior distributíons for P-1 and
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Figure 7.17. Minímum number of steps of least favorable symmetric prior
distributions








7.4. Weighted quadratic loss
This final section díscusses the truncated binomial problem of Defini-
tion 5.1 with the following slight modification, however: instead of the
usual quadratic loss (9-a)2, the weighted quadratic loss function
(7.33) L(6,a) - (6-a)2e(1-e)
will be used now. As was mentioned previously, an interesting cotr
sequence is that in the nontruncated case the sample fraction X~n is a
minimax estimator for 6 with (constant) risk l~n.
In the truncated situation the following counterpart of Theorem
5.11 is easily derived using the definitions
(7.34) ki~ :- Ei[9if3-1(1-9)n-i] ~ i- O,l,...,n ; j- 0,1,2,...
Theorem 7.19. For the truncated binomial problem with, however, the loss
function (7.33), the nonrandomized Bayes rule with respect to some
~
r E 0 is given by
(7.35) dr(i) - kil,ki0 , i - O,l,...,n
Its (minimum) Bayes risk equals
(7.36) rT :- r(z,dT) - ET[6~(1-8)] - E(i) kil~ki01-0
and dT is admissible. O
Since the problem is invariant again, all attention may be directed
towards symmetric prior distributions, leading to the relations
(7.37) kn-1,0 - ki0' kn-i,l 5 ki0 - kil, dT(n-i) - 1- di(i)
To start with, minimax estimators are considered for n-1 up to 3.
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Example 7.20. For n-1, by means of (7.34) and (7.37), (7.36) reduces to
r - 1 - 2~u
7
(7.38) u :- Et(1~9)
For symmetric priors the maximum of u equals 2~(1-~) and is attained for
the distribution (7.10). Consequently, the minimax value is ~ and miní-
max estimator dm is determined by d(1) -(~1)~2. The same result canm
be obtained by the method used in Example 2.12.
For n-2, (7.36) becomes after some simplifications
rT - [1 - 1~(u-1)]~2
so that (7.10) i s least favorable again. The minimax value is ~~(lf ~)
and dm(1) -~(3~t1)~(~tl). Note that both minimax estimators are identi-
cal to the ones presented in Table 7.9 for 'small' values of P.
For n-3, some manipulation reduces (7.36) to
(1~ )2
rT - [(1t3m2)(1-m2) - 2u-3 ]~4
which is increasing i n u, but decreasing in m2. With some effort it can
be derived that (7.10) is least favorable, provided that
13m3t5~2-~- 1C 0
holds, or, equivalently, ~ t 0.373. Further, it can be seen that for P-1
the distribution
is least favorable. O




This leads to the analysis of the Tchebycheff system of functions fi :
[1-P,P] -~ IR, defined by
ifi(u) - u , i - -1,O,1,...,n
Now generalize moment space DB of Definition 6.1 as follows: DB consists
of all vectors (c-1,c0,cl,...,cr) satisfying
ci - 1 uidF(u) , i - -1,O,1,...,r
B
Then the general analysis of KARLIN d~ STUDDEN 1966 shows that Theorems
6.5 and 6.7 remain valid; the same holds for Theorem 6.12. Therefore the
computer program, described in Section 7.3, could easily be adapted to
the present situation, the main modification being the replacement of
the object function (5.15) by (7.36).
Detailed results can be found in Appendix B for n-3 up to 10.
Pictures, similar to Figures 7.13-7.17 can be drawn, but only the beha-
vior of the minimax value is shown here (Figure 7.21). For the rest,
some interesting features will be noted below, particularly stressing
the similarities and differences with the previous case of unweighted
quadratic loss.
(i) The necessary number of mass points for a symmetric least
favorable prior distribution gradually increases with P. The maximum
number of locations smaller that } satisfies (7.6), as ín the previous
case. Unlike the previous case, a point mass occurs at 1-P for all
values of n and P.
(ii) For P-1 the least favorable priors for n and ntl (n odd),
respectively, are ídentical.
(iii) The behavior of the minimax estimates dm(i) as function of
P is again very irregular. For small values of P, the minimax rules cor-
responding with weighted and unweighted quadratic loss respectively are
identícal.
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This appendix contains fourteen tables, presenting minimax estimators
for the following estimation problem (O,L,X): parameter space 0 equals
[1-P,P] with ~~ p í 1, X E B(n,8) and the loss function is given by
L(6,a) - (6-a)2
(This is the symmetric truncated binomial problem of Definition 5.1,
where h is the identity.)
Each table successively presents for a certain n(3 C n t 16)
and several values of P the following elements:
(i) the (symmetric) minimax estimator dm, determined by the
estimates dm(i) for í- O,l,...,ent(n~2);
(ii) the minimax value maxTrT;
(iii) the (discrete) symmetric least favorable prior distribu-
tion with the minimum number of steps - determined by (7.6).
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Appendix B
This appendix contains eight tables, presenting minimax estimators for
the following estimation problem (O,L,X): parameter space 0 equals
[1-P,P] with } C P t 1, X E B(n,9) and the loss function is given by
L(6,a) - (6-a)2~{0(1-B)}
(So the loss function constitutes the only difference with the situation
of Appendix A.)
Each table successively presents for a certain n(3 t n C 10)
and several values of P the following elements:
(i) the (symmetric) minimax estimator dm, determined by the
estimates dm(i) for i- O,l,...,ent(n~2);
(ii) the minimax value maxTrT;
(iii) the (discrete) symmetric least favorable prior distribu-
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Samenvatting
Bij schattingsproblemen staat de onbekende waarde van een zekere groot-
heid (de parameter) centraal. Op basís van waarnemingen die afkomstig
zijn van een toevalsexperiment probeert de statisticus deze waarde zo
goed mogelijk te bepalen. Een nadere precisering hiervan leidt tot al-
lerlei criteria voor schatters, waaronder zuiverheid, toelaatbaarheid en
invariantie. In een of andere zin optimaal zijn verder de (veel gebruik-
te) Bayes en minimax schatters.
Het waardebereik van de parameter heet de parameterruimte; in-
tuitief is duidelijk dat doorgaans betere schattingen mogelijk zijn
naarmate de parameterruimte kleiner is. In dit proefschrift worden zgn.
afgeknotte parameterruimten bestudeerd, waarbij het theoretisch mogelij-
ke waardebereik van de parameter op voorhand al is ingeperkt. Dit kan
gebeurd zijn op grond van logische redeneringen of theoretische inzich-
ten; een voorbeeld hiervan doet zich voor bij de interview-methode die
in de sociale wetenschappen als 'randomized response'-techniek bekend
staat. Het kan echter ook zijn dat praktische ervaringen of subjectieve
overwegingen tot een dergelijke inperking hebben geleid. Zo valt op
grond van symmetrie-overwegingen goed te verdedigen dat voor elke Neder-
landse munt de kans op het gooien van 'kruis' ligt tussen 0.4 en 0.6.
De cen[rale vraag is nu hoe zo'n afknotting van de parameter-
ruimte gebruikt kan worden om betere schatters te verkrijgen. Het ant-
woord hangt uiteraard af van de gehanteerde criteria; daarnaast is van
belang welke type kansverdeling de waarnemingen vertonen. Dit laatste
aspect ligt ten grondslag aan de tweedeling van dit boek: Deel 1 behan-
delt de theorie voor zo algemeen mogelijke kansverdelingen, terwijl in
Deel 2 uitsluitend de binomiale verdeling bestudeerd wordt. Binnen elk
deel komen de eerdergenoemde criteria voor schatters achtereenvolgens
aan de orde.
Afgeknotte parameterruimten komen in de praktijk regelmatíg
voor. Daarnaast 2ijn zij uit wiskundig en uit statistiech oogpunt van
belang. Enkele van de meest interessante resultaten uit dit proefschrift
zijn de volgende.
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(i) In vele gevallen bestaan er bij een afgeknotte parameter-
ruimte geen zuivere schatters. Dit verschijnsel maakt het criterium van
zuiverheid onbruikbaar, zodat de nadruk noodgedwongen op de overige cri-
teria valt.
(ii) Schatters die waarden aannemen dichtbij de rand van de af-
geknotte parameterruimte zijn veelal ontoelaatbaar. Daardoor wordt niet
alleen de beroemde schatter van maximale aannemelijkheid buiten spel
gezet, maar ook bijna elke numerieke methode die momenteel bij afgeknot-
te parameterruímten wordt gebruikt.
(iii) Minimax schatters vertonen een zeer onregelmatig en soms
verrassend gedrag. Omdat ze bovendien moeilíjk te bepalen zijn, wordt in
Deel 2 veel aandacht besteed aan de berekening van minimax schatters bij
een binomiale verdeling.
In het algemeen worden in dit proefschrift bestaande schattings-
methoden toegespitst op het specifieke geval van een afgeknotte parame-
terruimte. Hoofdstuk 3 vormt hierop enigszins een uitzondering. De daar
gepresenteerde theorie, die bovengenoemd punt (11) combineert met inva-
riantie van schatters, leidt ook voor klassieke, niet-afgeknotte parame-
terruimten tot nieuwe resultaten.
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ESTIMATION IN TRUNCATED PARAMETER SPACES
van J.J.A. Moors
1. In vele gevallen corresponderen schattingen op de rand van een afge-
knotte parameterruimte noodzakelijkerwijs met een ontoelaatbare
schatter. Daarom zijn maximaal aannemelijke schatters bij afgeknotte
parameterruímten vaak ontoelaatbaar.
2. Het is technisch onmogelijk een geldstuk te vervaardigen
(i) waarvoor de kans op 'kruis' lager is dan 0.4 of hoger dan 0.6;
en
(ii) dat bij oppervlakkige inspectie niet van normale geldstukken te
onderscheiden is.
Ter staving: bij 6.000 worpen met een rijksdaalder waarvan de beeld-
zijde is uitgehold kwam 3.062 maal de beeldzijde boven.
3. Het toepassen van Bayesiaanse methoden door accountants kan zeer zin-
vol en verantwoord zijn.
4. Het is veelbetekenend dat de twee voornaamste werkzaamheden aan in-
stellingen van wetenschappelijk onderwijs doorgaans worden aangeduid
met 'onderzoekstaak' en 'onderwijslast'.
5. Noem een zin zelftellend als zij een complete opsomming geeft van de
er in verwerkte letters zonder dat gebruik gemaakt wordt van cijfers.
Definieer de lengte van een zin als het totale aantal er in verwerkte
letters. Dan zijn de eenentwintig kortste zelftellende Nederlandse
zinnen achtereenvolgens:
(i) Vijf f's, vijf s's, vijf v's, vijf ij's. (25)
(ii) Negen e's; zes n-en, s-en; twee g's, t's, w's, z-en. (29)
(iíi) Negen e's; zeven n-en, s-en; twee g's, t's, v's, w's, z's; 'n
a. (34)
(iv) -(xx) Als (iii), met de laatste letter gewijzigd.
(xxi) Schat, acht a's, acht c's, acht h's, acht s's, acht t's, schat!
(40)
KOUSBROEK, R. 1984, De logologische ruimte, Meulenhoff, Amsterdam.
6. '... ver in hun purisme dat altsaxofonist Bart Boying en zanger Jaap
de Kwaadsteniet enkele maanden geleden lange tijd op het eiland heb-
ben doorgebracht om de orq...'.
Bovenstaand fragment uit de Volkskrant van 15 april 1985 (p. 8, kolom
7) bevat het volledige alfabet en is negen letters korter dan het
record van BATTUS 1981, p. 63.
BATTUS 1981, Opperlandse taal- en letterkunde, Querido, Amsterdam.
7. Bezuinígingen bij het wetenschappelijk onderwijs dienen te beginnen
bij de folklore rond promoties.
8. De officiële eliminatie van de slotletter 's' in Nederlandse woorden
is zo tijdrovend dat ik op zijn vroegst in 2003 door het leven zal
kunnen gaan als Dr. Han Moor.


